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Stream water +ty is affected by processes oc- in and below the stream channel, by baseflow 

conuibutions from groundwater, and by the short-duration, hgh-volume conhibutions from 

peapitation events. Dehmg the source and pathway of stream water inputs is a prerequisite to 

undetstandmg the impact of contaminants o-dng in d a l l ,  fiom industry and agriculture, and 

&om urban runoff. Numecical models provide a useful tool in evaluai.g possible flowpaths and the 

aming and magnitude of stream inputs horn various sources. 

An integrated numerical model is developed and evaluated in this work. This numerid 

model considers the flow of water and transport of multiple solutes on the two-dimensional land 

surface and three-dimensional, dual continua subsurfice. Ldcage is through h-order,  physically 

based flux relationships or through condnuity assumpdons. Coup% of flow and teansport is 

achieved by assembling and solving one system of discrete algebraic equations so that water and 

solute fluxes between continua are determined as part of the solution. Spedied boundary conditions 

can be spady -  and temporally variable, or in the case of state-dependent flux boundaries, can be 

specified as nonlinear firnctions of che local flow or transport solution. 

The numerical model is mod& in form, is tailored towards irregular geological, d c i a l  

and ased geometries, and utilizes robust and efficient disaedzation and solution techniques. A new 

prism-based discretization is introduced and shown to be consistent with two and three-dimensional 

finite elements, while utilizing less memory and computational effort and generating significantly 

fewer negative ianuence coefficients. An adaptive temporal-weighang scheme is presented which 

partitions the flow and transport equations into active and inactive zones. Solutions for inactive 

equations are calculated using explicit temporal weighting and are excluded &om the flow or 

transport Jacobians, reducing assembly and solution time. 

The numerical model is evaluated by simulating two-dimensional Iaboratorg and three- 

dimensional field experiments of coupIed dace-subsurfice 

discharge volumes and t h i n g s  are simulated with reasonable 

flow and transport Observed surface 

accuracy using published or measured 



parameter values and rninLnal calibration. The observed dynamic response is a nonlinear h m o n  of 

multiple parameters, affected by s u b d a c e  penneabiIi7, d a c e  roughness, topography, and initid 

conditions. Excess rainfd and groundwater seepage flow overland, generating surface ponding and 

s t r d o w  dong topographic lows. The ponded surface water forms an internal, ms i en t  consaaint 

on the porous medium pressure head at the land sufkce. Solutions based on t~aditional seepage face 

algorithms do not reflect the effects of this ponded surface water on the distribution of subsurface 

head gradients. Groundwater seepage is therefore overestimated during rainfill evens while 

infiltration of ponded surface water is neglected at d times. 

Simulations of the transport of a consemaave tracer introduced with rainfall indicate that 

processes affecting solute concen~ations in the surface water are restricted to a relatively thin region 

adjacent to the land d a c e .  Concentrations in surface water are very sensitive to which equations 

the rainfall boundary condition (ie. speaed  flux) is applied. For rainEd applied to the d c e  

equations, mixing bemeen the surface and subsurface continua is more heavily influenced by the 

magnitude of dif.e/dispersive exchange coeefunt  The magnitude of advectfve exchange is 

controlled by hydrodynamics within the porous medium and not by the movement of excess raiddl 

boom the porous medium to the surface continuum. While having fittle affect on the flow solution, 

subtleties in rainfall boundary condition assignment in the discrete equations impact predicdons of 

tracer concentrations in discharge water a d ,  therefore, also affect interpretations of water origia 

Application of the coupIed surface-substdice model to the txansport of conservative tracer 

in the field-scale experiment re-enforces the conclusion that mixing processes occumng at the land 

surface interface dominate tracer concentrations in stream discharge. Simukted hydrograph 

separations (ie. relative concentration multiplied by stream discharge) replicate separations based on 

measured values with reasonable accuracy only if rainfall is applied to the surface equations and both 

advectke ( ~ e .  idtration/seepage) and d i f ' i v e  exchange processes are considered Simulated flux- 

weighted concentradons, however, exceed measured concentrations during hydrograph rise. 

Simuktion of field-scale transport processes is considerably more complicated than at the 

laboratory-scale, where topography is better defined and extfemeIy fine spatial discretization can be 



utilled. Successful sirnuladon of coupled surface-subsurface transport depends on the accurate 

representadon of the spatid and temporal ~adabilitg of water -change processes (ie. advection) and 

diffusive-type processes assodated with concenaadon differences between continua 

The fidd-scale simulations dadfg the role of the capillary h g e  on streamflow generation in 

the relativelp homogeneous sand underlving CFB Borden. The coupled sufkce-substu5ace flow 

model is able to reproduce the observed rapid water table response and resulting overland and 

s ~ e a m  flow. Observed surface discharge volumes md timing are sirnukited with reasonable accuracy 

using published or measured parameter values and minimal calibration. The simulated response of 

the cap* Enge to rainfall is consistent with both theoxy and observations but suggest that 

increased subsurface head gradients do not cause sigdicant groundwater seepage. Rather, 

inf2mation rates along the stream axis are reduced, with runoE formed largely by excess rainfall over 

a dynamic conPibuting area. The correspondq transport simuIations suggest &a& despite the rapid, 

large-scale response of the capillary £iinge, rainfall tracer dilution occurs largely by diffusive 

processes as water flows over the land surface to the stream, over relatidy short flow paths, and 

subsequently down the seeam channd Tracer originating above the i n id  water table enters the 

surface water by sirniIar processes, augmenting the small volumes of seepage (advective =sport) 

caused by increased subsurface hydraulic gradients. The simulations suggest that hydrograph 

separation theory is hundamendy flawed if djfhive modiiication of pacer concentrations in 

surface water is prevalent in nature. 
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Stleams, rivers and hkes are visible expressions of the t e n e s d  hydrologic cyde. These features 

represent the intersection and interaction of precipitation with water originating fkom both above 

and below the land surface- Surface water is in intimate contact with the biosphere and chefnically 

reflects the biology, the local geology and dimate. Recent tepordng in the United States [USEPA, 

19981 indicates that the leading cause of s d c e  water quality impairments is polluted runoff (see 

Table 1-1). Degradation of surface water quality is widespread (see Table 1-2), a&ng &om human 

activities in urban areas and from forestry, farming, ranchmg, and mining operations. Surface water 

quality impairments affect wedands, stream conidors, and coastal areas critical to the health of 

aquatic systems. Impairments indude siltation and habitat alteration and the addition of excess 

nutrients (e.g. nitrogen and phosphorus), bacteria, oxygen-depleting substances, metal, pesticides, 

and organic toxic chemicals. 

Understanding and predicting srrearn water qualitp requires the concomitant knowledge of 

water o+ and flow paths [e-g. Bum, 1980; Wkeuter et aL, 1986; Bfowes and Giflbum, 1988; 

Cb&opherson and Neaf, 1 990; Beck et aL, 1 990; MuhIIand ef al., 1990; BTjh~p e t  aL, 1990; W i h  et al., 

1990; Lundn, 1995; Mzdier et  uL, 1995; Ehenbeer et aL, 1995; Lt/nuYn, 1995; A a n d  Blower, 1996; and 

others] as saevn water chemistry is intimately linked with catchment hydrology [e.g. Bm7y et aL, 1974; 

Bradn and Ucbhnann, 1985; Ahzga, 1986; Pionke ef d, 1988; Mc-bf and Bmcah, 1990; Leotlmd, 1990; 

Cinno and McDonnelJ 1997; Anderson et d, 1997 a,b]. While groundwater baseflow can provide long- 

term, low-concentration contributions of contaminants to surface water bodies, short-duration, hgh 

concenPation conmbutions to surface water bodies may arise dudag precipitation or snow-melt 

events. Flow over the land sufkce or through preferential subsurface pathways may minimize sod 

contact and the associated buff- process. Concentrations of contaminants arriving at surface 



water bodies may diffet. little horn concentration values at the source [e-g. Jkluh, 1990; E.shfman et  

aL, 19931. The dominance of sluggish flowpaths through the porous medium or fast flowpaths on 

the land surface, or through preferential subsurface pathways, is difficult to determine, yet is c r u d  

to deveioping the ability to predict and protect surface water quality. 

As stated in USEPA [I 9981: 'Wore accurate estLnates of the sources, transporr, and impacts 

of poiluted runoff are needed to guide the implementation of management actions. Effective 

monitoring of polluted runoff is challenging because of many variables, induding intensity of 

storms, the time of year, and a mosaic of diffaent environmental settings and land uses. Because of 

its wide dismiution, m o n i t o ~ g  alone cannot adequately characterize polluted runoff. Better survey 

methods and computerized models are needed, with special attention given to determine the 

location and reladve conmiution of sources of niaogen and phosphorus. Modeled estimates need 

to be validated using available water quality data fiom staaons a t  the mouth of the watersheds." In 

the opinion of this author, however, numerical models also require validation against idormation 

internal to the catchment ensuring that the conceptual models of hydrologic response and sohte 

ansport  are self-consistent This thesis presents the development and evaluation of an integrated, 

physically-based numerical model of surface and subsurface hydrologic response to preapitation and 

the transport of multiple chemical speaes mithin such coupled hydrologic systems. 



Rank Rivers Lakes E s k e s  

1 Agriculture Agriculture Industdal Discharges 

3 - hhniapd Point Sources Unspesed Point Sources Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers 

3 Hydtologic Modification Armosphedc Deposition Muaidpat Point Sources 

4 Ha bitat Modification Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Upstream Sources 

5 Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers Municipal Point Sources Agriculture 

Table 1-1. Five leading sources of surface water qualitp impairment related to human acdvities 

[after USEPA, 19981. 

Surveyed P a d y  or f d y  impaired Threatened water quahqr 

72% of coastal estuaries 38 % 4% 

94 O/O of Great Lakes shore miles 97 % I %  

40 % of d lake acres 39 % 10 % 

19 % of d stream miles 36 '10 8 %  

Table 1-2. Summary of state reports on surface water conditions in 1996 [after USEPA 19981. 



2.3 Prevrbus W o k  Fidd Observations 

Results &om numerous laboratory and field obsemations provide a rather extensive list of 

surface and subsurface processes affecting the transport of solutes in coupled surface-subsutface 

flow regimes. These processes form a condnuum, but have been broadly categorized into those 

0ccumi.q in the hillslope and lipadan zones, and into in- and near-sueam (hyporeic) regions. 

Processes affecting water and solute =change between smeams and the underlying and adjacent 

porous medium can be summarized as: ''pumping effects" due to the iteration of sd - sca le  water 

depth (pressure) variations and stream bed geometry 0.e. ripples and dunes) [e-g. Thibo&a~w and 

BgZe, 1987; Savant, 1987; Elkof and Bmokr, 1997a,b]; shallow water exchange due to variations in 

water surface slopes, in ~LUII caused by stream bed topographic variation [e.g. H m y  afid &ncahz, 

1993; Mddahatl and Bohke, 19961; shallow substream flow via prefetential pathways in the stream 

bed, enhanced by stream curvature [e-g. V~CLY, 1968; finne4 e t  al., 198% Jackman e t  aL, 1984; C& 

and H o m b q c  1991; Hamg and Ber~cah, 1993; Mc'Mahon mrd Bobkc, 19961; and interaction between 

stream stage and the local groundwater flow system (bank storage) Leg. Cooper and Rorabaugh, 1963; 

Pind~andSauer, 1971; Noh andHi/l, 19901. 

The local groundwater flow system provides base flow to s a e a m s  [Totb, 1963; Fne~e and 

Witherqoon, 19681 and kkes [e.g. Winter, 19831, and is largely driven by topography and the slow 

dmmge. of water from the unsaturated zone between precipitation events. Hamq and Benca4.z [I9931 

suggest that small-sde topographic conteols on surface-subsurface water exchange can &ect solute 

transport processes at larger scales, that stream exchanges may intersect regional flow, and that the 

volume of water exchange may be greater than total baseflow. Water fluxes &om riparian zones and 

hillslopes increase sharply in response to precipitation events, overwhelming both baseflow and 

near- and in-sueam exchange processes. Surface and s u b d a c e  flow processes interact to transport 

water and solutes to the stream during these Qh-flux events. 

Hillslope and vadose zone hydrology have received considerable attention in the past 40 

years, and a complete review of relevant field observations and associated theory is dearly beyond 



the scope of this brief introduction. The following paragraphs attempt to summarize exrensive 

discussions provided in the texss edited by Ki+kby [I9781 and A n d m  and Bile [1985, 19901, and the 

reviews by Freeye [1974], Bewn and Gemann [I 9 8 11, Dunne [I 9831, Whie [I  98q ,  NieIren et  aL [I 9861, van 

Genucsten andJay [1987, IGrkby 3.19881, F d d e ~  et  aL [1988], Gee e t  aL (19911, Aqua T e r n  Cowkantx 

[2991], Bnn [1993], and Bonei.[l993]. 

Wslope hydrology can be desuibed by combinations of subsurface and surface processes, 

which interact at the land surface. Processes by which subsurface flow can rapidly contribute to 

s t readow are as follows: increasing hiuslope transmissivity as in6ltration generates higher 

saturations and/or perched water tables above relatively low hydraulic conductivity kyen [e-g. 

Wh.@&, 1965; IGrkby and Chorigl, 1967; Whipkg and Errkby, 1978; Dunne, 1978; Rodbe, 1989; Birhop ef 

aL, 19901; unsaturated water flow ( i i f l o m  or throughflow) may h e  fioom rapid saturation of near- 

d a c e  porous medium causing a transient anisotropy in the hydraulic conductiviq [Wb@@ and 

Ed+, 1978; Zahvzky and Xino; 1981; McCord et a/, 1991; Jac-ron, 19921; near-stream groundwater 

ridging resulting From a rapid change to posi&e water pressure in a tension-saturated porous 

medium following the addition of a small volume of water at h e  land surface [e-g. Ragan% 1968; 

J k h h  and Famodden, 1979; Gii/bam, 1984; Stager and Dracos., 1 986; Abdd and Gillbarn, 1985, 19891; and 

preferend (bypass) flow through lower storage capacity, higher pemxabiliy features such as root 

holes, cracks or pipes in soils, or through hctuses or dissolution features in bedrock [eg. Wh@kg 

1965; Wh$& and Ki'rkby, 1978; Moreig? 1979, 1982; B e r n  and Germann, 1982; Gmnmm, 1990; 

LYxmoon et  aL, 1990; McDonneI: 1990; Mongomy ef aL, 1997; Andenon et aL, 19971. Such higher 

permeability fatures may extend outside local topographic boundaries, hnkmg rapid s~eamflow 

response to the regional groundwater system [eg. Generaax ef aL, 19931. 

Surface saturation and possible subsurface discharge (seepage or return flow) can occur [e-g. 

Cbwhy, 1978]: when subsurface flow converges in slope concavities and water arrives faster than can 

be transmitted domnslope as subsurface flow [e-g- ErR6y and Chorb, 1967; Dunne and Bhck, 1970; 

Hewietf and N~tter, 1969, 1970; Beven, 1977; where soil layers conductkg subsurface flow are locally 

thin [e-g. KrA@ and Cborb, 1964; where perched water tables or ~apillary fbnges intersect the land 



surface [eg. 0 'Lughdn,l981; GiI/bam, 19841; and by water displacement or mnslation of pressure 

waves (piston flow) fiom the hiUslope to near-stream saturated or wetland areas [e-g. Hwh# and 

Hibbert, 1967; Hew//# and Nzlfter, 1 970; Waddingon et d, 1 9931. 

Rainfall may be converted dkecdy to overknd flow via: preapitation rates in e~cess of the 

maximum saturated hydraulic conductivity and durations longer than the time required for surface 

saturation [Hoeon, 19331; and preapitation onto saturated soil generated in dynamic (vadable) source 

areas [Hnvlff a7zd Hidbert, 19667; Kirkby and Chorfy, 1967; Rngmr, 1968; Betm and Mmruzi~, 1969; Dunne 

and Bhk, 19701. Overland flow veloaties may be considerably greater than those in the s u b d c e -  

The flow regime may be classified as mixed sheet or dl (channels and guzlies) and is neither fdly 

turbulent or fully laminar [eg. iMom and Fo*, 1990]. Water may be stored in surface depressions or 

infiltrate downslope Many of the surface-subsurface exchange mechanisms defined previously for 

streams may also apply to ooerknd flow [e.g. S'tyder and Wooihirer, 1985) Rainfall directly onto 

streams bypasses the hillslope endrely, providmg an early peak in stream discharge. Superimposed 

upon the previous processes are evaporation and transpiration. 

Some or all of the streadow generadng mechanisms may operate s imul~ous ly  on a 

given watershed [eg.  Pi&% et nL, 19781. The relative importance of each may fluctuate seasonally or 

even during a singIe preapitation event as a function of precipitation intensicg and antecedent 

conditions [WB;Pky, 2965; Beven, 19781. As stated by W e 4  and Kirkby [I9781 "there are thus a 

bewildering number of possibilities for the dominant processes and response times in forming a 

slope hydrograph. At very low raiafiU intensities (relative to soil permeabilitg), unsaturated 

subsurface flow or groundwater flow may be dominant, leading to response dmes of many weeks. 

At moderate storm intensities, saturated subsurface flow o h  becomes more important in well- 

horizonated soils, with or without some saturation overland flow. At extreme storm intensities, 

ideation-excess ovedand flow may dominate. It becomes easy to see how the wide range of 

observed responses can arise, and how difficult it is to make detailed generalizations or models for 

more than a natrow range of soil conditions at a time." 



1.2 Previous W o k  Numed'cd Moddhg 

The basic components of an integrated dace-subsdace  flow model have been known for 

some time [F-e and Hmhn,  1969]. A general overview of physically based watershed hydrologic 

modehg can also be found in papers by Frieze [1974, 1978], Dunne [1983], Gemann [I  9881, Erkby 

[1988], Bone11 [1993], and O'ConneL!and Todni [1996]. The tens by A~zdenon and Bud [I9851 and Singb 

[I996 a,b] s d e  a large number of existing surface and watershed hydrologic models. 

Numerical mod& have been developed for surface water flow [e-g. Woodkg 1965 a,b; Craulford and 

Linr/c, 1966; Chow and Ben-Zvi, 1973; X a ~ ~ f h ~ o u k , ~  and Kb~k5a,  1976; Ponce, 1978; V ' a ,  1983; 

Hmmadka et aL, 19 85,19 87; Zbang and Can&, 1989; Woolhier et  aL,1990,1996; M d b e  and Ho& 1993; 

G o m d i  and Venz~teZk, 19 93; P b a n  et aL, 1994; di Gimmmco et  aL, 1996; Feng and Mu/% 1997;  for 

variably-saturated flow in porous media [e.g. Freeze and WWeq4oon, 1968; Freeze, 1971; Nerrman, 1973; 

Nmarimhn and Wiberrzpoon, 1976; Narcxrtinhan et aL, 1978; Beven, 1977, 1978; HyaAom et aL, 1984, 

1986 a,b; Jimunek et  aL, 1985; Beven ef aL, 1987; Bi~tZy et aL, 1987, 1989 a,b; Paniconi and Wood 1993; 

CaZuer and Wood, 199q; and for flow in dual-continua subsusf3ce materials [e-g. Edtvardr et aL, 1979; 

Hoogmwdand Bouma, 1980; ~ V m t n i e h  and hmzison, 1984, Davidron, 1985 a,b; Gmnmn,  1985; Beven and 

Chke, 1986; Prue~z, 1991; Jmvis e t  aL, 1991; G e r h  and van Gmuchten, 1993a,b, 1996; Updgrzfef  al ,  

1991; Sme~em e t  aL, 1991; GNO ef aL, 19941. Numerical mod& of s h c e  watet flow generally 

consider subsurface processes using an idiltration mass sink [e.g. Gnen and Aqb t ,  191 I], while 

models of subsurface water flow consider surface processes via a seepage face sink [e-g. Neuman, 

19731. Couphug of dual con- subsurface flow processes is accomplished using a one-way Green- 

hmpt type sink [eg.  Beven and Chrke, 19861; first-order, quasi-steady, exchange relationships driven 

by pressure gndients [e.g. B a n n b h  et aL, 1960; Warren and Root, 19631; or pressure continuity 

assumptions [e-g. Tbemm and Sudiky, 1 9961. 

Coupled surface-subsurfke flow models have also been developed [e.g. Jmifh and Woolbiecr, 

1971; Freere, 1972 a,b, 1974; Beuen and Ki'rkby, 1979; Cunnigham and Sinchcr, 1979; A k o n  and Ym, 

1981; Smib  and Hebbnt, 1983; Abbott e t  at!, 1986a,b; Govin&qir and Kbuvar, 1991; Bmwn, 1995; Pohlet 



aL, 1996; Pmhks and KDUT~~I ,  1996; Qz~emer ,  1997; Bmndert and Pke,  19971. With the exception of 

Bmwn [1995J, coupling in surface-subsudkce flow models is accomplished by matdung boundary 

conditions at the land surface interface. The boundary at the land surface is assumed to be a 

specified flux und surface pondkg occurs, at which point the pressure head at the land surface is 

constmined to a value equivalent to the d a c e  water depth. Such an approach presents both 

algorithmic and computational di.f&ulties, as subsurface response is both transient and spatially 

variable in complex topography overlaying a heterogeneous subsurface hydraulic conducdPitytP 

Coordinating the interaction bemeen coupled models at internal boundaries represents a severe 

numerical challenge for transient system responses [e-g. Beven, 1985; Perkins and Koumi-, 1996]. 

Further complexity adses in the boundary conditions describing the partitioning of ainfall between 

the porous medium and macropores or bemeen the porous medium and surface condnua [e-g. 

Bmwn, 19951. 

Several of the referenced studies deserve further discussion. Using the finite difference 

method, Frec;e [I 971, 1 972 a,b] coupled three-dimensional variably-saturated subsurface flow with 

one-dimensional channel flow, with groundwater seepage routed to the stream with a simple time- 

delay algorithm HL simulations of hypothetical hillslopes hmte  the role of s u b d c e  flow on 

streamflow generation, and the rarity of Hortonian o v d d  flow. &yen [1977, 19781 utilized the 

finite element method to simulate subsurface flow in mo-dimensional hillslopes, thereby 

demonsaadng the role of topography, dope convergence, and antecedent moisture conditions on 

hydrologic response. More recently, Bmm [I9951 investigated coupled surface-subsurface flow on 

hillslopes by r e d e f h q  the capacitance and conductivity of the uppermost layer in the TRUST flow 

simulator [Narminhm c t  d, 19781. Surfice flow was represented by a one-dimensional form of the 

Darcy-Weisbach equation with the two-dimensional Richards' equation governing subsurface flow. 

Modified porous medium characteristic m e s  were utilized to include effects of relatively hgh 

macropore permeabilities near saturation. His simulations indicate macropores enhance stream 

discharge conPibutions from soil horizons, and that &el geomeay and structural heterogeneity 

dfects the relative con~bution of surface and subsurface flow. Brown's work is sigxi6can~ as the 



disaete surface and s u b d a c e  Bow equations are solved simultaneously. eliminating iterative 

matdung of boundary conditions. None of these efforts considered solute transport 

The Syst6me Hydrologique EuropCen (SHE) [Beven, 1985; Abbotr et  d, 1986 a,b; Bathunt, 

1986;gb; Brrthrrnt et al, 19'16; Rq5gaamd and Jtomy l!ZJ6] represents the most elaborate suite of 

physicallybased catchment models in existence. In its original form [Beunr, 1985; Abbon et aL, 1986 

a,b; B n i % w  1986a,b], SHE consisted of code modules desuibing one-dimensional channel flow, 

two-dimensional (rectangular plan) overland flow, one-dimensional vettical unsaturated flow in 

porous media, and mo-dimensional (rectangular plan) saturated groundwater flow- Additional code 

modules provided source/siak terms for evapotranspiration, snowmelt, and canopy interception. 

Flow processes were simulated separately, mith independent time steps and a mixture of explicit and 

implicit techniques. An interface module synchronized dme steps and provided matchmg boundary 

conditions. Subsurface discretization in SHE precludes consideration of a significant number of the 

runoff generation mechanisms discussed above, while boundary condition convergence is reported 

to be dii3dt [e-g. Bezwzy 19851. Bathunt et al. [I 9961 and wgaard and S r o m  [I9961 indicate ongoing 

improvements in nurnedcal methods, and the inclusion of modules describing solute and sediment 

transport, geochemical processes, erosion, dual subsurface porosity, and an extension to three 

dimensional groundwater (saturated) flow. Further elaboration is omitted here due to a paudy of 

published documentation. 

B a i y  et a/. [I9741 described the basic components of a coupled surface-subsurface solute 

transport model which, when "piggyba~ked'~ onto a coupled flow model [e.g. Frieze and Hmhn, 

19691, would provide a tool useful for predicting pesticide and n u ~ e n t  runofE A large number of 

models have been devdoped along these lines [e-g. Metcayand Eddy ef aL, 1971; Donz@un ef aL, 1977; 

Huber and Dickn~on. 19 88; BicktteLZ et  aL, 1 993; Donigia et aL, 1996; Hubn; 1 9961, buq while integrating 

a substantid number of surface flow and transport processes, these models generally lack rigorous 

consideration of subsurface processes. 

A step towards integration of surface and subnvface processes was presented by Gomit&giz 

[1996], who, by matdung boundary conditions, could couple two-dimensional vaxiably-saturated 



subsurface flow and a~ lspor t  mith one-dimensional flow and transport on the land d a c e .  

Empirical mass-transfer coefficients were utilLed to desaibe solute movement between a thin 

zone and the surface and subsurface continua. This mixing zone concept is utilized in many 

surface water quizIity models [e-g. Abya, 19861. In conaasc Wafhch et oL [1988, 19 89 a,b] and Walhch 

and van Genz~chten [I 9901 descnie surface-subsdace solute transfer by a mismre of diffusion and 

advection. The difhsive coupling parameter can be viewed as equivalent in h c t i o n  to the hrst- 

order exchange coefficients utilized by Bencah [I984 a,b] and Bencah et aL (19841 to coupIe -sport 

in streams with the underlying porous medium, First-order exchange coefficients are well established 

to couple transport in dual subsurface c o n k  [e-g. van Genuchtm and Wiinrzga, 1976; van Genucbten 

and Dahon, 1986; RMnrmn e t  uL, 1990; J' et aL, 199 1; Gerh und uun Genucbten, 1993a,b, 19961, and 

are udlized in manp of the dual-continua numerical mod& currently availabIe. 

1.3 Objectives and Scope 

The objective of this thesis is to develop and evaluate a general, physically-based numerical 

model that incorporates all of the s t r e d o w  generation mechanisms discussed above, indudmg the 

transport of multiple dissolved-phase chemicals. Snowmeit, and canopy intercep don, and sediment 

ttansport are not considered at present The two-dimensional diffusion-wave equation is 

implemented to describe flow in shallow d a c e  water, while flow in variably-saturated dual 

subsurface condnua (porous medium and maaopores/hctures) is described by the three- 

dimensional Richards equation. Transport in both the surface and subsurface continua is described 

by advection-dispersion equations. Linkage is through first-ordq physically based flux relationships 

or &rough condnuity assumptions. One system of discrete algebraic equations is assembled and 

solved such that fluxes between continua are determined as part of the solution. The term intgrded is 

used, therefore, to differentiate the numerical model developed here &om previous efforts [e-g. 

Fme~e, 19781. Utilization of the first-order coupling approach eIiminates many convergence and 

boundary condition assignment algorithms. The numend model is modular in f o q  is tailored 

towards irregular geological, s u r f i d  and areal geometries, aad utilizes robust and eficient 



discretization and solution techniques. Surface topography and the associated effect on storage and 

potential gradients is imbedded in the structure of the numerical mod& 

The £low of water and transport of solutes on the land d a c e  is integrated with processes 

occuning within a variably-saturated porous medium conmining macropores or fkactures. To the 

author's knowledge, this work presents the first rigorous attempt to link flow and transport 

processes on the Iand surface with those in variably-saturated, dual-continua subsurface The 

intended application is the evaluation of conceptual models of hydrologic response, solute transport, 

and stream water origin developed on hillslopes and subcatchmenn. Many other applications are 

possible, although data requirements may be prohibitive [e.g. Beven, l989]. While the objective of this 

work is the development of an integrated numerical model of surface and dual-continua subsurface 

flow and transpoq model application is resmcted to allow a detailed analysis of hydrologic response 

and pacer -sport in coupled surface-porous medium systems. Transport simulations are restricted 

to address conservative solutes. 

1.4 lljesis Organization 

The governing equations and related assumptions are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 

presents spatial and temporal discretization methods and methods utilized to solve the resulting 

nonlinear, coupled system of discrete equations. M component modules of the numerical model are 

tested in Chapter 4 by comparing solutions with pubIished expefiments, anal@cal solutions, or the 

results of existing numerical models. Coupled surface-sub6ce flow and rnspor t  is investigated 

in detail by comparing soluuons with a laboratory expen'ment VbduA 19851. Chapter 5 presents 

simulations of a field-scale evpedment of coupled surface-subsurface flow and Pansport [AbdK/, 

19851 and invesugates the sensitiviv of predicted discharge volumes and ~ a c e r  concentrations to 

topography and channel inasion, initial water table elevations, hydraulic conductivity, and seeam 

toughness. Comparisons are made with solutions based on traditional seepage face boundary 

conditions, and the relationships between rdd- ru~ loEf  response, tracer transport processes and 

hydrograph separation of stream discharge are investigated. Summary and condusions are presented 



in Chapter 6. Appenddk A discusses spatial discretization issues, evaluates sotution sensiriviv to grid 

refinement, and inaoduces and compares an alternative, prism-based discretization scheme with 

isoparamecric prism and temhedral bite elements. References follow the appendix. 



This chapter presents the development of equations governing the flow of water and transport of 

solutes on the Iand surface and in an underlying porous medium which contains rnacropores. First- 

order flux relationships are presented for use in coupltng flow and transport bemeen continua. 

2.1 Governing H o w  Equations 

The movement of water on the Iand surface and in the porous medium, indudmg its 

macropores, is assumed to be proportional to hydraulic potential gradients. The air phase is assumed 

inhnitely mobile in the subsurface and hysteresis is not considered, although the latter could be 

included. Water densitg and temperature are assumed constant water is assumed incompressible. 

Variably-saturated subsurface flow is assumed kminar and Richards' equation is applied under 

unsanlrated conditions. Macropores (Lactures), if present, £om a second variably-saturated 

subsurface continuum in which Richards' equation is taken to be valid. Surface flow is described by 

the diffusion wave and Manning equations. Coupling between continua is implemented with first- 

order exchange flux relationships k e n  by pressure head gradients [e.g. B m b h  et  aL, 1960; Wamn 

and Root, 19631 or by continuity of the pressure head [e-g. Thmim and Su&cky, 1 9961. 

Preferend flow paths in the porous medium may be caused by root or worm holes, by 

desiccation cracks, or by fractures. These features, ref'ed to here as macropores, may be 

represented as discrete entities if widely spaced 1e.g. Tbmkn andSude~:, 19961. The rnaaopores may 

be grouped into a second overlapping continuum if spa* are small such that the porous medium 

representative elementary volume @EV) contains sufficient numbers of maoopores. Two pressure 

heads then can be defined for every point in the flow domain, representing the average head in the 

REV for the porous medium (yp ) and macropores (ym ), respectively. This duaI continuum 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic d iagam of water flow and solute transport in surface water overlaying a 

porous medium conmining macropores. 

conceptualization is refened to as a dual porosity model if one continuum dominates storage 

potential while flow processes dominate in the second [e-g. Wmm and Root, 19631. If s@cant 

Bow occurs in both continua, the conceptualization is known as a dual-permeability model. Many 



variations of these conceptualizauons are possible if muItiple c o n k  can be identified. The 

volume hacaon of porous medium (2.11) may be subdivided huther to more accurately calculate 

transient water exchange, following the multiple interacting continua @.fIPJC) approach of P~UII  

and Nararhimban [1985]. The following paragraphs present the development of equadons 

governing the movement of water on the land surface and in the dual-continua subsurface. The 

subscripts p, m, and r, denote porous medium, macropore, and surface variables, respectively. 

The flow of water in a variably-saturated porous medium and inside the macropores is 

assumed to be descnbed by [Rrcbmdc, 19311: 

where t = time m; S ,  = water saturation [-I; # = porosiy [-I; qb = spedEied rate source/sink 

r']; qC = rate of water exchange with macropores or the d a c e  continuum PI]; f = volume 

&action associated with each continuum [-I; and f = area fracuon associated with each 

continuum [-I. The Darcy flux is given by: 

where y = pressure head F]; z = elevation head p]; k, = relative permeability 1-1; k = intrinsic 

permeabiliv vector ~ 7 ;  pw = density of water w-q; p,= viscosity of water PE-'T']; and g = 

gravitational accelention FT?. The porosity of the porous medium is assumed a function of 

pressure head and is approximated as [Kiopin~ki, 19901: 

!bP = gp* [I + B P P d  d l $ ]  (2.3) 

where ,8, = compressibiliy of porous medium FT'M-'] and = a reference porositg at 

atmospheric pressure. Macropore deformation is not considered io this work (8, = 0). 

Saturation, s,(v), and relative penneabilitg, k , ( ~ , ) ,  are assumed to be nonhysteretic and 

can be descnbed by tabulated laboratory data or by functional relationships [eg. Bmokr and Corg: 

1964; M~akm, 1976; Gillham et  a/., 1976; van Genuchten, 19801. For example, the van Genuchten [I9801 

Eunctional relationships are given by: 



where Q. k-'1 and n are empirical curre-fitting parameten. The effecrive saturation, S, , is defined as: 

where S, = residual saturation. The van Genuchten-tppe relative 

macropores are scaled ac low sarurations using: 

I 0 S, I stM". 
x = [(s, - s y ) / 2 s y I 2  s:rlve < s, 5 2 s y  

where s?~" is the effective saturation at which flow begins. This s d n g  

degree of independence between the saturation and relative permeability 

explicit control over the initiation of macropore flow at low saturation. 

(2.5) 

permeability curves for 

introduces an additional 

functions and provides 

The effect of hysteresis aad saturation-dependent anisotropy on the combined relative 

permeability-hydraulic condu&viy tensor [Bern et oL, 1987; Mdord et a/., l99Ij is not considered in 

this study. The combined effect of these processes on £low and transport at the watershed scale wiu 

be difti.cult to predict as wetting and drainage states are spadally- and temporally-variable, affe&ng 

both the initial state of the system and its transient response dudng multiple precipitation and 

evaporation sequences. An investigation of these effects in the context of a fully coupled numerical 

model with multiple interacting continua is le fi for future studies. 

Macropore geometry, effective permeability, md effective porosiq values may represent 

laboratorg or field measurements or can be calculated directly given measurements of macropore 

dismbudons and sizes and a geomemc model [e-g. Lxxmoon et d, 19901. Volume and area &actions 

can also be derived fiom geometric models. Assuming the maaopore apeme or radius to be much 



less than the spacing bemeen macropores (b, << a,), one can d e h e  the effective interfacial arm, 

4 [L'], between the macropore and porous medium C O ~ M U  [e.g. Pnurr and Nmasrinhamt, 1985; 

Bmkm, 19 85; Gerke and van Gemchten, 1 9961 as: 

K=CmV, (2- 71 

where VT = Vp + V, is the total averaging volume ~ 7 ;  and V, and Vm are the volumes associated 

with the porous medium and macropores, respectively. For rectangular porous medium blocks, 

the surface area to volume ratio, Crn P~L-)], of the maaopore-porous medium interface is 

approximated as: 

for equal macropore spacings of 2am and: 

for unequal spacings, where 2amx, 2a,, and 2a, are the macropore spacings in the x-, y-, and z- 

directions, respectively (Figure 2-1). Other geornenic models will yield different parameters or 

functions. The volume fiaction associated with the macropores is given by: 

with the remaining volume fraction: 

f v = l -  P f,'=l-bmrm 

being associated with the porous medium, which may be subdivided fuaher [e.g. Pnzm and 

NurmFhmhan [1985]. The effective porosity of the macropore sys tem given by (2.11) is unity but 

may be reduced due to mineraiizadon or sedimentation [e-g. Neretniek and ~ ~ o o n ,  19841. 

Maaopore permeability can be derived &om geometric models as well. Maaopores could be 

conceptualized, for example, as consisting of a set of parallel tubes to represent root or worm holes, 

with inpinsic and effective permeabilicg calculated using the Hagen-Poisede equation [eg. Durn 



and Phi@ 1991; Bmm, 19951. Macropores can also be conceptualized to consist of non-deforming 

pardel plates representing, for example, desiccation cracks in structured s o h  [Dauidron, 19885 a,b]. 

Inpinsic and effective penneabihies are then given as [Snow7 1969; Bern, 19721: 

where 2bm is an effective macropore aperture F], and: 

detines the approximate fractional area 

principle direction. The area available 

equivalent &action: 

avaiiabk for macropore flow per total unit area in each 

for flow within the porous medium is reduced by an 

Effective permeabilities for unequal macropore apertues or spa* can be calculated as: 

Gcrke and urn Genrrhten [I 9961 approximate area hctions with volume Eractions: 

This approximation is reasonable, as the fiactiond area associated with each continuum is often an 

assumed or fitted parameter. 



The concepndization introduced above effectively groups systems of connected 

mauopores together to form a second subsurface condnuum 'Ihe average properties of this 

continuum mav be s p a d y  vai.able. Taat additional assumptions are that a represenm~e 

elementary volume exists, that macroscopic potentiai gradients h e  the flow of water within the 

system of connected macropores, and that the flow of water is ~~~. However, not all 

macropores may be acrive in the flow process ar a given macroscopic water saturation: this 

process is described functionally in this work by the characteristic relationships. These assumptions 

could be r&xed in future studies to include flow channeling though subsets of connected 

mauopores, although paramet&ation would be exceedingly difficult a t  the EeId scale. 

Two-dimensional surfice flow is conceprualized as a dJrd continuum that interacts with the 

porous medium and macropores through a thin soil layer at the land surface interface. The thickness 

of this l a y q  as [Ll, is assumed to be propordona1 to the permeability of the underlying porous 

medium [e.g. R i c h m d o ~  and P m ,  1 9 9 11: 

as -A (2- 1 7) 

and represen= a characteristic length scale related, for example, to momentum exchmge between 

the surface water and underlying porous medium. Assuming a unit interface area (c = l), a, is 

equivalent to the volume fraction f,' [-] and pressure head, through continuityy is assumed 

equivalent to the water depth [e-g. Fnepe? 19781. 

The transient flow of surface water can be desabed by the diffusion wave appro.+tion of 

the depth-integrated shallow water equations. This simplified surface flow equation adequately 

resolves backwater effects and is applicable to flow on 5 t  surfaces except in situations invol- 

very steep waves [Di Giammam et aL, 19961. Assuming a negligible iefluence of inertial forces and a 

shallow depth of water, V/, F], one can describe the conservation of water on the land d a c e  by 

[Xat~th~pozdo~ and Kourita~, 1 9 76; Ponce e t  aL, 1 978; Vinio, 1 9 831: 



where ijs = surface water reloaty @2?]; qb = source/siok F'], and qC = surface-subsurface 

exchange p']. The surface saturation Swr and storage depth, , are defined as: 

sw, = ""[I* max[o7 W, lh,]] K, = mz.[0, d ~ ;  - h,] h, 2 a, (2- 1 9) 

where h, b] represents the avenge height of non-discretized sufkce microtopography [WooZKrer et 

d, 1990; 19961. The mobile water depth, t,vsv,. , is dehed as: 

y,. = rna.u[o, w, - i , ~ y ~ ]  ylTd 2 Swr h, (2.20) 

where p:"" is the depth of ponded water that does not partidpate in overknd flow (e-g. 

depression storage) and S, is the residual surface saturation. Vangbles utilized in the surface Bow 

eauations are defined in Figure 2-2. 

.. 
.c S, = M IN( 1, MAX (O,Y, I h,) ) 

pond 
W, waterdepth V, immobile surface water depth 
h, height of microtopography Ysn mobile surface water depth 
g storage above microtopography S, surface saturation 

s 

Figure 2-2. Dehaition of surface water £low variables. 

The surfkce velocities are calculated u t h h g  a two-dimensional form of the empirical, 

though well-es tablished, Manning water dep th/fEction-discharge equation [Mmnring, 1 8911: 



where R = hfmnkg's surface roughness tensor ~ - " 3 ] .  The friction or energy slope, @ [-I, is 

approximated as: 

The Manning roughness coefficient in (2.21) is assumed to incorporate a l l  surface boundary 

friction and turbulence effects. The numerical value of the local Manning roughness should, 

furthermore, be viewed in a spatially-averaged sense, as it can represent both &ed sheet and 

concentrated 0.e. dl or gully) flow in the overland portions of a watershed [Moom andFoder, 1990]. 

Surface water flow is assumed to be gradually varying with respect to space such that 

pressure and velociy are dismbuted uniformly over a flow cross section; land surface slopes are also 

assumed to be gradually varying. Following Cboiv and Ben-Zvi [1973], equation (2-18) is assumed to 

describe both oveeland and channelized stream flows. S p e d  consideration for one-dimensional 

c k e l  flow can be included in future studies, although the morphology of natural channels is ofien 

an assumed parameter in most routing models and can be emulated through variation of the surface 

roughness coefficient [Grqxon e t  aL, i 9921 and disaetizadon of the channel topography. 

2.2 Governing Transport Equations 

The equation describing advective-dispersive transport of each species in each variably- 

saturated subsurface continuum is: 

where C = concentration in water @ML-7; R = composite storage/retardation term [-I; b = 

dispersion coefficient tensor &?'I; A = first-order decay constant F']; par = indicates chain 

decay parents; d = concentradon in injected water w-q; Ce = concentration in upsweam 

continua p - 7 ;  and q" = diffusive exchange between continua p']. Equilibrium partitioning is 

assumed between the mass of each speaes in the water phase and the masses in the sorbed and air 



phases, respectively. Water-solid partitioning is assumed to be described by linear isotherms. Water- 

air partitioning is assumed to follow H e w s  Law. Under these assumptions, the porous medium 

composite s torage/retardation term is dehed as: 

RP = e P S w p  + KhCpSq, + K d p ~ p  (2.24) 

where S5 = 1 - Sy = air phase saturation [-I; K, = water-air partitioning coefficient [-I; Kg = 

macropore surface partitioning coefficient &?Mi?; and pp = porous medium bulk den* w-). 
The macropore composite s torage/retardation tenn is defined as: 

Rm = PmSwm KhQ,Sum + @=sWm Kdm/bm (2.25) 

where Kdm = water-interface wall partitioning coeffiaent [L]. The mass in all phases is dowed to 

decay at the same rate. This latter resniction can be removed by defining separate kt-order  decay 

constants for each phase. 

Dispersion tensors, b F.'T'], are, for the mechanical mixing and diffusion in the mobile 

water phase [Bear, 19721: 

and, for diffusion in the passive air phase: 

@uQ=Kh@utD*G, i , j = x , y , z  

where D: = diffusion coefficient in water ~ 9 ' 1 ;  D: = diffusion coefficient in air b?I?]; a, = 

longitudinal dispeniviy [L]; a, = transverse dispersiviry [Ll; Iql = magnitude of Darcy flux FT']; 

and 6, = Kronecker delta [-I. A modified form of (2.26) is used to allow different transverse 

verdcal, a,, and transverse horizontal, a%, dispersivities [&me# m d  Fnird, 1987. Tortuosiq, 7 

[-I, for each phase can be specified or defined as a function of saturation and porosity [lMiIhkrguon, 



Transport in the surface water is described by [Pgton and Sandm, 1990; R i v h  and Walhcb, 

1995; Gonhdmju, 19961: 

Surface storage/retardation, R, [L], is described by: 

where Kdx = hear water-surface soil/vegetation partitioning coefficient F].]. Note that surface 

concentrations represent depth-averaged quantities because rapid verdcd mixing in shallow water 

is assumed. The mo-dimensional dispersion tensor, Dw, representing diffusion and spreading due 

to twbulent mldng, is assumed to be described by: 

2.3 Fist-Order Coup* Relatio~shps 

Exchange of water and solures between con- is approximated with &st-order 

relationships: 

qc = a e A  y qeo = ofD AC (2.32) 

which describe-the rate at which continua interact The interaction or exchange coefficimts, a' 

[L"T'], and a" r'], can be interpreted as: (1) lumped fitting parameters utilized to match observed 

responses [e-g. Bmcah, 1984; Bm.sem and Roo, 1990; Govri&qir, 1996; lby et aL, 19971 or (2) 

functions of interface geometry (2.8) and charact&tic length scales: 

where the parameters p' PT'] and q" p?l?] are defined as functions of fluid or solute properties 

and system parameters such as saturation or permeability [e-g. m Genuchfen andDakon, 1986; Waihccb 



et  aL, 19 88, 1989; Sc~&tRy, 1990; GerAe and van Genuchten, 1993a,b, 199q. This later approach is utilized 

in this work, with water and solute exchange assumed to be described by one-dimensional Darcy 

and advection-dispersion equations, respectively. Use of Luge =change coefficient values promote 

concentration and pressure head continuiv between rwo interacting continua, and smaU values 

promote disequilbrium. The following sections provide functional definitions of the coupling 

coefficients aC and acD . 

23.1 Water Exchaoge 

First-order coupling relationships, while approximate, have a long history in coupled 

subsurface flow [e-g. B a m b h  et  aL, 1960; W m n  and Rwt. 19631. The use of such relationships to 

couple d a c e  and subsurface flow, however, is unique The coupled system of equations utilized in 

this work is: 

which provides for d i s ~ c t  porous medium and macropore storage capacities and veloaties, and 

allows an analysis of the effects of by-pass flow on infiltration and solute transport. The first-order 

flux relationship (2.32) eliminates iteration between the d c e  and subsurface flow solutions to 

determine matduag boundary conditions. In this way, specified fluxes are apportioned between 

continua in an implicit, natural manner [VanderGaak and Sud'cky, 1995, 19961. Water added to one 

continuum is stored, transported within the continuum, or mansferred between continua The time 

scale of response associated with each continuum is maintained but is intimately linked to the 

dynamics of the coupled system. In conteast, Bmwn'z 119951 coupled system of equations can be 

Wfitten as: 



where the interface area and charact&tic length scale are determined by the spacings of the 

discredzed vol-umes . 

The exchange of water between condnua is assumed analogous to a one-dimensional 

variably-saturated form of Darcg's equation. The exchange coefficients are thus nonlinear and the 

rmpitude of pressure head diseqdbrium bemeen any two coupled continua is affected by the 

degree of saturation. Subsurface water exchange is assumed to be described by [e-g. Baretlbhff et  aL, 

1960; Wamn andhot ,  19631: 

q;, =dw((vm -Y,)=-$ (2-39 

For equal macropore spacings and an isotropic porous medium, the water exchange cocffiaent is: 

The interface permeabiliry, kc ~ q ,  is approximated 

con&ua, weighted by volume or area &actions: 

(2.37) 

by a harmonic average of the respectme 

This average is dominated by the porous medium permeabiliv if macropore volumes are small. The 

exchange coefficient utilized for rectangular porous medium blocks with unequal spacings is given 

by: 



The dimensionless parameter, f ,  is utilized to scale the magnitude of (236). This scaling 

may represent an altered effective permeability due to interface mineralization or rnicrofclctudng 

[e.g. Preu~~ and W a g ,  1987, or an altered interfacial area caused by channeling of flows along 

maaopore walls [eg. Hoo3moed and Bo~ma, 1 9801. Gerh and ua72 Gemchtm P 993a,b] utilize a scaling 

parameter to compensate, in part, for h e  first-order coupling relationship (2.37), which tends to 

underestimate water evchange under large potential gradients. This inaccufaq can be minimized by 

funher subdivision of the porous medium into mulriple interacting c o n k  (MINC), as 

demonstrated by Pnress and Nara~rhiman [I 9 8q. In the study by Gc+kr and van Genuchten [I 993a,b], the 

macropore continuum mas both firtly saturated and the source of water, the macropore continua, 

was taken to be upstream of the porous medium continuum at all times. The validiq of a constant 

scaling parameter for bi-directional =change mder variably-saturated conditions is unclear. One 

possiile h m o n a l  form of f is: 

A? = sWpm (2.40) 

which scales the degree of interaction (or area) by the macropore saturation [e-g. Wang and 

Nurminhan, 19851. If evaluated implicitly, (2.40) d represent an additional nonlinearity in the fitst- 

order coupling. 

The relative permeability, kk 1-1, is defined in the upstream continuurm 

which ensures that the discretLed solution is monotone [eg. hpinnski, 19901. Gerke and van Genuchten 

[1993a,b] and Zimmeman e t  a! [I9961 suggest that the relative permeability be evaluated using the 

porous medium characteristic cuwes and the interface potential which, through continuiv, is equal 

to that in the maaopore system: 

The relative permeabilities 

value, which is reasonable 

kiV = k* (s, ( Ym )) (2.42) 

predicted by (2.41) and (2.42) mill be within an order of magnitude in 

given the uncertainty associated with the geomety (2.7) and interface 



permeability (2.38). Use of a scaling factor such as (2.40), hrthermore, reduces water exchange by a 

similar order of magnitude. 

Large s u b d a c e  water =change coefficients, GY;, cause rapid equilibration of pressure 

head between ktercomected condnua [e.g. Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993 a,b, 1996& The subsudkce 

continua then respond concurrently to pressure changes, with the influence of the mamopore 

permeabiliw becoming more dominant as the pressure head approaches the macropore enny value. 

This represents one possible form of an equivalent porous medium representation of the coupled 

subsurface flow process. A small influence (ie. a small a') decreases the macropore-porous medium 

interaction and provides for increased by-pass flow to depth. 

Surface-subsurhce water exchange is given by: 

4; = < ( ~ , - y l , ) = - q ; ~  4:; = a:m(~s - vrn) = - q .  

where the water =change coefficients are: 

The upstream-weighted relative permeability (241) will be unity if groundwater discharge (seepage) 

is occurring at the land surface. For inhltration conditions, interface dative permeabilities can be 

specified using the empidwl surface saturation function (2.19) in combination with the relative 

permeability function of the unddyiug porous medium. Psuedo-relative permeability is defined in 

this work as a simple power function of an effective saturation (2.5): 

- sf( l -SJ  kw, - (2.45) 

which ensures continuous d&atives as water depths approach zero. Continuous d e a t m e s  are also 

generated as water depths approach the height of the microtopography (see Figure 2-3), with the 

relative permeability attainkg a constant value of unitp when water depths are greater than the height 

of surface microtopography. Spedcation of a non-zero residual saturation, S, , in combination 



with a nonzero mobile water depth (2.20) ensures that the surface transport equation is defined at all 

values of water depth (including negadve). This depth-based function can be interpreted as reducing 

the area utilized in coupling the sueface and subsurface flow continua, resulting in restricted 

infiltration fiom concentlated ponding in dIs [Dzmze et aL, 199 I]. This reduced area limits infiltration 

horn ponded water, which d also affect surface hydrodynamics, as more water is available for 

overknd or stream flow. Such effects may be sgrdicant once middl  ceases or when subsurface 

heterogeneity causes s p a u y  vadabIe infiltration and surface water run-on [Woofhirer e t  al, 19961. 

Semi-permeable sudaces ( ~ e .  crusted soils, roads or leaky concrete channels) can also be considered 

through the scaliag coefficient (0 < X' < 1)- Setting this coefficient to zero accommodates 

impermeable d i c e s  by decoupling the d c e  and subsurface flow systems endrely. 

-1 
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Figure 2-3. I11us~ation of the empirical surface r e b e  permeability function. 

Lnhltxation and discharge seepage rates are determined by pressure head gradients and the 

properties of the underlying porous medium and macropores. Subsurface heterogeneity and its 

influence on infiltradon, subsurface flow, and seepage, is implicitly considered through possible 

sparial variabiliy of the verdcal permeability m e ,  1980; Sbanna et aL, 1987; Binlg, et aL, 1989 4b; 

Smith et aL, 19961. While the area associated mith the macropores (f2) may be small, the effective 



permeability contrast between the two s u b d a c e  continua may allow significant water movement 

directly into and through the maaopores once s d a c e  ponding occurs [Edwmdr et aL, 1979; Hoogmocd 

and Bouma, 1980; Dayidon, 1985 a,b; Beven and Ciarkc, 19861. This enhanced surface flux is likely to 

occur when the rainfall at che h d  surface =ceeds the infiltration capaaty of the porous medium, 

but not the combined i d h a d o n  capaaty of the porous medium-macropore system [e-g. Beven and 

Gennann, 1982; McDonneiI, 19901. This effect map be irregular in space and time, varying with 

macropore verdcal permeabiliy (aperture and spa* and topography [Dunne et  aL, 19911. 

Pene~ation depth wilI depend on the magnitude of subsurface water exchange, and, in effeq 

increases the arm available for infiltration by the area of the subsudace i n t d c e .  

2-32 Solute Exchge 

The subsurface diffuske/dispersive exchange coefficient, indudmg &ion in the air phase 

is given by [van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976; Rarmcuon et aL, 1990; Jmis e t  oL, 1991; Gerkc and van 

Genzlchen, 1993a,b, 19961: 

" =q;(q - G ) = - ~ ;  ?% (2-4G) 

For equal macropore spacings and an isotropic porous medium, the solute exchange coefficient is 

defined as: 

where a' = exchange dispersivitp PI.]. The scaling parameter XD can be constant or a function 

similar to (2.40). Volume &action weighting (2.38) is again assumed valid and is utilized to determine 

intecface porosity, saturation, and tortuosity. Unless macropore saturation is small, solute exchange 

in both phases dl be dominated by the porous medium values [e.g. pan Genzicbten and Dalton, 19861. 

The magnitude of the dXfusive exchange (2.46) will affect solute bypass of the porous medium. 

Concentration gradients will be large if the porous medium storage capaaty is significantly greater 



than that of the macropores- In the absence of mechanical mLxing (a* = o), the magnitude of (2.47) 

is likely to be less than the magnitude of the water exchange coeficient (2-37) for moderate-to-high 

permeability porous media, providing a greater degree of concentration disequilbrium than may exist 

for pressure. 

Considerable uncertainty exists in both the mechanism and the parameterization of surface- 

subsurface solute mass transfer. WaIhch e t  aL [1988, 19891 approached the problem of diffusme 

solute transfer by assuming the existence of a thin immobile water film at the land surface interface. 

The thickness of this water was assumed to be proportional to the Manning surface roughness, 

the water depth, and the surface hydraulic gradient Richurdron and P a r  [1988, l99l] derived an 

expression with similar physical meaning but fiom the perspective of the depth of penetration of the 

surface water shear stress into the porous medium, with the water film thickness being proportional 

to the square root of the soil permeability. The ability to predict the depth of shear stress interaction 

or the thickness of a thin immobile water layer is debatable, however, in the context of Leegukt 

d c e  topography and vegetation cover, porous medium heterogeneity, and macropore flow. Haair 

et al. [I9921 udlLed a more empirical approach to desuiie the interaction of +dtural runoff with 

a thin mixing zone, neating the conceptual mixing zone as a fieting parameter to match observed 

discharge concentrations. Govinhzqit [I9961 treated both the exchange coefficient and miKing zone 

thickness as constants whereas Bencah P983, 19841 characterized the diffusive transfer of solutes 

between stream and sediments as a simple &st-order kinetic process. 

The coupling approach utilLed in this work is similar to Bencah [1983, 19841, with the 

exchange coefficient derived Lorn porous medium and solute properties [egg Walhch et aL, 1988, 

19891 and an assumed characteristic length scale of interaction [eg. Gerkc and van Genucbten, 1993 

%b]. Dispersive-diffusive surface-subsurfice solute exchange, therefore, is assumed d e s d e d  by: 

4;" = a; (c, - cp ) = -q;; " = q (cs - c,) = -q;; % m 
(2.48) 

where the diffusive exchange coefficients are: 



Porosity of the interface is assumed equivalent to the underlying continua and tortuosity is evaluated 

using (2.28) [eg. WaIhch cf aL, 1988, 19891. The exhange dispersiviy, a*, represents mixing due to 

raindrop impacts or to pumping effects. Saturation is evaluated as a harmonic 

volume fiamon: 

which is equit-dent to the surface saturation if the subsurface con- are 

average, weighted by 

fully saturated, thus 

scaling the diffusive =change by the degree of surface ponding. Dispersive/diffusive exchange as 

descabed by (2.49) d increase as the characteristic length scale decreases. Small length scale values 

are equivalent to assuming concentration continuiq between surface water and 

porous medium [Donz-an et aL, 1977; Jteenb~iir and Walter, 19801 whereas Iarger length 

disequilbrium. 

the underlying 

s d e s  promote 



This chapter presents discredzauon and solution methods for a M y  coupled n u m a i d  model 

describing water Bow and solute transport on the land surface and w i t h  subsurface porous 

medium that may con& fractures or macropores [VanderKivaak and Sudccky, 1995, 1996J. 

Considerable emphasis is placed upon the use of robust and efficient methods appropriate for the 

discretization and solution of large-scale problems. The governing equations are discretized in space 

using the control volume bite element (CVFE) method [eg. Foryzb, 1991; Forytki and S i ~ ~ o n ,  1991; 

Go~ardi and Venz~teflli, 1994; Costa e t  aL 1 995; Di Giammmo e t  aL, 1996], which permits a consis tent 

interpretation of flow and mansport processes both within and between continua. The CVFE 

method combines the geometric flexibility of bite elements with the local consemation 

characterisdcs of control voIumes. Coupling of continua is accomplished by assuming continuiv of 

pressure or concentration [e.g. Thmen and Szdicky, 19961, or by speufymg a fist-order flux 

relationship between continua [e-g. W m n  and Root, 1963; van Genrrchen and Dakon, 19861. Transport 

of multiple species is solved sequentially after each transient flow timestep, beginning with the &st 

parent if chain decay is occurdng. Nonlinear flux limiters are utilized in solving advectme transport 

to minimize numerical dispersion. Each system of coupled nonlinear equations is solved 

simultaneously using Newton iteration, and numerical d e a d v e s  are employed in the Jacobian 

assembly. Efficient and robust iterative sparse mapix methods are used to solve the large Jacobian 

systems. Solution accuracy and mass balances are stipulated by the convergence tolerances of the 

Newton iteration loops and iterative solver, respectfvely. 



3.1 SparialDiscetizanbn andEqustion Coupling 

Simple element types are utilized to allow the efficient use of influence coefficients in the 

evaluation of spatial integrals [Fend, 1982; Hztyakom et  aL, 19841. Subsurface element tgpes indude 

triangles, prisms, rectangIs, tetrahedra and blocks. Surface equations are discretized using a second 

finite element mesh corresponding to the top of the subsurface elements ( F i i e  3-1). Surface 

dements overlaying subsurface prisms or tetrahedra consist of niangles, those ovedaykg blocks are 

rectangles, and those overlaying two-dimensional subsu&ce elements are lines. Element types can 

be s p a d y  variable, a useful option in simulations combining complei geologic and topographic 

geomeaies. Following Pana'ay e t  aL [1993], modified influence coeffiaent mauices are utilized for 

rectangles and blocks to emdate hnite difference connections. This approach is extended in this 

work to indude pdsms (See Appendix A)). 

Each node in the G t e  element mesh may have multiple unknowns, with each unknown 

associated with different condoua. A mi.xme of coupling schemes may be utilized, allowing different 

continua to be coupled via continuity or by ht-order flux relationships. The spatial d i s ~ u t i o n  of 

continua can also be variable, dowing, for example, a layer of macroporous soil adjacent to the land 

surface or surface processes only in topographic lows. Such spatial variabiQ of continua is 

illustrated in Figure 3-2, which presents a portion of a prism-based mesh with surface equations at 

the uppermost nodes, a layer of macropore equations at the nodes adjacent to the land surface, and 

porous medium equations at all nodes. 

The s a c m e  of the corresponding coefficient mapix (Jacobian) is presented in Figure 3-3 

for hrst-order coupling and both standard and modified finite dement connections. In both cases, 

the diagonal consists of blocks related to the number of equations per node while the off-dmgonal 

connections are associated with the element types selected for the spatial discretization. Use of 

modiiied elements eliminates cross-element connections (See Appendix A), redudng the size of the 

coefficient matrix by approximately twenty-eight percent in this exampIe. Such reduced connectivity 

will lower storage requirements and both the Jacobian assembly and the solution effort reg. Pan+ et 



aL, 19931. Storage and computational effort may be minimved firrther if coupling is accomplished by 

assuming pressure and concentradon contimi ty between continua [e-g. Themken and Su&cky, 1 9191- 

Figure 3-4 presents the coeffiaent mamces that result by assuming c o n ~ u i t p  between the porous 

medium and macropores, while utilLing a kt-order rektionship to couple the surface continua- 

Subsurface connemons are coincident, reducing the size of the coeffiaent ma& by forty-one and 

--nine percent for the standard and modified £inire element connetions, respectively- The 

sparsity pattern is constant for a given spatial discretization and equation numbering: only the 

nonzero terms in the Jacobian are stored and operated on- Judicious selection of coupling 

approaches and element tppes can sigdicaritly lower computational ef.0- as the Jacobian assembly 

and solution time is directly propordonal to the nodal spatial connectivity and the number of 

primary vatiabks per node. 

The muldple equation and general coupling merhodology can be utilized to indude 

additional continua or discrete features such as fkactures [Themen undSudcky, 199Gj, wells [J.&c& ef 

aL, 1995; Wk et aL, 19961, or tile drains [ M a Q ~ m e  and S~dicky, 1991)6 Coupling of these features with 

other condnua may be accomplished via either continuity assumptions or bt-order exchange 

relationships. Exchange relationships are similar to those utilized to couple the d c e  continuum. 

The multiple-interacting condnuum (MINC) method of Pmes. and Narminhan [I9851 and Pn4e.u 

[I9911 can be easily implemented by htther subdivision of the porous medium volume. Additional 

equations desmiing flow and transport in each continuum are assigned to each node, thereby 

inaeasing both the size of the dngonal blocks and the number of off-diagonal entries in the 

Jacobian. The hrst-order relationships utilized to couple the multiple porous medium continua are 

similar in form to those developed to couple porous medium and macropores. A dual-porosiy 

approach can be implemented by eliminating off-diagonal enmes, correspondng to flow and 

pansport within a c o n ~ u u m ,  while retaining maies in the diagonai blodg which correspond to 

exchange between continua. 
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Figure 3-1. Illustration of the relationship between simple surface and subsurface finite element 

meshes, the relationship between finite elements and nodal c o n ~ o l  volumes, and the 

coupling of flow and transport on the land surface with that h a dualsontima subsurface. 

Nodes along the top of the three-dimensional mesh are assigned both surface and 

subsurface equations. The surface mesh is coinadent with the top of the subsurface mesh. 
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p: porous medium variable 
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s: surface variable 

Figure 3-2. A portion of a prism-based bite element mesh illustrating multiple unknowns per 

node and spatially-vaiable subsurface continua. 



Figure 3-3. Jacobian smcture for illustrative h i t e  element mesh (Figure 3-2): (a) comect iv i~  

arising horn prism finite elements (132 enmes) and (b) connectiviq resulting &om 

modi6ed prisms (95 entries). 

Figure 3-4. Jacobian structure for illus~ative finite element mesh (Figme 3-2) assuming continuity 

of porous medium and macropore solutions: (a) co~ect iv i ty  arising fiom prism haite 

elements (78 enaies) and @) connectivity resuking horn modified prisms (54 entdes). 



The discrete form of the coupIed surface and subsurface flow equations is: 

where i, j = nodes in the bite element mesh; T], = the node set containing porous medium 

pdmarp vadables; 7 ,  = the node set containing macropore primary variabIes; = the node set 

containing surface primary variables; = qp U r]_ U = the set of all primary va-riables; qi = the 

set of nodes in the equation of ~o~ i; Q = s m  of volumetric fluxes within and between 

continua; CQ, = sum of volume& sources/sioks; 

weighting (o, = 0,l) ; and Atglobuf = global time step. 

and is independent of element type and dimensionality. 

L = 

This 

time level; of = flow solution time 

discrete macdK equation is nonliaear 

Disaete water fluxes for subsurface flow and for all c o u p l .  terms are defined as: 

where r, = flow influence or water transfer term.. The hydraulic head difference, yV, is given by: 

XI =(v+z), - ( ~ + z ) ~  (3 -3) 

which is the difference in pressure head for pdmacy variables located at the same node Discrete 

surface fluxes are dehed  as: 



where I = Newton iteration level. Note that surface influence terms, (TI):, are a function of 
rl 

water depth and are evaluated semi-impliatly (see equation (3.14)). The nonlinear relative 

permeability u&ed in (3.2) is upstream weighted: 

as is the nonlinear surface conveyance term, K: 

Upstream weighdng, while diffusive, ensures solution mono tonicity [Kmpn~fi, 1 990; Me.reZhe and 

Holiy, 19931 and is consistent with the hyperbolic tendencies of the governing equations. 

The coupling influence coefficient for an isonopic porous medium containing equally- 

spaced macropores can be e-xpuessed as: 

Porous mechum-surface influence coefl3aents are defmed as: 

and the macropore-surface influence coeffiaena are given as: 



The subsurface flow influence coeffiieno, r b?f?], in (3.1) are linear and are defined as 

[Fonytb and Sikpson, 1 9 9 1 ; Fonyfh, 1 9 9 31 : 

where (f *k)i/cyz = h-onic-weighted effective penneabllides, qc = the set of elemenrs containing 

the node pair 4, and N = linear basis functions. The coeffiaeats IiF, I T ,  and IF /&] contain a.U 

elemental geometry and integration information and are defined as [e.g. Htfyakom e t  aL, 1984, 

1986a,b]: 

Interfaces are assumed to lie at the midpoint benveen two nodes. Element-based coefficients are 

equivalent in h c t i o n  to those based upon a control volume disaetization [e.g. Dafankn; 19801: 

where A,i = inrerface area and AU = separation distance benveen adjacent volumes i andj. 

Influence coefficients (3.10) must be non-negative for physically meaningful water and 

advective solute flux calculations. Discrete fluxes with inconect orientations can be generated for 

negative values, causing time step reduction and requiring large numbers of Newton iterations to 

achieve convergence [Letniowrrki and Forsytb, 199 11- An ideal discretization method would be based on 

(3.12), as influence coefficients are derived &om positive-valued permeabilities, areas and distances. 

The finite dement-based requirement of non-negatme transmisslbilicg: 

is a function of the nodal permeability tensors, the elemental geometry, and the choice of basis 

hctions. For linear basis hctions, Letniowrrki mtd For@ [I9911 indicate that horizontal values of 



(3.13) are negative for block dements with huge aspect ratios, assuming a constant, isotropic 

permeabilit)' tensor. A similar analysis of large aspect linear prisms, presented in Appendix A , leads 

to the same conclusion. Teuahedra tend to produce negative d u e s  along diagonal connections. The 

simulation of dynamic coupling using kege, irregular, three-dimensional @ds with spatially variable 

properties effectively guarantees the existence of some negative influence coeffiaents. Aspect ratios 

are likely to be largest adjacent to the land surface where vertical refinement is desired to resolve 

large pressure head gradients. The magnitude and number of these negdtme d u e n c e  coefficients 

should be minimized to ensure Newton iteration convergence [Ltniottrski and Foqfh, 19911. 

Udlization of finite-difference approximations for hnite-element coeffiaent matrices aids in such 

minimizations. 

The surface influence coefficients, rS ~~'9'],  are linear functions of the surface roughness 

and elemental geometry and a nonlinear function of the magnitude of rhe water potential (himon 

slope): 

and, therefore, is a nonlinear h c d o n  of water depth. The friction slope, 1-1, is evaluated as an 

elemental parameter at the previous Newton iteration level as: 

where E is a small number (e-g. to 103 that in the event of a zero fluid potential gradien~ 

avoids a divide by zero in (3.14) by enforcing a minimum value of - IhL is ecpkalent to spe- 

a large tinite influence. Lagging the evaluation of (3.14) by one Newton iteration assumes that the 

influence is second-order relative to the water depths in the conveyance term. Note that a nonlinear 

surface roughness function could easily be induded, subject to the same assumption. This 

formulation differs &om that used by Hmmadka et aL [1985, 19871 and Bmwn [I9951 who set the 

water flux to zero if the Gmon slope, @, or water depth, v,, is less thaa some threshold value The 



approach is similar to that utilized by Feng and M u / .  [1997J, who avoided the divide-by-zero 

singulantv by ad* a small number to the calculated gradient 

The discredzation and weighting schemes udlLed in this work climGrates the need for special 

aeatment of alternating wec and dry conditions on the land surface due to topographic variability. 

Similar to MeseI'he and Hob [I9931 and Feng and Mol; [1997J, internal boundaries at the land surface 

are implicitly considered as the surface conveyance (3.6) and the discrete surface water flux (3.4) are 

zero when upstream water depths fail belorn the height of the storage depressions. n/fe~e~/hc and H u ~  

[I9931 provide a review of previous numerical approaches to this nonlinear internal boundarp 

condition, indudmg the use of an inverse Preissm's slot [e-g. Schuurmc~n~~ 19911 and moving or 

deforming finite element gdds [e.g. k n b i  and &fopo&~, 1 9 881. 

Use of the surface saturation and relative permeability functions given by equations (2.19) 

and (2.45) ensures mass conservation, as id3tration is an impbat function of the surface water 

depth. This conaasts to Phykn ef ad [I9941 who minimized mass balance errors by arbiharily 

reducing the i d m a t e d  water volume to maintain mass conservation and solution monotonicitg. 

P&y& e t  ar( [I 9941 and Meseihe and Ho4 [I 9931, fixthennore, ignore water depths below some user- 

specified value by resetring water depth to a s m a l l  positive value if non-positive values were 

generated by their solution method. The sparial and temporal discretizadon scheme u&ed for the 

surface equations provides a mass conservative solution strategy consistent with that utilized for the 

subsurface flow equations. The Jacobian assembly s~ategy follows the efficient node-based 

algorithm described by Foryth ondSikpon [I9911 and is discussed in Section 3.2.2. 

Specified or hctional boundary conditions can vary in time and space and are implemented 

&cough the manipulation of the source/sink teems in (3. I )  [Forgth? 1988; Costa e t  al., 1995; WH e t  oL, 

19961. The Luge influence approach is used to enforce specified conditions: 

Qf = qT(vi - ~ b )  
(3-16) 



where pb = current pressure head or water depth; pi = desired pressure head or water depth; 

and I&, = an influence significantly greater in magnitude than the sum of all other nodal 

influences (e-g. 103. Wzt ef a(. [I9961 demonstrate that the use of (3.16) emulates the effect of a b e  

spatid discretization adjacent to the boundary ( T ; ~  oc l/a). 

Rainfall is assigned per unit area of the land surface [Hnyakorn ct  al., 1986bl: 

e," = 411% (3-17) 

where q, = the rainfall intensitp per unit area [LT'] and 4 = the area associated with a surface 

water equation (A,) ,  equivalent to the boundary area of a subsurface volume (Figure 3-1). FIux 

boundarg conditions may be s p a d y  and temporally variable, dowing non-uniform rainfall 

distriiution, 

In considering coupled surface-subsurface flow and transport, a decision must be made 

regarding where to apply specified sources such as raiafd or irrigation water. Rainfall interacts with 

the porous medium until such dme that the sur&ce water depth becomes d c i e n t  to absorb any 

vertical inerdal forces generated by raindrop impact [I=&, 19461. While this may have little effect 

on the surface flow soluuon beyond an increased resistance at d depths m n  and Yen, 19811, the 

impact on the transport solution may be sip.iticant Furthermore, rainfall mixes with water 

contained in the spedfied boundary volume an& therefore, may alter solute concentrations within 

that rolume One possible approach is to use back-calculated maximum infiltration rates at each 

node at the land surface to apportion rainfall between the surface and subsurface equations. To 

maintain an implicit solution and avoid the additional computational cost of the back-calculations, 

the numerical model developed here can apportion the applied flux as an implicit h c t i o n  of surface 

saturation. This can be mitten as: 

which states that the rainfall is applied to the porous medium surface when water depths are below 

residual values (s, = 0). Rainfall is applied to both the porous medium and surface continua prior 



to surface water ponding above the surface microtopography (0 < S, c 1) , but rainfall is appIied 

exclusively to the surface condnua if water depths are at or above the height of the 

microtopographp (s, = 1). SoIute mixing occurs, therefore, in the correct water volume. Note that 

channel preapitation (i-e. rainfall directly onm streams) is included naturally with this dual 

boundary condition. Furthennore, avaikble subsurface storage must be utilized before rainfall is 

applied to the surface continuum. Small subsurface discretization volumes mill ensure both 

accurate resolution of subsurface potential gradients and appropriate storage response timingtiminp 

S e v d  additiod nonlinear water s i n k  boundary conditions are implemented. These 

conditions are also evaluated within the Newton iteration loop and form part of the solution. Free 

dramage at the base of the subsurface h i t e  dement grid can be spedfied per boundary area, 4, as: 
Q: = -kmkZ f:Ab (3.29) 

which assumes a unit fluid potential gradient (gravity drainage) at the boundary [e.g. Simutlek e l  a!, 

19851- Surface outflow flux (e.g. stream discharge leaving computational domain) may be specified 

by: 

which relates boundary flux per unit  boundary length L, to critical water depth to represen% for 

example, bee-fall over a weir of height h, [Chow, 1959; F~eqe, 19781. Surface outflow boundades 

can also be specified by normal flow conditions [e-g. Chow, 1959; Fmece, 19781: 

where S is a specified stream gradient. Equation (3.21) is equivalent to multiplying the Manning- 

derived veloacy by the stream cross-sectional area. 

Evaporation and plant transpiration are considered udng sink fuactions of the general form: 

QF = a( V ) S ~ V  (3-2) 

Q ~ E  = ~Y*)sL% 



where Q: and Q: represent the actual transpiration and evaporation sinks &TL], SZ F'] is the 

potential evapotranspiration rate per unit volume of soil, and S& [LT'] is the potential 

evaporation rate per unit area of surface water. The forms of the dimensionless response functions 

Q(Y) and a(vs) depend, for example, upon the dishibution of roots with depth, type of plant, 

the availability of liquid water, and the minimum permissible pressure head. Reviews of the many 

possible hct ionai  fonns of the stress firnctions are provided by Feddex e t  oL [1978, 19881, Mofx 

[I 9811 and pan Genucbten [I 9 871. Additional bctional relationships may consider atmospheric 

humidity (vapor pressure), wind speed, and solar radiation inputs- Note that multiple sources and 

sinks can be applied at the same position in space. For example, evaporation, rainfall and critical 

depth boundary conditions can be applied simultaneously to the same d a c e  equation. 

The surface-subsurface Bow coupling desaiied in Section 2.3 eliminstes the need for s p e d  

iteratme algorithms to handle seepage faces on non-vertical porous medium boundaries. Seepage is 

implicitly accommodated through discharge into the surface ~0n~uU.m.  Further, this water is not 

lost to the system, but ponds or flows overland, possiblp to reinatcate elsewhere as conditions allow. 

A vatiant of traditional seepage face boundary condirions are included, however, for vertical outflow 

boundaries where the surface flow equations are invalid 

Seepage faces in most existing numeiical models are initially assigned zero-flux boundarg 

conditions with the seepage face algorithm performing an iteratme search for the locations on the 

boundary at which the back-calculated fluid flux: 

is directed out of the domain @e. negative) and the calculated pressure head is at or above the 

atmospheric reference value ( i e  zero). Once located, the solution is recalculated with the pressure 

head at these locations constrained at zero. Pressure heads are not allowed to rise above 

atmospheric conditions at seepage faces. This resPicdon is equivalent to assuming a negligible 

pondiag depth and that discharged water is immediately removed via a kst  mechanism such as 

overland flow [Neuman, 1973; Cooky, 1983; Hyakom e t  al., 19861. 



The seepage face algorithm utilized in this work compares the back-dculated flux to the 

specif3ed boundary flux 6.e. rainfall), and constrains the pressure head at zero using (3.16) if the 

applied flux is larger. This algorithm can be viewed as an adaptadon of that presented by Hztyakmn e t  

a(. [1986a,b] and can be mitten in pseudo code as: 

IF (constrained) THEN 

IF (QY > Q: AND < -E) constrained := FALSE 

ELSE 

IF (QY < Q," AND > +E) constrained := TRUE 

EWIF 

where E is a small number that minimizes node state oscillation within the Newton iteration loop 

[Coo&, 19831. A consequence of this algorithm is that water may continue to be injected into the 

subsurface at a 'seepage' face [e-g. Forger and Smith, 19881. In the coupled dace-subsurface 

approach developed in this work, the applied water ponds on the land surface until it is removed 

via inhltration, surface flow, or evaporation. Such conditions are equivalent to applying a transient 

pressure head constraint to the subsurface nodes. Ponded water, if available, continues to a t t a t e  

at the rate dictated by the subsurface hydrodynamics, ceasing when the rainfall ceases and sudace 

storage is exhausted. The modified seepage face algorithm constrains the pressure head at zero 

until the rainfall ceases and the subsurface water iniihates. The seepage face algorithm (3.24) is 

imbedded in the Newton iteration loop. 

hn additional complexity is introduced at vertical subsurface outflow boundaries located 

below nodinear surface water boundaries (ie. at the oudet of a truncated hillslope or catchment). 

The boundary condition for surface flow at these locations is described by (3.20) so that the surface 

water depth is oansiem in time and dependent upon the rainfatl rate and water flowing &om up- 

gradient The pressure head in the immediate subsurface, therefore, is also transient but neither the 

pressure heads nor boundary fluxes are known apnori The back calculated water flux, (3.23), is 

udlized as a subsurface nodal sink term in these situations: 



to allow subsurface water to exit the computational domain without discharging through the 

surface boundarg. Neither the pressure heads nor water fluxes are speded, but instead are both 

determined as part of the solution. 

The system of equations describing flow in all continua are solved in a fully coupled fashion 

so that fluid exchanges and nonlinear boundary conditions are determined as part of the iterative 

solution. The discrete £low equations are linearized using Newton's method and numerical 

derivatives [Foqth and Sihpon, 1991; Forgth et a/. [199q. For example, if the surface terms in 

equation (3.1) are rewritten in the form of residuals: 

then off-diagonal Jacobian entries are a~~roximated as: 

where E represents a 

diagonal entdes can be 

small numerical shift 0.e. 104 in the water depth values. The Jacobian 

expressed as: 

The flu terms on the right-hand side of (3.27) are calculated during the formation of the 

numexical dedvatmes (3.27) and the flux derivatives in the Jacobian columns are calcukted within 

the diagonal-entrp flux summations. Subsurface Jacobian tenns are determined in a simikt 

manner. The complete system of linearized equations: 



can be efficiently constructed by calculating only the chgonal derivative entries [Foqtb and 

Siqzon, 19911. Funher details of the Jacobian assembly method can be found in Foryth and 

The simuktions performed in subsequent chapters, being highiy dynamic, are solved fully- 

implicitly. However, one can anticipate scenarios in which the time step required for convergence of 

the Newton iteration loop is dictated by  the dynamics of d a c e  flow or flow in the unsaturated 

zone [x Pandy, pm comm., 19981- These timesteps may be considerably Smaller than required for a 

stable and monotone soluuon (1) to the linear equations adsing fiorn flow in saturated porous 

medium or macropores, (2) to the nonlinear equations in stagnant regions of the unsaturated zone, 

or (3) to nonlinear equations in dry regions of the land surface. If variable temporal weighting is 

utilized in (3.1), the linearized system of equations (3.29) can be partitioned into irnplidt (of = 1) 

and explicit (wf = 0) submanices: 

where: 

represents equations with explicitly and implidtly evaluated flues, including boundary conditions, 

and where: 

represents equations with d fluxes evaluated explicitly. The explicit Jacobian submamix, 

contains storage derivatives only: 



and has no off-diagonal encdes and can be evaluated inexpensively prior to the Newton itemtion 

loop: 

- {vJL + {A vJL+[ {vJL+' - 

= {vJL - { G I J J ~  
The explicitly derived soludons {ve}Lcl  are thus h o r n  at the new h e  levd By eliminating the 

explicit equations, the linearized system of equations, (3.30), is solved only for those equations 

containing implicit terms (3.31). The two systems of equations are linked, and mass is conserved, via 

explicidy evaluated fluxes in the residual or forcing vectors {r; + r,}''L+l and {r,)"L41. Such coupling 

is effectively external and is updated at the beginning of each rime step for each equation. 

Equations with acrive bouadaeg conditions are always solved implicitly. Adaptive time 

weighting on the remaining equations is implemented by pre-calculating the explicit solution to d 

equations. Those expliat solutions that are unstable be. viokte the Courant criteria), or result in 

primarg variable changes larger than the Newton convergence tolerances are also flagged as implicit 

Consistent temporal weighting is utilized on all coupled equations such that all equations at a given 

node are solved irnpliddy if the previous cLiteria select one equation for implicit solution. This 

conservative strategy partitions the discrete equations in to temporally variable subsets conespondmg 

to nonlinear or &My dp-ic regions and linear or slowly chaqpg regions of the finite dement 

gd4 respectively (see Section 4.4). 

The primary variable switching algorithm of Fonyth et  aL 119951 is implemented to aid 

convergence of the subsurface flow equations. Forth et aL [19995] demons~ate that use of pressure 

head as the primary variable in dry regions of the subsurface can cause convergence problems for 

the Newton iteration due to the extreme non-lineariq of the ty - S,,, relationship. The time steps 

required for convergence are ofken much smaller than those needed for reasonable time-truncation 

errom Selecting saturation as the primary vadable in dry regions can significantly reduce these 

convergence diEdties. Variable substitution is accomplished by inverting the iy - S, relationship 

to make pressure head a function of saturation v=  I,@,), and by caIcuIating the numerical 



derivatives using a small shift in saturation instead of pressure head The same set. of subsurface 

flow equations are solved and are independent of the chosen primary variable. P* variables at 

adjacent nodes may differ, as chanctedstic curves and hydraulic conductivities are defined as nodal 

parameters in the control volume finite element method be. properties are assigned by equation, not 

element). Simnarly, pdmary variable switching may be performed if first order coupling is utilized, 

but cannot be performed where continua are coupled by pressure continuiy assumptions. 

Newton linearization proceeds until a specified maximum number of iterations are exceeded 

or until the magnitude of the solution updates at each node are s d e r  than specified tolerances for 

each ptimarg variable. A check of nodal solution residual errors is performed once the primary 

variables have converged. This check is implemented to ensure a monotone transport solution. T d  

simulations of flow and transport in coupled porous media-fkacture systems dernonsmte that subtle 

changes in pressure head can shi£i the Iocation of the upstream point used in dculating the 

coupling £lux. This shifted upsmeam point can result in a ktge change in the discrete flux if the two 

c o n k  have drastically different saturations and rehive permeabdities at approximately the same 

pressure head. For a very dry fkacture, this additional Bux can result in a large fluid mass balance 

enor (residual), resulting in a non-monotone transport solution (eg. d c i a l  miniml and mmima 

develop). Similar behavior may occur when the upseeam point on the land surface shifts, indicating 

a change horn infiltration to edtradon, or zira iana- Forcing additional flow Newton iterations 

usually corrects this error. 

The residual emor tolerance is defined for each equation as [P. Foyth, pmund mm~tft'cation, 

2997) 

-(I1 - 141) <  to^^^^^ (3.35) 

where V, = water volume. Equation (3.35) is a measure of the magnitude of the local residual 

enor in reladon to the volume of water present at the beginning of the timestep. Note that it may 



be quite difficult to satis@ (3.35) if the sueface depths or subsurface sawations are small as small 

errors in saturation or water depth may represent a large relative residual error. Calculation of this 

error measure is nearly as expensive as to build a Jacobian, and is only performed once the primary 

variables have converged due to the update tolerances. The relative enor tolerance, tolmor , is 

generally taken to be 10". The dme step is reduced and the Newton iteration loop is restarted if 

convergence is not attained via both the solution update tolerances and the residual ereor criteria. 

Convergence update tolerances are generally s p e d e d  to be an order of magnitude larger than the 

numerical derivative increment to minimize both residual enor and the additional computational 

cost associated with the evaluation of (3.35). 

The convergence behavior of the Newton iteradons is aided by applying the under- 

relaxation scheme of CooLy [1983], modzed to operate independently on each primary variable 

Furthennore, negative influences (5 , T, , T, ) can be set to zero, ensuring that discrete water and 

spedes fluxes occur in the conect physical direction (see Appendix A ). Global timesteps are 

selected based upon target changes for each primary variable [Forsyfh and Siq~on,  1991; Themen and 

S~~dr'c., 19961, target residual errors (3.35), and the number of flow Newton iterations requLed for 

convergence [J. Pan&, pez comm., 19971, a measure of solution difticulty. Basing h e  step selection . 
on macropore or surface saturation changes can be quite restrictme. 

323 Solution 

Approximate solutions ro the linemized equations are generated using an iterative sparse- 

m a 6  solver [VanhKbaaok et  d, 19971 employing Bi-CGSTAB [van ah- Vorrt, 19921 or GMRES 

[Jmd and ScM5 19861 acceleration and reverse CuW-McKee ordering [CxthiY and Mcfie, 1969; 

Geoqe, 19711 of a red-bkck reduced system of equations. Preconditioning is provided by incomplete 

lower-upper factorization (ILU) or drop-tolerance incomplete lower-upper (XLUT) factorization 

[Behie and Forgtb, 1984; Sood, 19961. ILUT factorizations are performed only on the Jacobian 

generated in the h t  Newton iteration. Solutions to subsequent Newton iterations are 

preconditioned using the ILU algorithm and the data structure provided by the drop tolerance 



factorization. Accurate factodzations are generated, therefore, wkde the %her computational cost 

of the drop tolerance algorithm is amortized over the total number of nonlinear iteradons 

Convergence of the iterative solver is determined to occur when solution updates are small or a 

spedied relative residual reduction is attained. Solution update tolerances are generally specified as 

one or two orders of magnitude less than the Newton convergence rolerances: residual reduction 

tolerances are genera& set to 10". These relatively tight tolerances aid in rnkimkifg local residual 

errors (3.35). 

3.3 Discrete Solute Transpo~rr Equations 

Following convergence of the Bow Newton iterations, the concennation distribution of 

multiple solutes is determined ria the sequential solution of the transport equations, beginning with 

the first parent if chain decay is occuning. The spatial dismbution of pressure head, saturation, water 

depth and boundary water £lux is known from the solution of the non-linear flow equations. Given 

the finite dement grids utilized in solving flow, the hnal form of the discretized Pansport equations 

for each species in water is: 



t 

where 6,. = C, - C-; L and L + 1 are global previous and w e n t  h e  levels, respectively; M and 

M +1 are the cunent and target tirue levels for the transport sub-hestep; and o = time 

weighting (0 I o 5 1). Subtimesteps are determined as spe&ed bctions of the global timestep, 

by target concentration changes, or by monotonicity considerations based upon the b e  weighting 

utilized Subtimesteps are used during periods of slowly changing flow solutions to minimi+e 

computational effort while maintaining transport soh tion accuracy. Saturations are interpolated 

linearly- from the known values at the old and cunent global times: 



Pressure heads and water depths are interpolated in the same manner. Water fluxes are assumed 

constant over the entire global timestep and are evaluated with temporal weighting consistent with 

that utilized in the flow equation solution. Note that M = L if subtimesteps are not used 

The dispersive coupling influence coeffiaents for an isotropic porous medium contaking 

equally-spaced macropores can be expressed as: 

Where the Darcy velocity, lq l ,  is given by 

Unequal macropore spacing is induded in a manner idenrid to (2.19). Porous medium-surface 

influence coefficients are defined as: 

and the macropore-surface influence coef.uenn are +en as: 

where the Darcy velocities, lql, are given by: 

Dispersive influence coefficients for the three continua ate, for transport in the porous 

medium: 



for mansport in macropores: 

and, for transport in the surface water 

Harmonic weighting of interface areas, saturations and water depths are utilized in (3.43), (3.44) and 

(3.45). The dispersion tensors, while updated at each hes tep  for each species, are constant d- 

Newton linearization. 

Boundary conditions can vary in time and space and are implemented through manipulation 

of nodal source and sink terms. The solute source/sink terms are defined as: 

where Qb+ = the s u m  of volumetric water sources; = the solute concentration in the injected 

water; QL = the s u m  of volurneaic water sinks; and Ci = the ~ n m t  solute concentration. 

The advective concentration tenns ,  C,,, can be defmed as a hear fiulction using central 

weigh* 

or upstream weighting: 

where upsy and dwny indicate the ups~eam and downseeam nodes, respectively- Upstream 

weighting is hnt-order accurate and maintains monotoniaty at a cost of increased numerical 



dispersion. Central weighring, while second-order accurate, can produce non-monotone solutions in 

advecdon-dominated systems. High velocities can occur in both the macropore and surface 

continua. 

The advecdve concentration can also be dehned by nonlinear functions that reduce 

numerid dispersion while maintaining solution monotonidty. The van Leer £Iux limited 

concentradon is defined as [yon Lrm, 19741: 

C*,, = Cup+ + ~ ( r - ~ )  3 2 

where: 

and A+ = the distance betareen the upstream and second upstream nodes and A- = the distance 

bemeen the upstream and downsmeam nodes [Foryth et  d, 19981- The second upsmeam point 

2ups(upsq), is dehed as the node connected to the upstream node, upsc, which conmibutes the 

krgest water flux. This dehition is equivalent to the maximum potend method of Fmytb [I9941 

and Unger d al. [1996]. Numerical dispersion reduction is accomplished in (3.49) by shifnng the 

spatial weighting from upstream (most dispersive) to downstream (least dtspersive) as a function of 

the Iocal concentration gradients. Note that the flw limirer is not applied jn coup& t ranspo~ 

between condnm: the advec&e concentration is discretized using upstream weighting in such cases 

[e-g. Gwke and w n  Genz~cbteen, 1993aI. Monotoniaty criteria for the possible combinations of spatial 

and temporal weighting are discussed in detail by Unger e t  aL [l996]. 

3-33 Lhe&ation and Solution 

Use of the flux limiting h c t i o n  (3.49) causes the &mete transport equations (3.36) to 

become nonlinear. The nonlinear system is solved using Newton's method using assembly 

algorithms similar to those introduced in Section 3.2.2 for flow. Approximate transport Jacobians are 

implemented to avoid the increased computational cost associated with the inclusion of the second 



upstream points in the a d v e e e  flux deatb-es.  In the &t approximation, refened to here as a 

p a r d  Jacobian, the nonlinear tlux limiter is utilized in both the Jacobiaa and residual, while the 

second upstream points are =duded in the Jacobian data suucrure. In the second approximation, 

the Jacobian is constructed using the default &st-order advecdve weigh* scheme (upstream or 

centraI). The nonlinear flm limiters are applied in the residual calcuIation only, dowing the Jacobian 

to be generated once per subtimestep for each speaes with the residual updated during successive 

Newcon iterations [Forytb et  rtl., 1 99 81. 

For example, the residual utilized in generating a s d c e  equation entry in the consmt 

I.M+l . 
while the residual utilized to calculate the forcing vector, { r } ,  , IS: 

r = A, [( R C) "*' ( l / ~ r . ~ ~  + h) - ( R C) " (ll~r., + A(@ - I ) ) ]  
'I 

Subsurface residuals aee calculated in an identical manner. The main equation for the constant, bt 

order Jacobk  can be written as: 

while the matrix equation resulting horn the p a d  Jacobian is: 

and is generated using (3.52). Forgtb e t  oL [I9981 provide a detailed discussion of the first-order 

solution approach and condude that convergence requires "about the same number of nonlinear 

iterations as £dl Newton iterations, yet resulted in consideddy less computational cost" Simulations 

performed in this work, howevery indicate that the partial facobian consistently outperforms the 





calculating the expliat, upstream-weighted solution to d equations. Those expliat solutions which 

are non-monotone, or result in concen~ation changes larger than the Newton convergence 

tolerance, are also included in the nonlinear system. Consistent temporal weighting is utilized on all 

coupIed equations. 

The adaptive temporal weighting scheme was developed to reduce the computational cost 

assodated with the transport of multiple aacer species located in spadally-restdcted regions of the 

finite element mesh. For example, tracers originating below the groundwater table are llnlikely to be 

dirtiibuted in the unsaturated zone at later h e ,  while tracers odginating within rainfall are likely to 

be distributed adjacent to the land surface at eady time. Consenra&e by design, this adaptive 

Jacobian reduction suategy is effective in pattitioning the discrete transport equations into dynamic 

subsets corresponding to spadal zones of active and inactme transport processes. Such pareidonkg 

typically decreased solution times by about tiftg-percent for the simulations of multiple tracer species 

performed in this work (see Section 1.4). 

The data suucture (ie. spatial comectivi~ or graph) of the reduced Jacobian is dynamic, 

changmg with time as solutes migrate through the bite element mesh. Therefore, an ILUT 

factorization is performed on the first N m o n  iteration dudng each dmestep to simultaneously 

update both the data structure and the numerical values of the approximately inverted Jacobian @e. 

preconditioning ma&)- As first-order Jacobians are constant during a given Newton iteration loop, 

solutions during subsequent Newton iterations can be generated inexpensively by repeated 

applications of the same precondiaoner. Jacobians constructed using the pamsl approach, however, 

are updated during the Newton iteration loop, and preconditioners are calculated using the ILU 

algorithm and the ILUT data structure gene~ted during the first Newton iteration. 

An additional adaptive temporal and spatial weighting scheme can be utilized in the 

calculation of (3.52) to maintain solution monotonicity in implicit or Crank-Nicholson time- 

weighted equations. If Crank-Nicholson time weighting is utilized and the resulting solution is not 

monotone, time weighting for the flux terms in equations in violation is switched to implicit If 

solutions to implicit equations are not monotone, the spadal weighting of advective fluxes is 



switched to upstream. This adaptire weighting scheme was implemented in response to non- 

monotone solutions generated at and adjacent to the water table in simulations of dual C O ~ M U ~  

subsurface flow and transport The complex interaction of flow in the porous medium capillary 

* e  with high water velodues in the saturated macropore system can place severe restrictions on 

the size of stable time steps in small regions of the finite dement mesh. The adaptive temporal and 

spadal weighting technique ensures solution motonidty at a small number of troublesome equations 

while maintaining solution accuracy at the remaining stable equations [e.g. Ungrr ef aL, 19961. 



Chdpter4 Venjcation and VaZidatioion ProbZem 

The numerical model developed in Chapter 3 couples water flow and solute transpolr on the land 

surface with that in the subsurface. The subsurface can be furrher subdivided into two interacting 

continua representing a porous medium a d  either macropores or hctures. Solutions for vatiably- 

saturated flow produced by the cunent numerical model hare been compared with results presented 

in C/emed et a/. [1994], For@ et al. [I 9951, and Thmien and Sudciky [1996]. Surface flow soludons have 

been compared with those generated by the numend model of Gotturd and Venuklk [I9931 and with 

analytical solutions presented by Jttpbemon and Meahw~ [198q. The following sections present a 

representative subset of the Iarge number of verification and validation problems performed in this 

study. Theses problems demonseare that the modules controlling boundary conditions, unsaturated 

flow and tcanspo- nonlinear flux limiter, chain decay, sorption, adaptive time weighting, subsurface 

couphugs, surface-subsurface couplings, seepage Elces, and d a c e  flow and transport are 

functioning correcdy. 

4.1 Chaio Decay Sorption 

The flux limiter, sorption, and chain decay modules were tested by comparing results &om 

the numerical model with those from an existing analytical solution CMM [HydmGeoLogz'c, 19911 for 

one-dimensional transport of a three component, sorbing decay chain Thoriumm, and 

~adium", [Thernen e t  ul., 19951. The input data are presented in Table 4-1. Flow boundary 

conditions and parameters are set to generate a constant velocity along a one-dimensional 500-m 

10% gid The concentration of ~ranium* is fied at unity at the inlet node: initial conditions are 

zero for all species. Summary graphs of the resulting concmmhon profiles for each species are 

presented in Figure 4-1 at a h e  of 1000 yew. The most accurate numerical solutions are generated 



using Crank-Nicholson temporal weighting in combination with the van Leer flux limited spatial 

weighting [e-g. Unger et  ol., 199q. This combination of weighting schemes maintains accuracy over a 

concena;ltion range of eight orders of magnitude. 

Porous medium-macropore transport couplug was tested under steady flow conditions by 

comparing results &om the numerical model with those &om the analytical solution of Sdcky and 

Fnitd [I9821 for the case of maum transport through a system of p d e l  £kames  300 meters in 

length. Parameters utilized in this simulation are presented in Table 4-2- The concentration of tritium 

is fixed at unitp at the inlet fixture volume. The initial concentration is zero throughout the 

remaining fracture and porous medium volume. Time weighting is M y  implicit and the van Leer 

flux limiter (3.49) is utilized to minimize numerical dispersion. F i e  4-2 compares the model results 

with those obtained with the analytic solution at times equal to 1,000, 10,000 days and at steady- 

state. The numerical solution compares well with the analytid, even though the 10-meter nodal 

spacing and 1000-day dmestep yielded a relatively bgh Pedet number of 100. 

Transport ~ r a n i u m ~  Thoriumm Radiumm 
storage 

decay bear-') 
diffusion 

.7 

Velocity V 100 m/year 
Dispersiviq a 10 m 
Nodal Spacing hx 5 m  
Time Step At 100 yeats 

Table 41. Parameterization of sorbing chain decay solute  ans sport v&cation problem [Tbem'en 



Implicit 
Upstream 

Crank-Nicholson 

Central 

Van Leer Flux Limiter 

0 100 200 300 0 100 200 300 
Distance (m) Distance (m) 

Figure 41. Concenation versus distance for chain-decay v d c a t i o n  problem. Solid lines and 

symbols represent concentrations predicted by the analyical and numerical models, 



Tritium 
decay A 1 .%XI O4 days-' 

diffusion coefficient Dw 138x1 O4 m2/daV 
Fractures 

velocity I7 0.1 m/day 

dispersiviv 0.1 rn 
aperture 2 k  10' rn 
spa* 2% 0.1 m 

geometry coefficient B 3 
porosity flrn z 

rolume fraction f,' I o - ~  
Porous Medium 

porosity #Po 

volume h m o n  f P" 
tortuositp. z 0.1 

Nodal Spa* AT 10 m 
Time Step Al lo' days 

Table 4-2- Parameterization of paallel-fracture, tritium transport vdca t i on  problem [Sudcky and 



I o3 days 
A 1 o4 days 

v 1 0' days 

steady-state 

100 200 
Distance (m) 

Figure 4-2. Concentration verms dis tame for parallel &actme transport verification problem 

[Sudiky a d  Frind, 1982 1. Solid lines and symbols represent concentrations predicted by 

the analpica1 and numerical models, respectively. 

The modules describing water flow through a variably-saturated porous medium were tested 

by comparing results from the numerical model with the laboratory measurements of Vmccdn ef aL 

[I 9791 as presented in Clement ef aL [I 9941. The two-dimensional problem considers infiltration into a 

2 m deep by 3 m long rectangukr-shaped sandy porous medium in which the initial water table is 

located at an elevation of 0.65 m. Recharge is applied at a rate of 3.55 m day'' for eight hours over a 

0.5 m-long portion of the lefi side of the surface, with the watex table loca~on being maintained at  

the initial position at the right boundary for the same period Table 4-3 presents the parameters 

utilized in the simuktion. Figure 4-3 presents the simulated and measured [Vrmbiz ef ld, 19791 water 

table locations at two, three, four and eight hours. Good agreement is illuspated, verifgiog that the 



v~bly-saturated flon- and primary variable switching modules are functioning correctly- These 

same modules are udized for variably-samted flow through maaopores. 

4.4 Adaptlte Time Waghdog 

The adaptive time-weighting modules were tested by including the transport of three 

- conservative aacers in the simulation of the Vaztclin e t  UL! [I9791 -&em (Section 4.3). The fist  

tracer is injected with the rainfall, while the second and third tracers are present i n i d y  above and 

below the water table, respecti~ely- Injected and initial concentrations are unitp and have identical 

&sion coefficients of 1.2 x m2/s. Tormosities are e v h t e d  with (228) and longitudinsl and 

transverse dispersivities are 0.01 m and 0.001 m, respectively. 

Table 4-4 compares flow solution stadstics for simulations performed with fully-implicit h e  

weighting and with adaptive implicit-explicit he-weighting. It can be seen horn Table 4-4 that the 

computational effort is decreased by solving the flow problem with adaptive time weigh* as given 

by (3.30). Figure 4-4 presents contours of c o d  head at two, four and eight hours for implicit and 

adaptive implicit-explicit dme weighting, and indicates that the two solutions are identical at the 

chosen contour intemals. Also presented in Figure 4-4 is the spacial dismbution of h e  weighting 

utiIized in the discrete flow equations @I), indicating that explicit weighting is krgdy restricted to 

the upper-right quadrant of the finite element mesh. This region is stagnant, relative to the timesteps 

utilized, and responds very slowly to water injecdon and water table rise Partitioning these equations 

&om the l i n h e d  flow equations (3.29) results in less computation effort in the Jacobian assembly 

and solution, thereby decreasing total solution time by about 33 percent This adaptive implicit- 

explicit time weighting strategy may be beneficial for watershed- or regional-scale coupled flow 

simulations with large regions of slowly-chaqmg pressure heads or water depths [S. Panahy, pex 

comm, 19981. 

Table 4-5 compares wansport solution stadstics for simulations performed with fully-implicit 

and Cd-Nicholson t h e  weighting, with partial and first-ordet Jacobians, and with and without 

utilizing the adaptive upstream-expliat system reduction. Solution of the p d  Jacobian systems is 



shown to be less expensive than that of the first order Jacobim, and application of adaptive 

weighting to the transport equations is shown to reduce computational effort by about fifiy percent 

Concmoadon contours for h e  three tracers at two (Figure 45a), s k  (Figure 4-Ga), and eight (Figure 

4-74 hours indicates that there is no notable difference in solutions generated with the fd and 

reduced systems. The distribution of spatial and temporal weighting is presented in part b of the 

+es. Use of adaptive weighting in the aansport equations (3.36) r e d t s  in expkit evaluation in 

large regions of the finite element mesh. Equations induded in the nonlinear Jacobian arise adjacent 

to boundary conditions and where concentration gradients are large, and increase in propomon as 

tracers spread through the finite element mesh. As subdmesteps are not utilized in this example, the 

 ans sport timestep is equivalent to the global timestep, the variation of which is dominated by 

saturation and pressure changes in the unsaturated zone Timesteps increase with time as pressure 

and satmation changes decrease, causing greater proportions of explicit equations to violate stability 

and motonidty cxiteria [e-g. Ungcr et  aL, 19961. The decreased computational cost of the adaptive 

implicit-explicit weighting of transport equations is advantageous for simuktions in which global 

timesteps are controlled by nonlinear surface or subsurface flow, or in which sub-timesteps are 

controlled by stability and moroniay aiteria for advection-dominated transport in macropores or 

on the Iand surface. 



Figure 

I t  I 
I Simulated: 

h Vauclin et al. (1 979) 
Constrainec 
at 0.65 m 

1 2 
Distance (m) 

4-3. Water table location for variably-saturated flow verification problem 

1979; Clement eta(., 19941 

Porous Medium 
hydraulic conductivity - p g - K=-'--k 8.4 m/d 

P w  
porosity 

compressibiliq 

charact&tic relationships S , ( ~ ) ; ~ , ( S , )  a = 33; n = 41; S, = 0.0 1 
initial total head V , f Z  0.65 m 

Mesh 
nodal spacing Ax 0.1 m 

& 0.05 m 
rectangular elements Vt7, 1200 

porous medium unknowns 7b 1271 
Solution 

-- 

maximum timestep *tX~"m 1 hour 

Table 4-3. Parameterization of the two-dimensional, variable-saturated water table recharge 

verification problem [Vauclin ef a%, 1979; Clement e t  al., 19941. 



Full System Reduced Adaptive System 

Total ~ i rne '  0.25 0.10 

Flow Solution Newton Iterations 284 286 

Solver Iterations 848 841 

' minutes (300 MHz Pentiurn II) 

Table 4-4. Cornpadson of solution statistics for full and reduced system solution of variably- 

saturated flow- 

Two Hours Four Hours 

L C  . '  1 ) " . " . i . l ' . . ,  I . .  . . . . I . . . . . ' ,  

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
Distance (m) Distance (m) Distance (m) 

Figure 1-4. Comparison of flow solutions with implicit and adaptive implicit--Eat time 

weighting; contours of total head (m) and time weigh* dispibution at two, four and 

eight hours. Note that solutions are nearly identical for both time-weighting schemes. 



Time Weighting 

Jacobian Constant-Fits t Order 

Implicit 

Partial-Flux Limiter 

Crank-Nicholson 

Total Time1 

Newton Iterations 

Solves Iterations 

To td ~ i r n e '  

Newton Iterations 

Solver Iterations 

1 

Non-Adapave Adaptive I Non-Adaptive Adaptive 

I 
1 minutes (300 MHz Pentium II), tcansporr of three solutes 

Table 4-5. Comparison of statistics for full and reduced system transport solution. 
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(b) Rainfall Tracer Unsaturated-Zone Tracer Groundwater Tmcer 

Figure 4-5. Comparison at two hours of transport solutions for thee tracer species and four 

combinations of temporal and spatial weighting methods: (a) concentration contours for 

the three tracer species and @) temporal and spatial weighting distribution for the reduced 

adaptive systems. The van Leer flux limiter is udlized in all four simulations. 
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Figure 4-6. Comparison at four hours of pansport solutions for three tracer species and four 

combinauons of temporal and spatial weighting: (a) concentration contours for the three 

tracer species and @) temporal and spatiaI weighting disaibudon for the reduced adaptive 

systems. The van Leer flux b i t e r  is utilized in all four simulations. 
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Figure 4-7. Comparison at eight hours of &ansport solutions for three tracer species and four 

combinations of temporal and spatial weigh*. (a) concentration contours for the three 

tracer species and (b) temporal and spatial weighting distniution for the reduced adaptive 

systems. The van Leer flux Iimiter is utilized in all four simulations. 



4.5 Sdace Water How 

This setion evaluates the surface flow modules by comparing predicted discharges &om a 

simple raLzfd-runoff example with results presented by di Giammmo e t  a/. [1996]. di Gimnmao ect aL 

[I9961 develop a control-volume hnite element model of the W o n  wave/Mammg surface flow 

equations, comparing discharge predictions with results horn an integrated bite difference model 

and the surface flow module of SHE vbbo# e t  aL, 1986a,b]. AU three models presented by a5 

Giammmo et  a(. [1996] externally couple two-dimensional overland flow with one dimensional 

channel flow via uitical depth conditions at the interface ( F i e  48a). Backwater effects fie. flow 

fiom the channel onto the slope) cannot be considered The numerical model developed in this 

work utilizes the same equations an the slopes and channel, solving the entire system simultaneouslp, 

without inhibiting water movement horn the channel to the slopes (Figure 48b). 

The v d c a i o n  problem considers raidall-runoff &om a tilted V-catchment (Figure 4-8) 

with slopes of size 1000 m by 800 m connected to a channel 20 m in width. Spmmetrg dows the 

consideration of only one half of the verification problem (Figure 4-9a) if discharges are multiplied 

by two. Surface slopes are 0.05 and 0.02 along the x- and y-coordinates, respectively (Figure 49b). 

hid" is applied at a rate of 10.8 mm hr-' for 90 minutes to both the slopes and channel, whereas 

critical depth conditions are enforced at the end of the channel until 180 minutes, the end of the 

simulation. Manning roughness coefficients are assigned values of 0.015 and 0.15 for the slopes and 

channel, respecdvely. di Giammam e t  aL [I9961 neglected rainfall onto the channel and assumed that 

the channel lies one meter below the slopes. 

Figure 410a compares discharges predicted by the model developed in this work with 

discharges presented by di Giammmo e t  aL [199(il. Excellent agreement is illustrated, indica&g that 

the surface flow modules are functioning correctly. Further; the simulation indicates that channel 

flow is adequately described by the same two-dimensional equations utilized on the slopes, thereby 

eliminating the external coupling and channel offset assumptions utilized in the other three models. 

Figure 4-lob presents water depth contours at 90 minutes, illustrating the continuitg of water depth 



at the channel-slope intetface and the build-up of water depths and diversion of flow towards the 

channel along the left boundary. Water depth distributions are not presented by di Giammmo et aL 

[1996]. 

external coupling of slope and chaniel assumed to be 
channel through critical depth 1 meter below slopes. 

conditions at intersection 

same equations utilized on slopes 
and in channel, no external coupling, 

simultaneous (implicit) solution 

Figure 4-8. Geometry of the tilted V-catchment problem and (a) illustration of flow equation 

coupling utilized in the integrated h i t e  diffaence mod& the control volume finite 

element model, and in SHE [after a5 Giamnzmro ect aL, 19961; and @) equation coupling 

method used in this work. 



Figure 4-9. Definition of parameters and geomeq for the dted V-catbent  simuktion: (a) finite 

element grid and initial and boundary conditions, and @) land surface elevations (m). 
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Figure 410. Evaluation of surface flow solution for tilted V-catchment vdca t ion  problem: (a) 

comparison of simulated discharge with discharges presented by di Gimmamo et aaL 119961 

for an integrated h i t e  difference (FD) mod& a control volume finite element model 

(CVFE) and the SHE surface flow module, and @) simulated water depths (log,,(cm)) at 

ninev minutes (peak discharge) using the surface flow module developed in this w o k  



4.6 Coupled Vadaby-S-~atzzrated Subsudace FIow and Transpon 

CoupIed porous medium-macropore flow and transport was tested under traasient 

conditions by comparing results born the numerical model with those &om a simulation presented 

in Gde  and van Genuchte-IZ (1993aJ. The probIem considered involves infiltration into a 40-an deep 

unsaturated porous medium-macropore system containing a consema~e solute. Maaopores are 

assumed to be p h e s ,  with the porous medium consisting of blocks. R a i d  is applied to the 

maclopores at a rate of 50-crn/day, with hee-dc;unage conditions, given by (3.19), applied at the base 

of the macropores and the porous med im Parameters £or this simulation are presented in Table 

46. Figure 4-1 I presents pressure head distributions in the macropores and the porous medium at 

0.01,0.04, and 0.08 days for simulations conducted using a specified interface relative permeability, 

see equation (2.42), as utilized by G& and van Gen~chten [1993a], and upsweam-weighted relative 

penneabilities, as given by equation (2.11). Results for the speded interface relatme permeability 

curve compare well with the published results, although the vertical discretization is an order of 

magnitude larger than that utilized by Gnk and van Gennchten [I 993a]. Upstream weighting of relative 

pameability is shown to allow a greater depth of water penemdon into the macropores, as the 

magnitude of the macropore relative penneabiliv is less than that of the interface h c t i o n  under 

negative pressure heads. Figure 4-12 presents coreespondmg tracer concentrations versus depth at 

0.01,0.04, and 0.08 days. Again, results for the speded  io tdce  relative permeabZq compare well 

with the published values, with the sharp concentmion fiont in the maclopores maintained by the 

flux limiter. By limiting advective exchange, upstream weighting of relative permeability is shown to 

enhance concentration discontinuity between the porous medium and macropores. 



Porous Medium 
hydraulic conductivity - p,g K=- 1.0526 cm/d 

. volume fraction 

characteristic relationships1 

inidal pressure head YP -10,000 an 
initial concentration co 1 

Macropore 
hydradc conducdoity - p g - K = L k  1.0526 cm/d 

P w  

volume &action 

initial pressure head 
initial concenmation 

U 

Interface 
hydraulic conductiviq = p*g 0.01 cm/d 

geometry P 3 
characteristic relationships1 s ~ ( ~ ) ; ~ , ( s ~ )  a = 0.005 n = 15; S ,  = 0.2 

water transfer scaling Xe  0.4 
solute transfee scaling XeD 0.01 

Solute 
effective diffusion coeEuent % 0.5 cm2/d 

Mesh 
nodal spacing & l c m  
line elements '7, 40 

porous medium &owns % 41 
macropore unknowns '7= 41 

SoIution 

'van Gen~chten [I 9801 

Table 4-6. Parameterization of fkacture-porous medium unsaturated flow and transport 

verification example [Gwke and van Genwbten, 1993aI. 



Interface Relative Permeability 

35 
t = 0.01 days 

40 

van Genuchten Cl b, , 

Upstream Relative Permeability 

Pressure Head (cm) Pressure Head (cm) Pressure Head (cm) 

Figure 4-1 1. Pressure head versus depth at 0.01, 0.04, and 0.08 days for coupled porous medium- 

macropore verification problem. Comparison of solutions based on interface and 

upstream relative permeability (thin lines) with published results (thick lines) of Gerke und 

uapz Gmnuchten [1993a]. Vertical discretization is an order of magnitude lager than that 

utilized b y  Gerke and van Genuchten [1993a]. 



Interface Relative Penneabilitv 

Upstream Relative Permeability 

Figure 4-12. Graphs of concentration versus depth at 0.01,0.04, and 0.08 days for coupled porous 

medium-macropore v d c a t i o n  problem. Comparison of solutions based on interface and 

upstream relative permeability (thin lines) with published results (thick lines) of Gnke and 

van Genuchten [1993a]. Verdcal discretization is an order of magnitude larger than that 

utilized by Gerke and van Genuchten [I 993aI. 



4.7 Coupled Sudace-Porous Medium Elow and Transpat 

This section applies rhe integrated numedcal model to a laboratory-scale experiment of 

coupled surface-subsurface flow and mansport. The simulations are based on laboratory e x p e e n t s  

conducted by Abdul [I9851 to demonsmte the rapid capllIary zone response of Jkhrh and FmoI&n 

[I9791 and Gi& [1984]. The laboratory experiments of Abdul[1985] were conducted in a Plexiglas 

box 140 an long, 120 c m  hgh, and 8 cm wide (Figure 4-23). The box was packed with medium-to- 

fine sand with a uniform 12-degree slope on the upper surface- A screened tube at the toe of the 

slope drained runoff water, considered to represent s k d o w .  Initial conditions for the experiment 

under consideration here placed the water table at a level of 74 cm, conespondq to the location of 

the stream outlet tube. The wetting and dmimg  characteristic curves for the sand were measured by 

Abdul[198q and indicated the existence of a capihy fringe appro.+tely 30 an thick. Recharge 

water containing bromide was applied at a rate of 4.3 cm/hour for twenty minutes; discharge 

volumes and concentrations were measured for thty-fke minutes. 

Abdzd [I9851 simulated the laboratory experiment using a h i t e  element model of water flow 

in variably-saturated porous medium with a seepage face condition imposed at the land surfice. He 

considered both air phase compression and hysteresis and w s  able to match observed subsufface 

responses and peak seepage discharge with reasonable accuracy.. Simulated early h e  discharge was 

affected by the degree of air phase saturation, with air phase compression causing increased water 

storage capaciy at early time, thereby delaying seepage face development Separation of discharge 

into event and pre-event components was accomplished by ~ackrng  the location and amount of 

seepage- 

The following paragraphs present the results of simubtions conducted using the integrated 

numerical model of coupled surface-subdce flow and tramport developed in Chapter 3. Fkt- 

order coupling is compared with coupling via concentration and pressure head continuity and with a 

single-subdace C O ~ M U U ~  with seepage faces at the knd surface. Discharge volumes and 

concenuations are compared with measured values and the effect of three mhfiall boundary 



conditions is illusmted for the transport solution. Simulation parameters Fable 47) ate &om 

Literature sources and Abd~Ps [I9851 laboratory measurements. Simulated rainfall is assumed to 

contain a relative bromide concennation of unity. Two additional tracers are utilized to diffkrentiate 

simulated discharge water originating above and below the i a i d  water table. Characteristic curves, 

initial and boundarp conditions, and the finite element grid are provided in Figure 4-13. Nodal 

spacing in the finite element mesh is on the order of two cendmeters horizonally and vertically. 

4-72 Water Row 

Simulated surface water discharges versus dme are compared with Aba5d.r [I9851 measured 

values in Figure 4-14 for a varietg of surface water-groundwater coupling schemes. Peak discharges 

are shown to be equivalent to the rate of oJnfall input for coupling of s k c e  and subsu&ce £low 

via continuiq of pressure head and by first-order exchange relationships. The location of the applied 

rainfall rate and the type of coupling used is seen &om Figure 4-14 to have has little effect on the 

simulated surface water discharge. The rise and fall of the simukted hydrographic precedes the 

measured discharge, consistent with the neglect of air phase compression. 

Figure 4-15 presents a comparison of total heads in the porous medium at 100 and 200 

seconds. These times represent snapshots of the subsurface flow solution during the transient and 

steady-state periods, respecdvely-. A simulation of a single subsdace continua performed using 

seepage kces at the land surface is compared with sitnuladons of dual surface-subsurface condnua 

coupled using both pressure head continuity and kt-order =change approaches. Solutions are 

vimtally identical at the chosen contour intemals and indicate inhltmtion and discharge in the upper 

and lower regions, respeclively, with s u b ~ d a c e  flow parallel to the land surface in the central region. 

Figure 4-16 presents results for pressure head and water depth (not measured in the 

expeeiment) versus time on the s~ce/subsurfice int&ce at three locations for the first-order- 

coupled solution. The three locations presented are on the land surEace, corresponding with points 

where infiltration (x = 20 an), parallel subsurface flow (x = 70 cm), and discharge (x = 120 cm) are 

occurring- As indicated previously by the discharge hydrograph (Figure 4-14), response to the 



applied rainfall is rapid due to the low storage capaciq of the capilkrg &ge Pressure head d u e s  in 

the porous medium and water depths on the land d a c e  attain steady-state values after about 100 

seconds. Pressure heads rise until the water table intersects the Iand d c e ,  at which point values 

are equivalent to the surface water depth. ,Uthough inaeasing downslope, surface water depths are 

maintained by rapid flow towards the criacal depth (outflow) boundary. 

Figure 4-17 illustrates the spatial distribution of infiltration and discharge at the land surkce 

during the steady-state period of the laboratory expedment. Water exchange rates @in-9 are 

presented for three dce-subsurface (dual continua.) sirnulacions with different rainEall boundary 

condition assignments. Also presented are seepage rates (min-I) for a single continuum simulation 

with seepage faces at the land surface which is consistent with the design of the experiment Seepage 

rates for the single subsurface continuum example are dehed  as the back-caldated volumeaic 

boundary rate (an3 min-'), normalized by the volume of the boundarg node (ad) to be consistant 

with the governing equations: 

These rates are negative for discharge (porous medium sink) and positive for infiltration (porous 

medium source). Exchange rates for the dual surface-subsdace continua examples are defined as 

the back-calculated volumehic flux (ad rnin-') between the surface and porous medium equations 

divided by the volume associated with the porous medium equation (4: 

Again, these rates are negative for discharge @orous medium sink) and positive for infiltration 

(porous medium source). For consis ten cy, specified rainfall rates (3.17) are presented as: 

where volumemc rates are again notmalized by the subsurface nodal volumes. 



The seepage hce algorithm (3.24) is shown to allow both infiltration and discharge, 

depending on the dynamics of subsdace flow (Figure 4-17a). Rainfall is applied at the specified rate 

in the upper lei? portion (0 to about 5 cm), which remained under negative pressure during the 

course of the laboratory experiment The remaining nodes are consaxined at zero pressure head, as 

the back-calculated (mzuimum) infiltration rate is less than the specified rainfall rate. The back- 

calculated rates are positive dong the upper portion of the knd d c e ,  indicating ifitration, and 

decrease to zero at a distance of about 70-cm fiom the left boundary. This point represents a hinge 

line, as seepage mtes &om a distance of about 70-an towards the right boundary are negative, 

indicating discharge &om the porous medium. The coupling of s h c e  and subsurface flow provides 

a temporal and spatial constraint on pressure head at the land surface (Figure 4-16). These 

constraints are not significandy different than those introduced by assigning seepage faces (fi = 0) 

at the land surface, as water depths in these examples are on the order of millimeters. 

Figure 4-1% presents the sparial dismbution of water exchange for the case where rainfall 

boundary condidons are applied to the surface equations. Considering discrete surface and porous 

medium flow equations at the same node: 

we can note that water is conserved: 

and that water exchange between continua at the knd d c e  interface is irnpliatly linked to 

hydrodpnamics both within the porous medium and on the land surface: 



Infltration oc- where Q$ > 0 and seepage or groundwater dischaqe occurs where Q;,' c 0. 

Above the hinge h e  (70 an), raidall in excess of the local iafil~ation rate (iitration excess) 

conm3utes directly to surface storage, as does discharge (seepage) below the lunge line. S d c e  

water flows overland to exit the system at the critical depth boundary (Figure 4-13), producing the 

hy-aph presented in Figure 4-14. Note t h a ~  although the rate and location of water exchange is 

virtually identical to that determined using seepage faces (Figure 417a), both infiltration excess and 

seepage are lost to the system if seepage hces are utilized at the knd surface. 

Figure 417c presents the spadal disniiution of water exchange for the case where rainfall 

boundary conditions are applied to the porous medium equations at the land d a c e .  In this 

example, exchange rates are zero &om the left boundary* mendmg to about 12 centimeters, 

indicating the iahltradon is occurring at the specified rainfall rate. Exchange rates are negative 

beyond this distance to the right boundary, indicating the movement of water horn the porous 

medium continuum to the surface continuum. The rate of water exchange represents inhlttatioc 

=cess in the region above the hinge line and is equivalent to the rainfall rate at the binge line Below 

the h q e  line, exchange rates represent the sum of the olinfall and seepage rates. 

Figure 4-1 7d presents the spatial dismiution of water exchange for the case where rainfall 

boundary conditions are applied to both the surface and porous medium equations as a function of 

d a c e  saturation (3.1 8). The d a c e  and porous medium rainfall rates s u m  to the total specified at 

all points on the h d  surface. The rate of i.ainfa application to the surfice equations is zero adjacent 

to the left boundary* where the pressure head in the porous medium is negative and d c e  

saturations are at residual values. Rainfall rates input to the d c e  regime increase in value and the 



portion that enters porous medium directly decreases in value as water depths inaease along the 

slope. Water euchnge rates are negative, indicariog movement of water &om the porous medium to 

the surface continuum. Rates are decreased in magnitude relative to those presented in Figure 4-17c 

for the case of rainfall applied to the porous medium equadons. 

The kboratory-sde simulations demonstrate that first-order coupling of surface and 

subsurkce flow can replace iterative boundary condidons at the land surface Infiltration and 

discharge occur at the conect location and h e ,  interacting in a natural manner with flow processes 

on the land surface. S i d a d y ,  partitioning of rainfall between the surface and subsurface con& 

occurs as a Eunction of the local hydrodynamics. Surface-subsurface interactions are governed by the 

form of the couplmg relationship. Small values of the characteristic length scale generate large 

iduence coefficients (see, e.g. (3.8)), enforcing near-continuity between surface water depths and 

subsurface pressure heads at the laad surface when the porous medium is fLIly saturated. Solutions 

in the current study were found to be insensitme the actua numerical value of the iduence 

coefficient, providing the coefficient was suff3aendy large. Newton iteration convergence increased 

in difficulty with increasing coefficient values, and convergence of the condnuitg-coupled sirnuladon 

required much smaller time steps than the simuktion employing hrst-order coupling. 
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Figure 413 .  Characteristic curves, finite element mesh, and initial and boundary conditions for 

laboratory-scale coupled surface-subsurface example [Aba'iA 19851. 



Porous Medium 
hydraulic conductiviq? i? 3.5 lo-J -/s 

porosiy' 
capdbq pressure relationship1 

saturation-r&&e permeabily 
relationship ' 

compressibility2 

longitudinal disperSPi$ 
transverse dispersivity ' 

initial t o d  head 

0.34 
tabulated (dramage) 

a = 140 

b=45 

Surface 
surface roughness4 n - 0.04 s / ~ m ' ' ~  

micro topograp hy 1 x lo-' cm 
mobile water depth I x 10''- 
residual saturation I lo4 
i n i d  water depth ry .r 

Solute - - - - - - - 

diffusion coefficient5 Dw 1.2 m2/s 

Couphg 
characterisac length as 1 x 

porous medium triangle elements 7% 1,750 
porous medium unknowns 7, 936 

surface line elements % 35 
surfice unknowns 36 

Table 4-7. Parameterization of laboratory-scale coupled surface-subsdace simulations w b d .  

198q. 



simulated 

Figure 4-14. Graphs of surface water discharge versus h e  for the coupled shce-subsurhce 

laboratory experiment of AbdiL [1985]. Cornpatison of measured discharge with those 

predicted by (a) assuming pressure head continuity, and by first-order sutf2ce-subdace 

coupling with @) raiafd applied to surface equations, (c) rainfall applied using dual 

boundary condidon, and (d) ra id"  applied to porous medium equations. 
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Figure 4-1 5. Total head (an) m d  stream lines (flow paths) at 100 and 200 seconds for laboratory 

scale coupled surface-subsurface example. Cornpatison of (a) single subsurface continuum 

with seepage faces at the land sueface, with @) coupled surlace-subsurface solutions 

generated using pressure head/water depth condnuiv and (c) first-order water exchange 

relationship. 



(a) Surface water depth and porous medium pressure head at X = 20 cm 

(b) Surface water depth and porous medium pressure head at X = 70 cm 

(c) Surface water depth and porous medium pressure head at X = 120 cm 

surface water depth 

Time (seconds) 

Figure 4-16. Pressure head and water depth versus time for three locations on the land surface. 
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Figure 4-17. Seepage, exchange and rainfall rates at the land surface interface at three minutes. 

Compyison of (a) seepage face solution and coupled surface-surface solutions with @) 

rainfill applied to surface equations, (c) rainfall appIied to porous medium equations and 

(d) rainfall applied using dual algorithm to both surface and porous medium equations. 



Measured and simulated tainfd eater (CJ in the discharge water are compared in Figure 

4-18 for the &st-order-coupled approaches with the three rainfall boundary conditions @e. surface- 

application, porous medium-application, and dual-application). Also presented is the concentration 

predicred by assuming continuitg between the sutface and porous medium at the land d a c e ,  

equivalent to assuming complete mixing between surface water and water in the porous medium at 

the land surhce (A; =kg=). Figure 4-18 also presents concentrations of the two additional 

tracers initially speded to be resident above (CJ and below (CJ the water table (Figure 4-13) The 

reader should keep in mind that the experiment of Abdd [198q involved only the application of 

tracer to the rainfall be. CJ so that qedmental results for C, can be directly compared The 

additional tracers (C, and CJ are added to the model to assist in determining the origin of discharge 

water (hydrograph separation). 

As the mcer concenaations sum to unity at each point in space and h e ,  simple hydrograph 

separations suggest that the concentration of each individual ~ a c m  represents the hction of 

discharge water originating in the corresponding source location be. J h h  and Fml&, 1979J. 

These hydrograph separations can be written as: 

where Q: = total surface discharge, and $, Qc2, and Qc3 represent the mddl, groundwater and 

tension-saturated zone contributions, respectively- Such separadons assume that the dominant 

mixing and transport process is advection (ie. plug flow or I Q ~  >> 1~4). 
Direct cornpaison of simukted and measured concentrations during hydrograph rise and 

f d  is hampered due to inaccuracies in the simulated surface discharge volumes (Figure 414). In 

general terms, however, one can note that application of rainfall to the surface equations (Figwe 

4-18a) indicates early-time discharge be. up to about eight minutes) is dominated by water 

o-ting as r a i d d l  (CJ. Such water origins contrast those indicated by the dual (Figure 4-1 8b) and 



porous medium (Figure 418c) rainfall applications and with the continuity-coupled simulation 

(Figure 4-1 84. These latter simuhtions suggest early-time discharge is dominated by pre-event water 

( i e  water oxigina- witbin the porous medium). Note that for rainfall applied to the d a c e  

equations, discharge at very eady time is entirely rainfall (Le. C, = 1). hdvective and diffusive mixing 

rapidly reduces rainfall pacer concenmations in d a c e  discharge. 

Large dy-time conmbutions of pre-event water follow the measured mend and were 

atmbuted by A b d ~ l  and Gi/Lhm [I9811 to mixiug within a thin layer of the porous medium at the land 

surface upslope &om the binge line. Such mixing mas hypothesized to increase pre-event tracer 

contriiutions to surface water with a conesponding decrease in d d  tracer. Contributions of pre- 

event mcer were thought to decrease with time as pre-event tracer in the porous medium is replaced 

with I tracer. 

Simulated and observed raiofall tracer concentrations correspond well after about eight 

minutes if rainfall is applied to the surface equations. Rainfall conaibutions to sueface discharge are 

underestimated by the remaking simulations drlring this period. Rainfdl ttacer concentrations 

predicted by all boundary condition and coupling approaches correspond well with measured values 

at  the end of the rainfklI period (20 minutes). Wkh the exception of the continuity-coupled 

simulation, tracer concentrations during hydrograph recession are poorly represented. 

Figure 4-19 presents the dismiution of rainfall and tension-saturated zone txacers in d c e  

water and of tension-saturated zone mcer within the porous medium at three times, representing 

the beginning (e.g. h e  minutes), middle (e.g. ten minutes) and end (eg. 20 minutes) of the steady 

flow period. Results are presented for simdations with raiafall applied to the d a c e  and porous 

medium equ ions, respectively. These figures indicate that, while rainfall affects the hydrologic 

response of the entire system (Figure 4-1 5), processes affecting solute concentrations in the d c e  

water are restricted to a relah4y thin region adjacent to the-land s d c e .  Groundwater tracer (CJ 

enten the surface water in a narrow zone adjacent to the outflow boundary. As this zone is of 

constant extent during the steady portion of the hydrograph, groundwater tracer rapidly displaces 



tension-saturated zone tracer (C.. and atrains near-constant concen~ations in the surface water for 

all boundary condition assignmenrs (Figure 4-18). 

The total voLumenic rate (an3 mi<') of all negative water exchanges between continua is 

illustrated in F i e  4-20 each of the dual continua sirn&tions. These values represent the sum of 

subsurface sink, min(0, ), and are equivalent to the conmiution of s u b d a c e  water sotxces 

to the surface water conrinuum (4.6). Also presented is the ssum of rhe back-caIcuIated groundwater 

seepages, min(0, QY), (ie. sinks or nega&e values) for the single subsdace continuum 

simulation with seepage faces at the knd surface For r d d  applied to the porous medium 

equations, the volumetdc rates indicate aD. of the d c e  water originates in the porous m e d i m  The 

dual rainfall boundary condition indicates approximately 64 percent of s d c e  water discharge 

originates in the porous medium. The volumetric =change rates indicated by the surface-applied 

Dinfall condition agree well the seepage face values, indicating approximately 22 percent of surface 

water discharge odginates below the land surface, with the remaining 78 percent originating as 

r a i n -  

As represented in this work, mising or solute exchange results horn the movement of water 

between continua 6.e. advective transporr) or a diffusive/dispersive process driven by concentration 

diffeeences. Considering a single node at the land surface interface with r d a l l  boundary conditions 

only, the coupled system of discrete surface and porous medium transport equations can be written 

in impiiat form as: 

M+1 M+I where c:~+'Q~ and 5 AGjs represent advecdve and diffusme/dispersive solute exchange rates, 

respectively, between the porous medium and surface continua. For middl applied to the porous 

medium, (4.8) becomes: 



such that the porous medium is always upstream (c::' qy+') during the rainfall event As rainfall 

mixes within the porous medium prior to discharge to the surface, solute concen~uons  in the 

surface water are strongly influenced by mixing within the porous medium volume, vc, adjacent to 

the land surface Advectme solute exchange is dominant if both the diffusive/dispersive exchange 

coefficient (AZ) and the concentration difference (tM+') are smaIL Indeed, applying rainfall to the 

porous medium equations results in rainfall teacer concentrations nearly identical to assuming 

concentration conhuiy  at the land surface (Figure 4-18). 

For rainfall applied to the porous medium equations, the spatial and temporal distribution of 

solute exchange (Figure 4-21) is affected by the movement of excess rainfall &om the porous 

medium to the surface condnuum. The dud rainfalt condition (Figure 4-22) limits mixing due to 

a t r a t i o n  excess. For rainfall applied to the d a c e  equations (Figure 4-23), mixing between the 

surface and subsurface continua is more heady ianuenced by the magnitude of ~ i v e / d i s p e r s i v e  

exchange coefficient The magnitude of advective exchange (ie. transport of pacer induced by water 

movement between continua) is conaolled by hydrodynamics within the porous medium (see Figure 

4-20 and Setxion 4.7.1), not by the movement of excess rainfall &om the porous medium to the 

surface continuum. The spatial and temporal distribution of solute exchange therefore reflects both 

concentration discontinuity and hydrodpnamics. While having little affect on the £low solution 

(Figure 4-1 4), these subtleties in r d d  boundary condition assignment impact predictions of tracer 

concenpations iu discharge water and, therefore, interpretations of water origin. 

The sensitivity of simukted concentration to rainfall boundary condition assignment 

emphasizes the importance of mixing at the land sdnce  interface. As illustrated in Figure 4-19, 

water flowing on the land surfaces interacts with a very thia region of the porous medium, providing 



some support for the mising and interaction zoae coupling concepts utilized by previous workers 

[e.g. Ham3 el d, 1992; Gon'nhrgk, 1996]. In the context of the discrete equations (4.8), the mixing or 

interaction zone is represented by the discretized and constant volume of porous medium at the land 

surface- 

The sensitmity of predicted discharge concentration to minf! boundary condition 

assignment should be reduced as the volume associated with the porous medium equation decreases, 

as concenuations eqdi'brate rapidly with rainfall soueces and with porous medium and surface 

sources and sinks. Indeed, equilibrium between continua could be a reasonable assumption with 

sufficiently fine spadal discretization at the land surface. To investigate this hypothesis, the 

simulations were repeated with the vertical discretization refined by a factor of two at the land 

surface (Figwe 4-24). Porous medium volumes are reduced by o n e - r n  while the area assodated 

with the surface equations and rainfall boundary condiuons remains consrant (see Figure 3-1). The 

resulting mcer concentrations in the discharge water are presented in Figure 4-25 for simdations 

conducted with the three rainfall boundary conditions and with the concentration continuity 

Applying rainfall to the surface water equations F i e  425a) generates concent~ations in 

discharge water neady identical to those produced with the coarser discretization (Figure 4-18a). 

Results for the remaining simulations are improved dudng early h e ,  however, indicating that the 

smaller porous medium volumes at the h d  surface do decrease the sensitiviy of predicted 

concentrations to boundary condition assignment However, concenttations during hydtograph 

recession are replicated well only by assuming concentration continuiq, s-dng &.at mixing is 

related to more than the interamon of rainfall with the porous medium Application of rainfall to the 

surface equations replicates measured rainfall mcer concentrations from about eight to naencg 

minutes (Figure 4-18a), indicating that solute exchange between continua is adequately represented 

by the s p e a e d  combination of adveccive and difhsive processes (Figure 423b,c) during that time 

period Concenhations at early time and Iate times are over- and under-estimated, respectively, 

suggesdng an additional  mi.^ process is active. 



In the context of the coupltng approach developed in Secdon 23.2, the diffusive coupling 

relationship may be augmented with an empLicaI exchange dispersivity, a', which enhances 

diffusive e~c*e in regions where water exchange is also o c ~ -  The effect of this e x w e  

dqersivity is illusmated in Figure 4-26, which presents tracer concentrations in discharge water for 

four simulations conducted by applying rainfall to the s d a c e  equations. For the smallest dispersivity 

value (0.005 an), raiafd mcer concenmtions at early time are only slightly reduced while 

concentrations predicted using the second value (0.01 an) resemble those indicated by the dual 

tainfall boundary condition. Both values underestimate mirdng d m  hydxograph recession. The 

two larger values of dispersmitg (0.05 an and 0.1 cm) mimic the conea magnitude of solute 

exchange during both hydrograph rise and fall. These simulations suggest that the empitical 

exchange dispersiviy could be utilized as a calibration parameter to march simulated and observed 

concenmtions: the value of such empirical coeffiaents is undoubtedly related to spatial 

discretization. Successful simulation of coupled sueface-subsurface transport will also depend on the 

conea  representation of the spatial and temporal vadabdity of water exchange processes. FieId-scale 

simulations of coupled surface-subsurfice flow and transport are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 418. Discharge tracer concentration versus t h e  for laboratorg-scale coupled surface- 

subsurface example with base-case discretization nx = 35, nz = 25). Comparison of 

measured concenteations with those predicted by first-order surface-subsurface coupling 

with (a) raiafali applied to surface equations, @) rainfall applied using dual boundarg 

condition, (c) rainfall applied to porous medium equation, and (d) transport coupling 

ucilidng concentration condnuity at the land surface interface 
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Figure 4-19. Profiles of rainfall and unsaturated zone tracer concentrations in surface water and in 

the porous medium at the land surface, and the spadal patterns of unsaturated zone tracer 

in the porous medium. Solutions for base-case discretization (nz = 25) with rainfall applied 

to surface equations and porous medium equations at (a) three minutes, @) ten minutes, 

and (c) twenty minutes. 
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Figure 4-20. Volumetric seepage rate versus time for simulation with seepage faces at land s t d a c e  

and volumetric exchange rates versus time for coupled surface-subsurface simulations with 

thee rainfall boundary conditions. Seepage rates are the sum of all negative seepage and 

exchange rates are the sum of all negative exchanges: both represent subsurface discharge. 
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Figure 4-21. Graphs of tracer exchange rates versus distance for the rainfall and tension-saturated 

zone tracers. SoIutions for base-case discretLation with rainfall applied to porous medium 

equations at (a) three minutes, @) ten minutes, and (c) twentp minutes. 
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Figure 422. Graphs of tracer exchange rates versus distance for the rainfall and tension-saturated 

zone tracers. Solutions for base-case discretization with raiafall applied using the dual 

algorithm to both surface and porous medium equations at (a) three minutes, @) ten 

minutes, and (c) tmenty minutes. 
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Figure 4-23. Graphs of tracer exchange rates versus disrance for the rainfill and tension-saturated 

zone tracers. Solutions for base-case discretization with minfall applied to surface 

equations at (a) three minutes, @) ten minutes, and (c) twenty minutes. 
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Figure 4-24. Finite element mesh with vertical discretization at land surface refined by a factor of 

two- 
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Figure 4-25. Discharge pacer concentrauon versus h e  for laboratory-scale coupled d a c e -  

subsurface example with refined vertical discretization. Comparison of measured 

concentr-ations with those predicted by kt-order dace-subsurface coupling with (a) 

rainfall applied to surface equations, @) r d d  applied using dual boundary condition, (c) 

rainfall applied to porous medium equation, and (6) transport coupling utilizing 

concen~ation continuity at the land surface interface. 
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Figure 4-26. Discharge tracer concentration versus time for laboratory-scale coupled surface- 

subsurface example with rehed verdcal discretization. Comparison of measured 

concentrations with those predicted by &st-order surface-subsurface coupling with rainfall 

applied to surface equations and exchange dispersivities of (a) a* = 0.005 an, @) 

a* = 0.01 cm, (c) a' =0.05 an, and (d) a' = 01 an. 



Flow and Tmn.pue 

The coupied surface-subsutface example presented in Section 4.5 demonstrates the ability of the 

numerical model to reproduce, with reasonable accuracy, observed discharge volumes and 

concentrations at the laboratory scale. The integrated num&cal model is applied in this chapter to 

AbdulS [I 9851 field expedment [see also Ab& and GiI/ham, 19891. S p e d c  objectives in this chapter 

are to (1) evaluate the ability of the numerical model to capture relevant processes at an intermediate 

scale in a relatively homogeneous environmen~ (2) compare the flow solution given by the coupled 

surface-subsdace approach with that generated using seepage k e s  at the land surface, and to 

investigate (3) the relationship bemeen hydrologic response, s t r d o w  generation, and mcer 

concentrations in discharge water, and (4) the sensitivity of stream discharge voiume and pacer- 

based separations of discharge to system parameters. 

The field-scale experiments of Abdd 119837 were conducted at Canadian Forces Base 

Borden, located north of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The area selected for the e x p h e n t  is 

desuibed as being grass covered and approximately 18 m by 90 rn in plan view (Figure 5-1). A man- 

made stream channel, grass-free and approximately 60 c m  wide, is located approximately 1.2 meters 

below the suffounding topographic hghs. The underlying porous medium consists of an organic- 

rich sandy layer, approximately ten to twenty cm thick, ovdping sand containing small-scale 

interbeds with occasional silty layers and lenses [MacFmhne et  aL, 1983; Abdul, 1985; Mcky, 19861. A 

thick deposit of clayey silt underlies the aquifer at a depth of about four meters ~ n a h n *  and 



G i ' ,  19921. The measured characteristic saturauon-pressure relationship Wbdul, 19851 indicates 

that the sand is saturated for a distance of about 30 cm above the water table ( F i i e  5-2). 

For the e-perirnent under consideration, the initial water table lies about 22 c m  below the 

streambed, indicating that the caplllarp £&ge extends to the land surface along and adjacent to the 

stream. Abrlif [I9851 applied d c i a l  recharge for 50 minutes at a rate of 2.0 a n / h o w  observing a 

rapid rise of the water table and both overland and sueam flow- The recharge water contained 

bromide, providmg a conservative mcer to differendate 'event' and 'pre-event' water (Figure 5-3). 

AbaW [I9851 utilized a two-dimensional porous medium flow model to evaluate the development of 

seepage faces along two trausects, with the predicted seepage discharge and excess recharge routed 

along the stream channel using a one-dimensional kinematic wave model. The simulated 

hydrographs were in reasonable agreement with measured values. The essential conclusion of 

Abdd's field experiments and simulations was that the rapid response of the capdaq &nge to 

rainfall was responsible for observed streamflow. The interpreted s t readow generation 

mechanisms were: (1) increased overland flow due to rainfall excess onto regions of saturated sand 

and (2) groundwater discharge due to increased subsurface hydraulic head gradients. Groundwater 

or pre-event contributions were interpreted to fonn up to 37% of s&eam£Iow, based both on 

chemically based hydrograph separations (Figure 5-3) and on groundwater discharge vohunes 

(seepage) calculated using flow nets. 

52 Fidd-Scale Simulations 

The k i t e  element meshes utilized in tbe three-dimensional field-scale simulations are 

presented in Figure 5-4. Vertical discretization is on the order of one centimeter adjacent to the land 

surface, increasing to about one meter at depth. Horizontal discretization is on the order of 20 

centimeters in and adjacent to the stream channel, inaeasing to about one meter on the topographic 

hhs.  Both isoparamemc prisms and subdivision of prisms into tetrahedra generated large numbers 

beater than 25%) of negadve iduence coefficients for the subsurface finite element mesh. The 

mod5ed prism elements ate therefore utilized exclusively, generating sgdicantly fewer negaiive 



values (0.21°/0) and required considerably less memory and computational effort. Appendix A 

presents both the development and vdcat ion of the modified prism elements and a brief 

investigation of solution sensitk-iy to grid rehnement. 

Boundq and initial conditions are presented in Figure 5-5 for simulations of first-order 

coupled surface-subsurface flow and transport. Rainfall is applied to the top nodes for fifcg minutes 

at a rate of two cm/hour, followed by hfty minutes of drainage- Critical depth conditions are utilized 

at the stream outnow, representing the weir utilized in the field experiment No additional boundary 

conditions are spe&ed Parameters for all simulations Fable 5-1) are derived &om measured or 

published values and a sensitivity analysis presented in Section 5.3- Although a single tracer was 

applied in the field experimenq three tracers are utilized in the simulations to allow differentiation of 

rainfall horn water originadog above and below the initial water table. 

The following discussion focuses on the abiliq of the integrated numerid model to predict 

surfice discharge volumes and bromide concentrations, as litde infomation is available regadmg 

surface water depths or tracer distdbutions. No attempt is made to exactly match pressure head 

measurements collected by A b d d  [1985], since the elevations of his measurement locations are not 

well d e h e d  One simulation of subsurface flow using seepage races is also presented to compare 

and conuast the hnt-order-coupled simulations. While rainfall boundary conditions are consistent 

with the &st-order-coupled simulations, each node on the land surface is also considered as a 

possible seepage face for the duration of the simulation. Transport is not considered in the seepage 

face simulation. The following section presents a detailed analysis of the hydrologic response of the 

coupled system and makes cornpisons with the simulation performed with seepage face conditions 

enforced at the land d c e .  



Figure 5-1. Surface topography of the site of the Borden raiddl-rtl~loff field experiment [after 

AbduI, 19851. 
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Figure 5-2. Measured vbdul, 1 9 851 and hctional drainage pressure-saturation relations hip for the 

Borden field experiment. 
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Figure 5-3. Measured discharge volumes, normalized tracer concentrations and hydrograph 

separation for the Borden field expedment [after A b d d  19 851. 



Porous Medium 
' #A 0.37 

saturation-pressure head relationship1 sw (v), v ( ~ w )  ~ ~ = 1 9 ; n = %  

saturadon-relative permeability km = a ( ~ , # ,  )' 
relationship' 

transverse dispersivity % 7 % 5 x 10" m 
initial total head V P  i - 2  2.78 rn 

Surface 
surface roughness (channd) '" n - - 0.03 s/rn1l3 

surface roughness n 0.3 s/rn1l3 
initiaI water depth 1 x104m 
micro topography 

residual saturation 
mobile water depth l x 1 0 4 m  

n 

characteristic length a, 1 x104m 
dispersivi y a' 0.0 m 

Solution 
minimum dmestep bgMrd 5 s 
maximum timestep 4~ 100 s 

local residual toleran& tole"' 1 x lo-z 
' ~ b d d  [1985],~&na'zi11ni and ~iILbam [1992], 3S~dc& [1986], 'Choa, [1959], Sfimpen 

Table 5-1. Parameterization of the field-scale coupled surface-subsurface simulations. 



Figure 5-4. Finite element meshes udlized in fidd-scale coupled dce-subsurface simuktions 

(1 6464 nodes, 29161 porous medium elements, and 2651 surface elements). 
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Figure 5-5. Illustration of initial and boundary conditions for field-scale hrs t-order-coupled 

surface-subsurface simulations, and the locations of three observation points and a 

representative cross section. 



2.1 Rainfd-RmoffResponse and Compan'soo m-kli Seepage Faces 

A comparison of the measured smam discharge with that predicted wirh the coupled 

surface-subsurface nurnekd model is presented in Figure 5-1. The simulated hydrograph slightly 

overpredicts both early-time response and peak discharge, while reproducing both the time to peak 

and the recession portions of the measured hydrograph with reasonable accuracy. Also presented in 

Figure 5-6 is the approximate area of the Iand surface conpibuting to stream flow via overland flow. 

This area is calculated by diridmg the ponded area of the h d  surface (ie. the total area of the land 

surface where water depths are greater than the minimum mobile depth of lo4 m) by the total 

surface area. The £igure indicates t h a ~  while increased d a c e  discharge conelates with increased 

surface ponding, the relationship between surface discharge and contributing area is nonlinear. 

Simulated conhibutkg areas increase more rapidly than stream &charge at early time (ie. less than 

about hfteen minutes) white decreasing more rapidly than stream discharge when rainfall ceases. 

This nonlinearity is caused by the relationship between water depth and velocity imbedded in the 

Manning equation, and by the spadally- and temporally-variable storage and idha t ion  capadties of 

the porous medium, which acts as a source/sink term in the s d k c e  water flow equation. 

Figure 5-7 presents graphs of pressure head and water depth versus time for three 

obsemation points located on the land surface dong a cross section at x = 40 meters. These 

obsemation points correspond to the streambed, the valley bottom, and the u p h d  region, 

respectively (Figme 5-5). High initial sa-don and reduced storage capacity beneath (Figure 5-7a) 

and adjacent (Figure 5-7b) to the stream channel causes a rapid chaoge of negadve pressure heads to 

positbe values. Water depths in the srream rise to about h e  centimeters at peak discharge, 

decreasing slowly during recession. Water depths are s d e r  on the slopes adjacent to the stream, 

and decrease rapidly foUowing the end of the rainfall event Pressure head values remain negaiive at 

the upland observation point ( F i e  5-74 as initial saturations are near residual values and 

significant storage capaaty exists in the porous medium. 



Total h e d  gndients beneath the s t ream (Figure 5-8a) indicate infiltration into the streambed 

for about b e  minutes, corresponding to the deIay in surface discharge initiation and the time 

required to occupy the s m a l l  storage capadtg of the capillary fkinge- Hydmulic head gradients 

adjacent to the etream (Figure 5-8b) indicate inhltration for the duration of the simulation, with 

vertical gradients decreasing after about the &st 20 minutes. Not all raidid enters the porous 

medium at this location, bur instead conmiutes to overIand and stream flow as a firnction of 

spatially and temporally variable inhltration xates. Surface discharge timing and volume, therefore, 

are intimately rated rg the storage capacity and hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium Head 

gradimts beneath the uppennost observation point (Figure 5-8c) indicate infiztmcing conditions for 

the duadon of the simulation, with the wetting hont penemting to a depth of about 40 centimeters 

at the end of the .rainfall event 

The responses to cainfall presented at the observation locations are indicative of those 

occuning throughout the domain. The following pangraphs discuss the spatial and temporal 

variabiliq of hvdrologic response and compare the kt-ordersoupled simulation with a single- 

continuum simulation performed with seepage faces at the h d  surface. A sense of the temporal 

variability of hydcologic response is indicated by presenting results at times of twentyfive, £@ and 

seventy-he minutes. These times represent hydrograph &e, the end of the middl event (and peak 

surface water discharge), and hydrograph recession. 

Pressure beads at the land Ntface and rates of water exchange between continua for the 

&st-order-coupled simulation are presented in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-13 at times of twenty-6ve 

and seventy-he minutes, respectively. Graphed results correspond to the nodes lying dong the top 

of the representa&e cross secdon located at x = 40 m. Also presented io these hgures are the 

boundary source/skk rates for the corresponding seepage face simulation and hydmulic head 

distributions and water table elevations in the porous medium for both simulations. Figure 5-10 

presents profiles of water depths and ex&ange/seepage rates dong the stream channel, at times of 

twenty-he, 6€iy and sevenq&ve minutes. 



Boundary source/sink rates are equivalent to the Qinfall rate if seepage faces are inactme, 

an4 for active seepage faces, are equivalent to the back-calculated boundary flux. Exchange rates in 

the coupled simulation and boundary soucce/sink rates in the seepage face simulation are both 

positive for in6Itration. Rates have been normalized by the volume associated with the s u b d c e  

flow equations to be consistent with the governing equations. Note that the volume-no&ation 

performed on the seepage and exchange fluxes introduces some variability in the seepage and 

exchange rates, as the volume associated with each porous medium node varies with nodal spacings 

in the £kite element mesh. Nodal spacings and volumes are relatively constant along the stream axis, 

but increase with distance horn the stream. 

The graphs of total head pro£iles below the three observation points indicate that hydrologic 

response of the porous medium to rainfall is more rapid at observation point one (Figure 5-8a), 

located at the stream, than at the second observation p o i n ~  located near the top of the i n i d  

capillary hinge (Fi'gure 5-8a). Water table elevadons along the cross secdon at twenty-be minutes 

intersect the land surface along topographic lows for both the coupled (Figure 5-9a) and seepage 

face (Figure 5-9b) simulations. Contours of total head indicate that head gradients are greatest at the 

toe of the slopes, where the rising water table interacts with higher land s h c e  elevations to direct 

flow both into the slope and towards the stream. Head contours vary in space and are aspmetric 

across the stream due to varying land-surface slope configurations. 

Spatial v ~ b i l i q  in subsurface head gradients is reflected in the rate of water exchange in 

the coupled simulations (Figure 5-9a) and the back-calculated boundary source/sink rates for the 

seepage face simulation (Figure 5-9b). While both rates are equivalent to the specified W rate in 

upland regions, positive rates (iidicating infiltration) decrease with elevation, becoming zero or 

negative (iidicating discharge or seepage) adjacent to the stream Exchange rates in the coupled 

simulation M e r  Erom the back-calculated seepage rates at the stream itself, however (Figure 5-10). 

In the coupled simulation, both rainfall in excess of local infiltration rates and groundwater discharge 

pond on the land surface, flowing overland to the stream, and dong the stream channel towards the 

discharge boundary. Ponded surface water fils the stream channel after twenty-he minutes of 



rdd in the coupled simulation (Figure 5-IOa), forming a posidre consna.int of about three 

centimeters on pressure heads in the adjoining porous medium. The effects of small-scale 

topographic vatiabiliy associated with the stream channel are therefore diminished, reducing 

subsdace head gradients and groundwater seepage- These effects are not considered in the 

traditional seepage face approach, as the maximum head consmint is equivalent to the land s 6 c e  

devarion. Water depths adjacent to the sueam are not signi6caatly different horn zero and act in a 

manner simikr to the zero pressure head constraint imposed kt the seepage face simulation p i e  

5-9b)- 

Figure 5-11 presents a summary of the coupled flow solution at 50 minutes, corresponding 

to both the end of the rainfall event and peak surhce water discharge. Pressure head contours on 

seven cross sections are depicted, as are contours of s d c e  water depth on the land d c e  aud the 

rate of water exchange between condnua, The corresponding summaries of the seepage h c e  

simulation are shown in Figure 5-12, which presents pressure head contours, seepage face status @e. 

active or inactive), and source/siak rates at the land surface boundary- Water table elevations in both 

simulations aee similar adjacent to and beneath the slopes. Surface pondmg in the stream channel, 

where depths have r isen to about h e  centimeters (Figure 5-lob), is reflected in decreased seepage 

along the channel axis in the coupled simulation. Surfice water depths adjacent to the stream have 

also risen p i e  5-114, subtly alt- the spatial dismbution of infiltration and groundwater 

discharge by fiUrng small depressions in the land surface topography. Little diEferences are evident 

between the coupled and seepage face simulation at the toe of the slopes or beneath the topographic 

highs, however. Indeed, in the slopes and u p h d  areas, b o u n d q  source/sink rates for the seepage 

face simulation are virtually identical to the rate of water exchange between the d a c e  and porous 

medium continua in the coupled simulation. 

Figure 5-13a presents a summary of the coupled £low solution at 75 minutes along the 

representative cross section. As surface water depths in the str:eam channel are about three 

centimeters (Figure 5-10c) the stream condnues to act as a consmint on s u b d c e  head values in 

the adjoining porous medium during hydrograph recession. Inhlhation rates are low, as head 



gradients in the porous medium are s d  Most water flows laterally away &om the stream, raising 

water table elevations beneath the topographic lughs. Examtning the seepage face simulation at 

seventy-he minutes one can note that the water table has fallen below the land sur&ce elevation 

(Figure 5-13b), and, therefore, that all seepage faces are inacdve, and boundary source/sink rates are 

zero. Hydraulic head contours indicate lateral subsudice flow beneath the topographic khs as 

water introduced during the rainfall moves away horn the area of the s ~ e u n .  Continued flow 

towards the stream channel is also eviden~ adjacent to the h d  d a c e ,  as slow d m h g e  through the 

unsaturated zone follows the topography, raising water table elevations slightly at the toe of the 

slopes. Subsurface flow directions predicted by the seepage face and coupled simulations are 

reversed along the valley axis after ra idd l  ceases. 

Excess rainfall and groundwater seepage to the surface water regime is not lost &om the 

system in the coupled simuladon, but is either stored or flows on the land sudace. Transient and 

spatially-variable surface water depths provide a cons~aint on pressure head in the porous medium 

at the land surface, with seepage and infiltration rates determined by subsurfice hydraulic gradients 

and the permeability of the porous medium These processes are reversed after d d  cessation, as 

total head in the adjacent porous medium fails below the elevation of the land surface and the 

sPeam becomes a source of water (Figure 5-10c). Such dynamics are precluded if conventional 

seepage faces are utilized in the numerical model, as both Qinfall excess and groundwater discharge 

dudng the rainfall event are assumed to be instantaneously removed &om the subsurface flow 

regime. By not considering surface ponding, the seepage face simulation over-predicts groundwater 

discharge into the stream during the r a i d U  event, and ignores the possible infiltration of ponded 

surface wat r  both during and after the raintall event. 

Figure 5-14a presents graphs of the total volumecdc rates of groundwater discharge versus 

time for both the coupled and seepage face simuladons. For the coupled simulation, rates represent 

the sum over the entire upper b o u n d q  of the h i t e  element mesh of the volume of water leaving 

the porous medium and entering the d c e  continuum @e. seepage). For the simulation pdormed 

with seepage faces, rates represent the sum of all b a c k d d t e d  seepage rates at the land d c e  



(ie. water leaving the porous medium). As indicated in the previous analyses, the seepage face 

solution predicts greater groundwater discharge into the stteam channel ducing the rainfall event 

This increased discharge results in to& seepage volumes nearly double those predicted by the 

coupled solution. Further, assuming discharge is immediately available at the stream outflow 

boundary and that there is no subsequent reinfildon, both simulations indicate that groundwater 

discharge accounts for less than h e  percent of total d a c e  water discharge ( F i i e  5-14b). 

The coupled dace-subsurface numerical model was able to simuIate observed stream 

discharge for the Borden field experiment with reasonable accuracy using measured or litemture- 

derived parameters and minimal calibration. The response of the porous medium to raiddl is 

spadally variable, depending upon initia saturation and water table depth. The simulated response of 

the capiky b g e  to rainfall is consistent with both theory [GiZbam, 19851 and observations wb&4 

1985; Abdd and Gillham, 19891. However, the predominant saeamflow generation indicated by the 

simulation is infiltration excess overland flow, with groundwater discharge (ie seepage) forming a 

relatively miam component of stream discharge volumes. This contrasts Ab& [I 9851 and Abduland 

Gillham (19891 whom, by separating surface discharge using the r a i d i d  tracer (hydrograph 

separation), concluded chat groundwater forms up to 37% of stream flow. Abdvl [I951 provided 

firrther mpporr for large groundwater conmiutions by routing seepage &om two-dimensional 

hilLlopes into a one-dimensional kinematic streamflow rnodeL The thee-dimensional seepage face 

simulation performed here also indicates that groundwater seepage is small in volume, relative to 

measured s e e d o w ,  and shows that groundwater discharge is overestimated if surface water 

ponding is not considered. The followkg section presents the results of the tracer transport 

simulations and discusses the relationship between the hydrologic response simulated with the 

coupled surface-subsurface model and simulated pacer concentrations in stream discharge water. 
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Figure 5-6. Comparison of measured and simulated sneam discharges versus h e  (hydrographs) 

and the illustration of the simulated area con&buting water to the stream via overland 

flow. Solution for initial hydraulic head of 278 cm and porous medium hydraulic 

conductivity of 1 x lo-' m s-'. 
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Figure 5-7. Graphs of pressure head and water depth versus time at three locations on the land 

surface: (a) observation point one located at the stream, @) observation point two located 

adjacent to the stream, and (c) observation point three located in the upland region. 

Observation point locations are indicated in Figure 5-5. Solution for initial hydraulic head 

of 278 cm and porous medium hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10" m i'. 
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Figure 5-8. Graphs of total head versus time and elevation (a) obsemation point one located at  the 

saeam, @) observation point two located adjacent to the saeam, and (c) observation point 

three located in the upknd region. Observation point locations are indicated in Figure 5-5. 

Solution for initial hydraulic head of 278 cm and porous medium hydraulic conductivity of 

1 x lo-' m s-'. 
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Figure 5-9. Pressure head and seepage flux at the land surface and total head (an) distribution at 

25 minutes along cross section (40 m) as predicted by (a) coupled and by @) seepage 

solutions. Solution for initial hydraulic head of 278 c m  and porous medium hydraulic 

conduc&iq of 1 x 1 o-' m s-'. 
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Figure 5-10. Graphs of surface water depth and rate of water exchange for first-order coupled 

surface-subsurface simulation and water seepage rate for single subsurface continuum with 

seepage faces at the land surfice. Graphs correspond to a prohle along the s t e m  channel 

at times of (a) twenty-five minutes @) 6£ky minutes, and (c) seventy-he minutes. Solution 

for initial hydraulic head of 278 cm and porous medium hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10" 

m s-' . 



Figure 5-11. Summary of fist-order-coupled flow solution at 50 minutes: (a) rate of water 

exchange between the porous medium and surface equations, @) pressure head in porous 

medium, and (c) surface water depth. Solution for i n i d  hydraulic head of 278 c m  and 

porous medium hydraulic conducdvicy of 1 x 10" m s-'. 
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Figure 5-12. S u m  of seepage-face solution at 50 minutes: (a) total boundary source/sink rate 

(b) pressure head in porous medium, and (c) seepage face status. Solution for initial 

hydradic head of 278 c m  and porous medium hydra&= conductivity of 1 x m s-*. 
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Figure 5-13. Pressure head and seepage flux at the land surface and total head distribution at 75 

minutes along cross section (40 m) as predicted by (a) coupled and by @) seepage 

solutions. Solution for initial hydraulic head of 278 crn and porous medium hydraulic 

conductivitg of 1 x lo5 m s". 
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Figure 5-14. Comparison of simulated subsurface @re-event) conmbutions to surface flow: (a) 

seepage rate for single-continuum simulation and exchange rates for coupled d a c e -  

subsurface solution with rainfall applied to d a c e  equations; and @) seepage and 

exchange rates relative to simulated surface discharge rate. 



5.2.2 Tracer Trmsport and Hydiograph Separation 

Abd~f [I9851 included a conservadve mcer (bromide) in the artificial rainfid applied dwing 

the Borden field experiments, separating stream discharge into event (raid@ and pre-event 

(groundwater) conaibutions based on the amount of tracer dilution. This section discusses the 

mechanisms by which consematme tracers originating in rainfall or below the land sutface codd 

arrive at the outnow boundary of the stream. Three tracers are utilized in the simulations, with the 

first (CJ representing rainfall-derived bromide of Abdd 119851, and the second (CJ and third (CJ 

craters representing water sources located above and below the initial water table F i e  5-5). 

Hydrograph separation theory indicates that the relative concendon of each individual 

ttacer represents the fi.action of discharge water originating in the corresponding source Iocation Fe. 

Jk/hr%, and Fmofdn, 19791. For the discrete transport equations, hydrograph separations can be 

written as: 

where nb = number of snearn discharge boundary nodes, Qi is the badcsalculated stream boundary 

flux F~ TI], and Qq , QG , and QG represent the rainfall, groundwater and tension-saturated zone 

conmiutions, respechdy, to toral discharge. The sum of tension-saturated tracer and groundwater 

tracer represents the pre-even t discharge component Hydrograph separations assume that the 

dominant mixing and -sport process is advection (i.e. plug flow or >> 11\41 - 
As concentrations of the three simulated tracers were chosen to sum to unity at each point 

in space and time (C,,, = I), the numerical values of the relative contributions are equivalent to the 

rate of tracer mass TI] exiting the system with the stream water: 

Flux-weighted tracer concentrations LS] can be calculated as: 



but are effected by discredzation and numerical errors when water depths and fluxes are very small. 

The laboratory-scale sirnula dons of coupled dace-subsurface flow and transport (Section 

4.7) indicate that simulated tracer concentrations in d a c e  water are very sensitive to the selection 

of the disuete equations to which rainfall is applied Application of raidall to the porous medium 

equations causes mixing mithin the porous medium prior to discharge into the surface water, 

resulting in near-identical concentrations between the stdice and subsurface continua. Application 

of rak-Lfd to the surface equations eIiminates such mldng, but required the use of an ernpLtical 

couplug dispessivirty to match observed concentmtions during hydrograph rise and falL Simulated 

concentrations are also sensitive to grid refinement adjacent to the land surface, with smaIl vertical 

spacings required to resolve sharp concentration gradients and minimize the volume of porous 

medium with which the sutface water interacts, 

F i e  5-15 presents the distribution of middl tracer (CJ in the surface water at fifty 

minutes, corresponding to both peak stream discharge and the end of the raiafall event Tracer 

dismiutions for t h e e  rainfall boundary conditions are presented, as are mcer distributions arising 

from the assumption of concenmtion continuity between the s h c e  water and underlying porous 

medium. Applying rainfall to the surface equations (Figure 5-15a) results in Ia.rge concentrations of 

raiofall tracer along the topographic hghs where water fluxes are oriented into the porous medium 

and water depths are negQb1e- Concentrations decrease along the seeam axis due to discharge of 

water from the sand and increased dif..ive exchange rates adsing &om larger saturations in both 

continua. Rainfall tracer concentrations arising fiom use of the dual rainfall boundq  condition 

( F i i e  5-15b), application of rainfall to the porous medium equations (Figure 5-15c), and 

concenpation continuiy assumption (Figure 5-15d) are very similar, diffidiffe noticeably only along 

the steeam channel. In each case, however, middl tracer concen~ations are approximately half those 

predicted by applying rainfall to the surface equations. Comparisons with observed patterns are 



difficul~ as the spatial disnibution of the rainfall tracer is not available born the field e x p e e n t  

Ab& and Gihbam [I9891 indicate, however, that measured concentradom of rainfall tracer in 

overland flow were lower adjacent to the seeam. These lower concentrations were presented as 

evidence for the capliyg khge mechanism, with groundwater discharge acting to dilute rainfall 

tracer in the d a c e  water. The coupled surface-subsurface flow simuiation presented in Section 

5.2.1 indicates, however, that very litde discharge occurs in this region. 

Figure 5-16 compares hydrograph separations based on measured stream discharge volumes 

and Pacer concenn-ations (see equation (5.1)) with separations based on simulated seeam discharge 

volumes and concentrations. Again, results for k e e  rainfall boundary conditions and for condnuiy 

coupling are presented. Also indicated in Figure 5-16 are hydrograph separations generated by 

assuming negkble diffusive exchange of tracer mass between the surface and subsurface continua. 

Figure 5-1 7 presents the conespondmg flux-weighted concentrations (see equation(5.3)). Sepaation 

of measured discharge using measured tracer concentrations indicates that up to 37% of s ~ e a m  flow 

is pre-event (ie. water contained in the sand before the r a i d d l  event). This conclusion is supported 

by the simuIations if rainfall is applied to the surface equations and both advective and difhive 

coupling are considered (Figure 5-16a). The corresponding flux-weighted concentrations (Figure 

5-17a) contain considerable enor at early time, however, as water depths at the outflow boundary axe 

negligble. Neglecting diEfUsive coupling between continua (Figure 5-1Gb) predicts that stream 

discharge is dominated by water oliginating as mdill, with oliafall tracer concentrations (Figure 

5-1%) approaching uaity at all times. 

Application of rainfall to the discrete s d c e  equations illustrates that interpretations of 

smam water origin are very sensitive to diffusive exchange of tracer mass between rapidly moving 

water on the land surface and slower water moving witbin the porous medium- The modifVlng 

effects of diffusive exchange are less evident if d d  is applied to both the Ntface and porous 

medium equations using the dual algorithm (Figure 5-16c,d and F i e  5-17c,d) or only to the 

porous medium equations (Figure 5-lGe,f and Figure 5-17e& Hydrogmph separations for these 

simulations are not sigruficantly different than that predicted by assuming concentration continuity 



berween continua ( F e e  5-16g and Figure 5-17g). These hydropph separations suggest that a 

Luge h a i o n  of stream water is pre-e~enh in contradiction with the separation based on measured 

concentrations. While concenmtions of raiafd tracer during the recession portion of the 

hydrograph are replicated best using the dual rainfall boundary condidon (Figure 5-17c), peak 

concentrations are underestimated by about £iky percenG indicating that excessive mixitlg is being 

simulated 

Recd  that, in the coupled flow simulation, seepage (gomdsvater discharge) accounted for 

less than five percent of seeam discharge (Figure 5-14). If only advective coupling is considered (i~c 

seepage or inhltracionj then application of rainfall to the surface equations generates discharge with 

app roh te ly  the same relative conmbution of event and pre-event water (i..e. about h e  percent). If 

diffusive coup% is also considered in the simulation, the simulated discharge separation 

corresponds wd with the hydrograph separation based upon measured tracer concentrations. These 

simulations suggest thaq while the capillarg h n g e  is deafly responsible for the rapid hydrologic 

response observed by Abdd [1985], increased subsurface head gradients do not cause significant 

seepage. Rather, infilpation rates along the stream axis are reduced, with runoff formed by excess 

rainfall over a dynamic conmiutmg area [e.g. Hewleft and Hibbert, 1967; D m e  and Bhk, 19701. 

Rainfall tracer dilution occurs largely by diffusive processes as water flows over the land surface to 

the stream, over reladvely short flow paths, and subsequently down the sueam channel. The 

simdations indicate that tracer originating above the inidal water table dominates the pre-event 

conmbution. The following section presents an analysis of the sens ieq  of hydrologic response, 

surface discharge volumes and hydrograph separations to hydraulic conductmiq, Manning swfkce 

roughness, initial water table elevation, and surface topography. 
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Figure 5-15. Dismbution of rainfall tracer (CJ in surface water at 50 minutes. Concenaations 

predicted by hr-order-coupled simulations with both advectme and diffusive coupling 

and (a) rainfall applied to surface equations, @) rainfa]. applied to both the porous medium 

and surface equations using the dual rainfall algorithm, and (c) rainfill applied exdusively 

to the porous medium equations, and (d) tracer distriibutions resulting by assuming 

concentration condnuiy between the surface water and porous medium. 
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Figure 5- 16. Comparison of measured and simdatec 1 hydtogxaph separations. Results for &st- 

order-coupled simulations with rainfall applied to d a c e  equations and (a) advective and 

diffusive coupling and @) advectme coupling only; rainfall applied to both the porous 

medium and surface equations using the dual rainfall algorithm with (c) advective and 

diffusive coupling and (d) advective coupling only; rainfall applied to porous medium 

equations with (e) advective and diffusive couphg and ( f )  advective coupling only; and (g) 

separation resulting &om assuming concentration contiriuiq between the surface water 

and porous medium. 
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Figure 5-17. Comparison of measured and simulated rainfall tracer concentrations (CJ in s t e m  

discharge water. Results for first-order-coupled simulations with rainfall applied to sucface 

equations and (a) advecdve and diftiujive couphg and @) advectbe coupling only; r W  

applied to both the porous medium and surface equations using the dual r&d algorithm 

with (c) advective and diffisive coupling and (4 advective coupIing only; rainfall applied 

to porous medium equations with (e) advecdve and diffusive coupling and (f) advective 

coupling only; and (g) concentxations resulting horn ass* continuity between the 

surface water and porous medium. 



Rainfall-runoff response is known &om both field observations and theoretical studies [e-g. 

Fnece, 1972 a,b, 1974; Bewn, 19771 to be a function of m a y  intenelated parameta. The sections 

that follow attempt to isolate the effects on simulated hydrologic response of hydraulic conductivi~, 

Manning roughness, initial water table elevation, and surface topography. The suite of simulations is 

resnicted in scope to remain representative of the rainEd-runoff experiment performed by Abdd 

[1985], allowing the comparison of simulated and observed Qinfal-runoff responses. 

5.3.1 Hydraulic Cooductz%?y and Manniag Roughness 

hlthough the hydraulic conductivity of the sandy aqwfer is known to be s p a d y  variable 

1e.g. SYdiky, 19861 a single lumped hydraulic conductivity value is utilized in this study. 

Consideration of spadal variability is beyond the scope of this work, with regard to comparison of 

the model results with those of the erpeeimenq although the numerical model is M y  capable of 

incorporaling spadal variations in hydraulic conductivity. Reported values for the sandy aquifer vary 

from 5.0 x 10" m s-' w b d ~ 4  19851 to 2.2 x 1 O4 m s-' [Nwankuor et al., 1984]. The Luge values of 

Nwarz~ar  e t  al. [I9841 mere determined &om pump test analyses while the srnalI values of Abdd 

[I9851 were derived from flow net analyses. MacFdne et al. [I9831 reported hydraulic conductivity 

values ranging from 1 x lo4 to 3 x 10" m s". Figure 5-18 compares the measured stream hydrograph 

with simulated hydrographs generated with hydraulic conductiviq values that span the reported 

range. No attempt mas made to scale the relative permeability relationship as the low storage 

capaaty of the cap- fringe dominates system response to rainfall. The thickness of the capilIay 

h g e ,  therefore, is assumed constant Topography is as indicated in Figure 5-1 and the initial water 

table elevaaon is 278 cm. 

The best visual fit to the measured hydrograph (Figure 5-18a) occurs with a hydraulic 

conductivity of 1 x 10" m s", with simulated stream discharges decreasing with increasing hydraulic 

conductiviy. Figure 5-18b presents approximate conccibut. areas, calculated by dividing the 

ponded area of the land surface by the total sutface area, and indicates that increased surface 



discharge correlates with increased sueface ponding and that surface p o n d q  increases with 

decreasing porous medium hydraulic conductiviy. Simulated groundwater discharge (seepage) rates 

(Figure 5-18c) are a sgdicant &action of surface water discharge for only the highest hydraulic 

conductivity dues .  F i e  5-19 presents hydraulic head contours and water table elevations at fXty 

minutes at the representative cross section for each of the hydraulic condu&ties. Water cable 

devations coinade with the land surface dong the stream axis and extend greater distances away 

&om the s t ream with decreasing hydraulic conductivity. While decreasing hydraulic conductmiry 

increases head gradients adjacent to the knd surface, intiltration rates are reduced The decreased 

infiltration rates promote overland flow due to raiafall excess, generating larger water depths 4 the 

saeam and increasing smam discharge. 

T h e  Manning roughness coefficients utilized in the field-scale simulations ate derived horn 

literature sources [e-g- Chow, 19591 and calibrated values presented by Abdul[1985]. Two values are 

udlized, with roughness values typical of a sandy surface (0.03 s m-"3 assigned to the nodes along 

the stream channel and roughness values associated with short grass (0.3 s m-'9 assigned to nodes 

on the remainder of the land surfice- The sensitkiv of mididl-runoff response to Manning surface 

roughness may be evaluated by assigning homogeneous roughness values to the entire land surface. 

Values utilized in the two simulations axe equivalent to assuming the h d  surface is totally grass 

covered or sand covered. Porous medium hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be 1 x m s-' in all 

simula dons. 

Figure 5-20a compares sneam discharges predicted with the two homogeneous Manning 

roughness values with the base case simulated discharge and with measured discharge. Stream 

discharge predicted using a roughness value of 0.03 s ml/' is slighe: greater than the base case 

discharge during hydrograph rise but is n e e  identical during hydrograph recession. Both replicate 

observed stream discharges with reasonable accuracy. Assuming a roughness value of 0.3 s rn-'I3 

underpredicts stream discharge until about sevenq-fie minutes, after which stream discharge is 

overpredicted. Simulated conmbuting areas ( F i i e  5-20b) for all roughness values are identical 

during hydrograph rise, mith the larger roughness values indicating a slightly larger contributing area 



during hydrograph recession. Simulated groundwater seepage ( F i e  5-20c) is greatest if the land 

surface is assigned a homogenous roughness value of 0.3 s m'1'3. 

At a given s d a c e  water depth, veloaties and water flux for the two Manning roughness 

values differ by an order of magnitude (see equations (2.21) and (3.6)). In the coupled xlainfall-runoff 

simulations, therefore, water depths on the h d  surface are larger if Manning roughness is assumed 

to be 0.3 s These larger water depths affect the dismiution of pressure head in the porous 

medium at the land surface, subtly altering both the hydraulic response of the porous medium to 

rainfall and rate of groundwater seepage. Water depths and exchange rates at the top of the 

representative cross section are presented in Figure 5-21 at a time of 6fty minutes for the base-case 

simulation and both surface roughness sensitmicg analysis simulations. Also presented in Figure 5-21 

are water tabIe devations and hydraulic head contours in the porous medium, 

While water table and surface ponding locations coreespond well in each case (see also the 

contributing area graphs in Figure 5-20b), water depths and exchange rates exhibit subtle differences. 

Relative to the base case (Figure 5-21a), water depths for the simulation conducted with a 

homogeneous roughness value of 0.03 s m"" Figure 5-21b) are slightly smaller adjacent to the 

stream channeL The lower surface roughness results in increased overland flow velocities, hastening 

overknd flow conmbutions to the stream channel, and inaeasing stream discharge during 

hydrograph rise. Hydrograph recessions are nearly identical, howwer, as sutface flows are restticted 

to the stream channel itself after the end of the rainfall period. In contrasq assuming the entire land 

surface is grass-covered (Figure 5-21c) increases s h c e  water depths both adjacent to and mithin 

the stream channel. While water depths are increased, the MaMing-derJved velocities are reduced, 

decreasing both the rate of overland £low conmibutions to the stream channel and discbarges &om 

the seeam itself. Water depths during hydrograph recession are also Iarger, resulting in the slightly 

larger conhibutkg area indicated in (Figure 5-20b). Further, the slight increases in overland flow 

depths alter subsdace gradients, increasing groundwater discharge (seepage) beside the steeam 

Chafu3e.L 



This sensitivitg analysis indicates that seeam discharge rates and timing are intimatdy related 

to both the porous medium hydraulic conductivity and Ncface M i m m g  roughness. Peak seeam 

discharge volumes are influenced by the Manning roughness value assigned to nodes along the 

stream channel, with larger roughness values causing deaeased peak flow rates and increased 

hydropp h tailing- Conm3uting areas are affected by small-scale topographic variations and 

hydraulic conductivity, which, in combination with the Manning roughness of the slopes, determine 

the amount of infiltration excess and the rate of overland flow contributions to the stream channeL 

Groundwater discharge (seepage) locauoas and rates are affected by both hydraulic condu&q and 

by the depth of surface pondmg. Calibrated surface roughness and hydraulic conductiviq values are 

likely to be related, as small-scale topographic vadations are likely unknown at the field scale. The 

following secdon presents an analysis of rainfal-runoff response to the initial water table elevation 

and to topographic variability in and adjacent to the stream channel. 



Figure 5-18. Illustration of rainfd-runoff sensitivitg to porous medium hydtaulic conductiviqc (a) 

saeam discharge, @) relative conmbuting area, and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for 

initial hydraulic head of 278 c m  and porous medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 5 x 10- 
5 mi1, 4 x  l~-~rns-', 3 x 10-'m s", 2 x 10" m s-', and 1 x 10-'ms-' (base case). 
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Figure 5-19. Total head and water table elevation along a representative aoss section (x = 40 m) at 

50 minutes for &st-order-coupled simulations. Solutions for initial hydraulic head of 278 

an and porous medium hydraulic conductiviy equal- to (a) 1 x lo-' m s-' (base case), @) 2 

x 10" m s-', (c) 3 x lo-' m s-', (d) 4 x 10.' m i' and (e) 5 x lo-' rn s-I. 
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Figure 5-20. Illus~ation of rainfall-runoff sensitivity to Manning surface roughness: (a) speam 

discharge, @) relative contributing area, and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for initial 

hvdraulic head of 278 cm and porous medium hydxaulic conductiviy equal to 1 x lo-' m/s. 
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Figure 5-21. Water depths head and rates of water exchange at the land surface and t o t .  head 

distribution and water table elevations along a representative cross section (x = 40 m) at 50 

minutes: (a) base case Manning roughness coefficients Cn,,' = 0.03 s m-I", 'nzlllbcrY = 0.3 s 

rn-"3, @) homogeneous roughness of 0.03 s m"'3y and (c) homogeneous roughness of 0.3 
m - ~ / 3  . Solution for initial hydrauIic head of 278 c m  and porous medium hvdraulic 

conductiviy of 1 x 10" m s-I. 



The topographic surface presented in Figure 5-1 was generated by digitizing and knging 

elevation contours presented by Abdd (1985) While an accurate survey of the field site was 

performed by AbdJ sumeyed elevations were unavailable for-use in the present study- As the 

contour spacing used in Abdul's Qpre was 0.5 meters, the discretized channel and slope 

c o ~ t i o n s  may not be represen~dve of field conditions. Futther, the reported stream length of 

70 meters and slope of 0.17 % indicates a possible 12-cendmeter range in stream bed elevation, 

which also may be poorly represented by the discredzed topography. F d y ,  the inida water table is 

reported at a single location to lie about 22 an below the base of the stream. Therefore, the 

configuration of the land surface in and adjacent to the stream and initial water table depths are both 

uncertain. This section preseno a sensitivity analysis of rajddl-runoff response to initial water table 

elevations, small-scale topographic -v&bility, and channel incision Results for two hydraulic 

conductiviaes, 1 x lo5 m s-' and 5 r m s-', are presented in each case Unless explicitly stated to 

be differenq parameters utilized in d simulations are presented in Table 5-1 and raiddl is applied to 

the surkce equations. 

The sensiety of stteam discharge to initial water table elevation is illustrated in Figure 

5-22a and Figure 5-Za, for hydraulic conductivities of 1 x lo-' m s-' and 5 x m mi', respectively. 

hirial water table elevadons utilized are 281 cm, 284 an and 287 cm. These elevations lie within the 

possible range of stream channel elevation (12 cm), and correspond to water table depths of 19 cm, 

16 cm, and 13 cm below the stream channel. Simulated contributing areas and groundwater seepage 

rates are given in parts b and c of the respective @es. Seepage rates represent the maximum 

possible subsurface conm'butions to overknd and swam flows, reflecdng neither red3tration nor 

the water volume stored on the land sutface. 

Simulated surface discharge increases with increasing initial water table elevations. Such 

results are expected for both hydrautic conductiviy values, as decreased storage capacity in 

topographic lows hastens the rapid cap* h e  water table response to Qinfall, decreasing 



iatiltration races and promoting the generadon of overland flows due to rainfall access. Miximum 

groundwater seepage contributions to the surface continuum also increase, as the rising water table 

raises maximum total heads at the toe of the slopes, promoting groundwater discharge at 

topographic lows. Higher water table elevations at the toe of the slopes also increase slightly the 

approximate conhibutkg areas. Sudace discharge increases much more rapidly than contn'buting 

area, however, illustrating the d@c and intimare interaction of surface and subsurface hydrology. 

Conmbudng areas decline rapidly a k  r d d  ceases and approach a constant value for aIl initial 

conditions and both hydraulic conductivities. This b a l  value, about 0.05, represents the 

approximate relative area of the discretized stream channei. 

For the base-case topography (Figure 5-1) simulated s h c e  water discharges provide a good 

visual match with measured values if the hydraulic conduaivi~ of the porous medium is assigned a 

value of 1 x lo-' rn s-I. This hydraulic conductivig value is on the low end of the reported range and 

is half an order of magnitude less than the value utilized in the simulations presented by A W  

[1985]. The sensidvitg analysis of hydrologic response to initial conditions indicates that simulated 

discharges exceed measured if a hydraulic condudviy of 1 x lo-' m s-I is assumed. Conversely, if a 

hydraulic conductivity of  5 x lomS m s-' is urilized, the resulting increased d i s k g e  approaches 

measured vaIues, suggesting that calibrated hydmlllic conductivities are intimately related to both the 

assumed initial conditions and discredzed sutface topography. 

The effect of uncertainty in surface topography can be evaluated by slight modifications to 

the base-case fiaite element mesh. Four possible surface topographic vadations are presented in 

Figure 5-26. Relative to the base case (Figure 5-I), the &st two meshes, Grid 2 (Figure 5-26a) and 

Grid 3 ( F i i e  5-2Gb) were generated by decreasing the s d c e  slopes adjacent to the stream. The 

second two meshes, Grid 4 (Figure 5-26c) and Grid 5 (Figure 5-264 were generated by decreasing 

chaMel elevations by five and ten centimeters, respectmely. Topography of the upland regions and 

adjacent slopes is unchanged in all meshes. Both of the incised channels, located about twelve and 

seventeen centimeters above the initial water tabie, respectidy, are initially drg. Parameterization, 

initial conditions, and boundary conditions are identical to those utilized in Section 52.1. A single- 



continuum seepage face simulation is also presented for Grid 5 to provide fuaher cladication of the 

enor introduced into the subsurface flow field and back-calculated seepage rates by neglecting 

pondmg on the land surface. 

Figure 5-27a presents hydrographs generated by simulating the Borden raidid-runoff event 

using the four alternative topographic configurations and assuming a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 

10" m s-I. F i e  5-2% presents approxkate contributing areas, calculated by no~rmnli7irng total 

ponded area at the end of each timestep by total area of the land surface. Figure 5-27c presents the 

volumetric rate of groundwater seepage [~e. the sum of all negative water exchanges at the land 

surface), and total seepage rate if surface water effects on Grid 5 are neglected Co~~esponding 

summarg  graphs for hydraulic conductivity of 5 x lo-' m s" are presented in Figure 5-28. 

For both hydraulic conductivities, simulated surface discharge increases in volume as Ntface 

elevation gradients adjacent to the stream decrease. While small increases in groundwater seepage are 

indicated, the relative contribution to stream discharge is small. Small seepage rates and increasing 

contributing areas during hydrograph rise both suggest that rainfall excess is the dominant runoff 

and s~eamflow generation mechanism. Con&uting areas cdcukted during hydrogmph secession 

are larger than those indicated with the base case grid, reflecting the relatively £lat topography along 

the stream channel in grids two and three- Contributing areas decrease more rapidly for the &her 

hydraulic conducdvity, as the infiltration of ponded surface water is more rapid. Peak discharge is 

overpredicted if a hydraulic conductiviy value of 1 x lo-' m s-' is assumed, while assuming a 

hydraulic conductivity of 5 x lo-' m s-' underpredicts peak discharge- 

Saeam discharge decreases with increasing channel *ion, with sirnuIated discharge 

underpredicdng observed values for both hydraulic conductivities. If a hydrauIic conductivity of 1 x 

10" m s-' is assumed, groundwater seepage begins prior to the initiation of stream dischvge and 

occurs at approximately twice the volumesic: rate of the ma.9imum values attained with the non- 

indsed channels. Seepage rates decrease slightly as stream discharge is initiated, as increasing watez 

depths within the saeam chmd raise the total head consPaining the adjoining porous medium, 

decreasing both hydraulic gradients aud the resuldng water velodties. Decreased d c e  water 



discharge results horn greater infilmation adjacent to the stream, with rainfall entering the porous 

medium at the Iand surface and water origjnatiug in the subsurface discharging into the sueam. 

Hydrognph recession is therefore extended, as groundwater discharge continues &er the end of the 

rainfalI event. The slow  tion on rate evident during hydrograph recession in the base case 

simulation (Figure 5-18) is replaced with slow dramage horn the porous medium. For the more 

deep$ incised channel @id five), the greater idhence of low subsurface water velocities is reflected 

in both decreased stream discharge dudng hydrograph rise and increased saeam discharge during 

hydxograph recession. Litde noticeable difKerences are evident in the graphs of conmiuting area, 

although areas are simikr during hydrograph recession to previous simulations. 

In contrast with simulations pdormed with a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10.' m sal, 

assuming a value of 5 x 10" m s-' in the incised-channel simuktions indicates t h a ~  during 

hydrograph rise, discharge increases shghtly with increasing channel incision (Figure 5-28a). 

Calculated contribudng areas (Figure 5-28c) are lower for the more deeply incised channel, 

suggesting that subsudace flow paths are providing the additional streamflow. Conm'bu- areas for 

both incised-channel simulations rapidly attain values assodated with the stream channel during 

hydrograph rise, increasing after about fifieen minutes when the storage volume witbin the steeam 

channel is filled Conmbudng areas decrease rapidly &ex the end of the rainfall event as hydraulic 

heads d e h e  and overknd flow ceases adjacent to the stream. Discharge born both incised channel 

simulations underpredicts measured values if a hydraulic conductivi~ of 5 x lo-' m s-I is assumed. 

Examination of the calculated seepage rates (Figure 5-28c) indicates that total seepage 

exceeds saeam discharge if a hydraulic conductivity of 5 x lo-' m i' is assumed. Seepage values may 

not be representative of potendal stream flows, therefore, as they do not consider storage on the 

land surface or possible reiufiltration kom ponded surface water sources. Of interest, however, is 

the back-calmkited boundary flux d e e d  by imposing seepage face conditions in the incised 

channel sim&tions. As indicated in Section 5.2.1, seepage face solutions, by neglecting the 

additional head constraint induced by surface ponding, will over-estimate groundwater discharge. 

The error is small if hydraulic conductivities of 1 x lo-' m s-' is assumed, as the coupled simulations 

150 



indicate infiltration-excess ovedand flow is the dominant s t f ~ o w  generation mechanism As 

subsurkce flow- paths become more dominant with increasing hydraulic conductivity, however, the 

effects of stream depth constraints on hydraulic head in the adjacent porous medium become more 

sgmficant Indeed, the seepage face solution prediction of groundwater discharge is nearly twice that 

of the coupled solution if a hydraulic conductivity of 5 x 10" m s-' is utilized in the incised channel 

simulations. Ab& [I9851 hydrologic response simulations may be inaccurate, therefore, as he 

explicitly coupled such seepage to a kinernauc s n e d o w  roudng model, negIecting the effect of 

surface ponding on pressure heads adjacent to the seeam channel. Consideration of surface water 

pondmg was also neglected in the flow net analysis presented by Abdul [1985] and Abdul rmd Gi;Zbm 

[I9891 as evidence in support of enhanced groundwater discharge due to the rapid response of the 

capilkrg h g e .  

Recall, however, that the spatial and temporal dLmiudon of surface water is unknown &om 

the field experiment, malang specific comparisons dZficult The sensitiviq analysis indicates that the 

dominance of surface or subsudace flowpaths for a single ~~ event is affected by assumed initial 

conditions and discretized topography, both of which are poorly defined Total head contours and 

water table elevations are presented for each of the four gdds at fif@ minutes in Figure 5-29 and 

F i e  5-30 for hydraulic conduc$pities of 1 x 10" m s" and 5 x 10" m s-', respec$pely. Fiftg minutes 

corresponds to both the end of the rainfall event and peak surface water discharge. Shght variations 

in topography in combination with bulk hydraulic conductivity variations of half an orda of 

magnitude are shown to generate signtficantly different had dism%utions in the porous medium. 

Water table elevations and subsurface hydraulic head gradients have a large effect on flow pathways 

and stream discharge volumes. The following setion presents and discusses hydrograph separations 

using  concentrations of three consemativt tracers in stream discharge. 
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Figure 5-22. Illustration of rainfd-runoff sensitivity to initial water table elevation: (a) stream 

discharge, @) reladve conPibudng area, and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for porous 

medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 1 x 10" m/s. 
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Figure 5-23. Illustrauon of solution sensitiviy to inidal water table elevation: (a) sa-eam discharge, 

@) relative contributing area, and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for porous medium 

hydraulic conductivity equal to 5 x lo-' m/s. 
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Figure 5-24. Total head distribuuons and water table elevations along a representative cross 

section (x = 40 m) at 50 minutes for initial water table elevations of (a) 278 an (base case), 

@) 281 cm, (c) 284 un, and (d) 287 an. Solutions for porous medium hydraulic 

conductivity equal to 1 x 10'~ m/s. 



Figure 5-25. Total head dismbutions and water table elevations along a representative cross 

section (x = 40 m) at 50 minutes for initial water table elevations of (a) 278 c m  @ase case), 

@) 281 cm, (c) 284 cm, and (d) 287 cm. Solutions for porous medium hydraulic 

c o n d u ~ y  equal to 5 x 10~' m/s. 



Figure 5-26. Surface elevation contours of four finite element meshes utilized to investigate the 

effect of topography on hydrologic response and discharge separation. Decreasing 

elevation gradient for (a) grid two and @) grid three, and increasing channel incision for (c) 

grid four and (d) grid five. 
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Figure 5-27. Illustration of discharge sensitivity to topography and the degree of channel incision: 

(a) stream discharge, @) contributing area and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for 

initial hydraulic head of 278 an and porous medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 1 x 

1 Oms m/s. 
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Figure 5-28. Eustration of discharge sensitiviq to topography and the degree of channel incision: 

(a) stream discharge, @) connibudng area and (c) groundwater seepage. Solutions for 

initial hydraulic head of 278 an and porous medium hychdic conductivity equal to 5 x 

10" m/s. 
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Figure 5-29. Total head dismbutions and water table elevations along a representative cross 

section (x = 40 m) at 50 minutes (a) grid one (base case), @) gdd mo, (c) grid three, (d) 

grid four, and (e) grid he. Sclutions for initial hydraulic head of 278 cm and porous 

medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 1 x 10" m/s. 
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Figure 5-30. Total head distributions and water table elevations along a representa&e aoss 

section (x = 40 m) at 50 minutes (a) grid one (base case), @) grid two, (c) grid three, (d) 

grid four, and (e) grid five. Solutions for initial hydraulic head of 278 an and porous 

medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 5 x lo-' m/s. 



The base case coupled simulation presented in Section 5.2-1 suggests that the dominant 

s treadow generation mechanism operating during the Borden fidd experiment was overland flow 

induced by infiltration excess over a dynamic contributing area impliatly linked to the rapid response 

of the capillarg b g e .  The corresponding analysis of tracer transport suggested that rhe krge pre- 

event conrributions to streadow resulted Iargely &om diffusive exchange (dilution) of ra id id  tracer 

in the ovetland flow, with groundwater discharge (seepage or advectme exchange) pkying a minor 

role in mod+ng tracer concentrations in the surface watee. Apphcation of cJnfall to the surface 

equations, in combination with both advedve and diffusive couplng, was shown to reproduce both 

observed discharge and the observed hydrograph separation with reasonable accwacy. 

This section presents and discusses sepamions of simulated stream discharge for the 

fourteen flow simulations presented in Section 5.3.1. Rainfall is applied to the d c e  equations and 

both adveccive and difhive ttansport processes are utilized to couple the surface and subsurface 

continua- Figure 5-31 presents separations of stream discharge for the six simuIations performed to 

evaluate the sensitivity of hydzologic response to i n i d  water table elevation. Figure 5-32 presents 

separations of simulated sheam discharge horn the eight simulations performed to investigate the 

role of small variations in topography and channel incision on hydrdogic response. 

The sensitiviy analysis presented in Secdon 5.3.1 indicates that similar flow processes are 

active in all simulations, with subsurface flow and groundwater discharge becoming more important 

with increasing channel incision and porous medium hydtaulic conductivity. Simulated stxeam 

discharge volumes corresponded well with observed i€ the channel was not sigdicandy incised and 

the porous medium hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be 1 x 10'' m s-'. Exanination of 

hydrograph separations generated for varying initial water table elevations (Figure 5-31) indicates the 

relative proportion of event (rainfall) and pre-event (I.e. water initially present in the porous medium) 

in st ream discharge remains relatively constant if hydraulic conductivity of 1 s 10" m s" is utilized 

Increased stream discharge originates krgelv as inhltmtion excess overland flow, however, with 



diffusive e~change diluting rainfall tracer in the shdow surface depths. Little seeam flow originates 

below the initial water tabIes, indicating that transport and mixing processes acting at and near the 

land surface dominate s trearn water composition. Simulations performed using a hydraulic 

conduc$piy value of 5 x 10" m s'l, while underestimating surface water discharge volumes, indicate 

increasing groundwater contributions to streamflow. The flow simuIations indicate groundwater 

seepage increases with haeasing water table elevation, Iinking the presence of groundwater uacer in 

s u e a d o w  with hydrologic response, and suggesting that the depths of dce-subsurface 

interaction increase with increasing hydraulic conductivity- Further discussion is hampered as the 

lughest initial water table elevation also places the groundwater tracer source nine cadmeters closer 

to the Iand sutface. 

Figure 5-32 presents simulated hydrograph separations for the four alternative topographies 

and the two hydraulic conductivity dues .  The four simulations performed with decreased surface 

elevation gradient (Figure 5-32a,b) result in very similar proportions of event (rainfall) and pre-event 

cracer (unsaturated zone) in stream discharge. Dilution of rainfall tracer occurs in the simuIations 

largely via diEbsive exchange bemeen continua, with only small cont&utions resulting kom direct 

discharge (seepage) of pre-event water &om the subsurface. Surface discharges predicted by the 

indsed-channel simulations (Figure 5-32c,d) are less than measured vdues for both hydraulic 

conductivities. The hydrologic response analysis presented in Section 53.1 indicates that subsurface 

flowpaths become more dominant as hydraulic conductivitp and sueam channel incision innease. 

Separation of scream discharge for a hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10" m s" indicates that the 

sueam contains about equal poriions of event and pre-event water. A s m a l l  component of 

groundwater @e. originating below the initial water table) is evident in discharge &om the more 

deeply incised channd Greatet groundwater conmiutions are expected, as the incised stream 

charme! induces a greater vertical flow component (Figure 5-294 and the source of the groundwater 

tracer lies only about ten cmtimeters kom the bottom of the stream. Unsaturated zone tracer Qe. 

o-ting above the initial water table) enters the sueam by the same advective mechanism. The 

delineation of specific water sources or flow paths using hydrograph separation of s ~ e a m  flows is 



ambiguous, as the simuktions indicate that unsaturated zone tracer may also enter the stream via 

diffusive exchange between the porous medium and overland flow. 

Assuming a hydraulic conductivity of 5 x lo-' m s-I, separation of stream discharge &om the 

less-deeply incised channel (Figure 5-32c) indicates stream water is nearly a complete mixture of 

raidid and unsaturated zone sources. In conaast, discharge fiom the more-deeply incised channel 

(Figure 5-324 is a near-equal -ture of warer from all three sources, with rainfdt slightly more 

dominant dw5ng hydrograph dse The hydrologic response simulations indicate that significant 

seepage occun for both channel con6gurations, with seepage exceeding stream discharge in volume. 

Seepage into the channel, in combination with direct preapitation, are the dominant sheamflow 

generation mechanisms. Vertical gradients beneath the s t r e a m  are greater for the more deeply incised 

channel, thus providmg a greater con~bution of water originadng below the initid water table. The 

separation of stteam discharge using tracers therefore better reflects actual water origin, as diffusive 

exchange between continua is restricted in space to the s t r e a m  channel itself. 
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Figure 5-31. Illusnation of the sensitivity of hydrograph separatiws to initial hydraulic head and 

hydraulic conductivity. Discharge for inirial hydraulic head of (a) 281 cm, @) 284 cm, and 

(c) 287 cm. Solutions for rainfall applied to surface equadons and hydraulic conductivities 

of 1 x 10-' rn s-' and 5 x 10-' m s-'. 
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Figure 5-32. Illustration of the sensitiviv of discharge cracer mass and hydrograph separations to 

topography, stream channel incision and hydtaulic conductivity. Discharge for (a) grid two, 

@) grid three, (c) grid four, and (4 grid b e .  SoIutions for rainfall applied to surface 

equations, initial hydraulic head of 278 cm, and hydraulic conductivities of 1 x 10" m s-' 

and 5 x lo-' m s-'. 



Summa y and Concl't~iom 

The numedcd model developed in this work describes the flow of water and transport of solutes in 

three separate continua: within porous medium, haut.es/maaopores and on the knd surface The 

two-dimensional difhion-wave equation is implemented to descnie flow in shallow surface water 

while flow in variably-saturated porous medium and maaopores was desaibed by the three 

dimensional Richards' equation. Transport in both the surfice and subsurface systems is described 

by advection-dispersion equations. CoupIing of surface and subsurface flow and transport is 

achieved by assembling and solving one system of discrete algebraic equations so that water and 

solute fluxes between continua are determined as part of the solution. L-inkage is through the 

assumption of prLnary variable continuity or via £kt-order, physically based flux relationships. 

Water and solute e,xchange between condnua is assumed to be desmied by one-dimensional Darcy 

and advecdon-dispersion equations, respectively. Flow and transport coupling coefficients are 

defined as hnctions of characteristic length scales of interaction, fluid or solute properties, and 

system parameters such as saturation or permeability. Use of Luge exchange coeficient values 

promotes concen~ation and pressure head condnuiv between. two interacting continua, and small 

values promote dlequilbrium. 

Specified boundary conditions can be spadally- and tempody variable, or in the case of 

state-dependent flux boundaries, may be specified as nonlinear hctions of the local flow or 

musport solution. The numerical model is modular in £0- is dored towards irregular geological, 

sur5cial and areal geomemes, and utilizes robust and efficient discretization and solution techigues. 

Sucface topography and the associated effect on storage and potential gradients is imbedded in the 

smaure of the numerical model Development of this integrated numerical modd represents the 

most significant contribution of this work. 



The integzated numerical model differs significantly &om those developed by previous 

workers who (I) couple stdice and subsurface flow and transport models by matching boundary 

conditions; (2) utilize simplified he-delay routing of seepage discharge; (3) apply itera&e rainfall 

partitionhg and seepage face algorithms in groundwater flow models; (4) utilize eqUmaIent porous 

medium properties to account for bypass flow (5) invoke moving boundaries Ge. %/wet nodes) in 

surface flow models; (6) neat infiltration in surface flow models independent of water depth, 

subsurface porosity and permeability heterogeneity, and subsutface hydrodynamics; and (7) utilize 

effective lumped characteristic curves to incorporate enhanced subsurface permeability due to 

mau-opores. 

I Dismeetizaa'on and Solution Metiiods 

The governing flow and -port equations are discretized in space using the control 

volume &te element (CVFE) method, dowing a consistent interpretation of flow and transport 

processes both mithin and between continua. The CVFE method combines the geomemc fleddiq 

of finite elements with the local conservation characteristics of control volumes. Simple element 

types are utilized to allow the efficient use of iduence coefficients in the evduation of spatial 

integrals. Element types can be spadally variable, a useful option in simulations combining complex 

geologic and topographic geomepies. Each node in the h e t e  dement mesh may have multiple 

UnkIlowns, with each unknown associated with different continua. A mixhlre of couplmg schemes 

may be utilled, allowing different condnua to be coupled via continuiq assumptions or by first- 

order flux relationships. The spadal distribution of continua can also be variable, allowing, for 

example, a layer of macroporous soil adjacent to the land d c e  or surface processes only in 

topographic lows. The multiple equation and g a d  coupling methodology can be udlized to 

include additional discrete features such as fractures, wells, or tile drains, or additional subdivision of 

the porous medium volume to d o w  multiple-interacting or mobile-immobile continua. 

An alternative prim-based discretization is introduced and shown to be consistent with 

ttaditional two and three-dimensional finite elements, while generaring significantly fewer negative 



influence coefficients and utilizing less memory and computational effort Use of these modified 

prisms allows placement of emphasis on designing well-structured mangular £inite element meshes 

of the s d a c e  topography. The two-dimensional s d a c e  tdangle mesh can be stacked vert idy to 

generate thcee-dimensional subsurface prisms. As the vemcal influences are numerically well 

behaved and predictable, negative influence coefficients will lie in the local x-y plane and result 

largely &om poorly dimensioned ni.ngIes. Unceetaintg associated with the spatial discredzation is 

minimized, while lateral co~ectivity in the subsurface is reclined to allow down-slope flow of water 

and solute transport The resulting influence coefficients are similar to those generated using 

te~ahedra, but with a reduced nodal connectiviv, lowering both storage and computational 

overhead- The approximation assumes that the principle components of the permeability tensor are 

aligned with the local coordinate axes, implying that soil layering follows topography. Further, 

vertical dqersive cross terms are assumed to be small. These assumptions are reasonable in this 

work but should be reexamined in simulations involving heterogeneous porous media or the use of 

Iarge l a c e d  dispersivities. 

The system of nonlinear flow equations are solved in a fully coupled fashion so that fluid 

exchanges and nonlinear boundary conditions are determined as part of the iterative solution. 

Transport of mdtiple species is solved sequentially h e r  each transient flow timestep, begjnnix~g with 

the first parent if chain decay is occuning- Nonlinear flux limiters are utilized in s o l .  advective 

hansport to minimize numerical dispersion. The discrete flow equations are linearized using 

Newton's method while approximate Jacobians are implemented to solve the discrete rnnsport 

equations. Numerical derivatives are utilized to effiaently cons~uct both the flow and transport 

Jacobians and the convergence of the flow Newton iteration loop is enhanced by pcimarp variable 

switching. Adaptive time-weighting algorithms are developed and v d e d  for both flow and 

mnsport. These algodthms partition the discrete eqytions into subsets corresponding to zones of 

active and inactive flow or transport processes. Equations at inactive nodes are solved explicitly and, 

as solutions are known at the new time level, can be partitioned fiom the flow or -sport Jacobian. 

The remaining equations are solved f d y  coupled using either implicit or Gank-Nicholson time 



weighring, with the solution to explicit equations appearing in the for* vector only. Adaptive 

temporal weighting is shown to decrease simulation dmes, as assembly and solution effort is ditedy 

proportional to the size of the nonlinear system (Jacobian). 

Approximate solutions to the Linearized equations are generated using an iterative sparse- 

mapix solver employing Bi-CGSTAB or GMRES acceleration and reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering 

of a red-bhck reduced system of equaaons. Preconditioning is provided by incomplete lower-upper 

factorization (EU) or drop-tolerance incomplete lower-upper P U T )  hctorization. ILUT 

factorizations are performed only on the Jacobian generated in the first flow or transport Newton 

iteration. Solutions to subsequent Newton iterations are preconditioned using the ILU algorithm and 

the data sttucture provided by the drop tolerance factorizatiofi. Accurate hctorizadons are 

generated, thereforey while the &her computational cost of the drop tolerance algorithm is 

amortized over the total number of nonlinear iterations. 

62 Coupled Sudace-Subsdace Water How Sirnuladons 

Detailed comparisons of coupled sul-face-subsurface simulations with the laboratory 

experiment of A b d .  [I9851 indicate that observed rainfal--off responses could be simulated with 

reasonable accuracy using measured or published parameter values. Groundwater discharge 

(seepage) and excess rainfall are not lost to the system in the coupled simulations, but are stored and 

flow on the land surface. These two-dimensional simulations also indicate that the coupled s d c e -  

subsurface approach is consistent with solutions generated using the traditional seepage hce 

approach, as water depths on the land surfice are smaIL 

Application of the co~dpled numerical model to the field experiment of Ab&l [I9851 

indicates that the neglect of surface water ponding in the traditional seepage face approach can 

produce misleading predictions of both groundwater discharge rates and locations. Surface water 

stored on the land d a c e  acts as a transienf spadally-variable constraint on pressure heads in the 

porous medium. Simulated surface water depths in the stream, for example, rise to a depth of about 

k e  centimeters at peak smam discharge, alt- subsurface head gradients and decreasing 



groundwater seepage rates into the stream channel. In the coupled SimuIations, =cess Qiafall and 

seepage are both stored on the Iand surface until inhltradng or discharging to the stream.. Seepage 

face solutions obtained after the rainfall cessation therefore differ &om those indicated by the 

coupled mod& as recharge ceases when the water table drops below the land s d a c e  The error 

in~oduced by enforcing seepage kce conditions @e. fixing the total head to be equivalent to the 

knd d a c e  elevadon) increases with increasing channel incision. 

The coupled simulations indicate that d a c e  and subsurface flow processes are intimately 

related, as subsurface head dism%utions affect infiltration or seepage rates while sdace  water 

ponding depths affect head gradients adjacent to the h d  d a c e .  Slight variations in topography, 

initial water table elevations, and bulk hydraulic conductivity can generate sigmfiantly different head 

distributions in the porous medium. Infiltration rates and porous medium storage capacity affect 

both the kaction of rainfall available for overland flow and the relative area of the land surkce on 

which overland flow may develop. Overland flow contributing areas are also affected by smaU-scale 

topographic variations, which, in combination with the Manning roughness, determine the d c e  

storage capaaty and flow veloaties- While these conclusions are not surprising, it is encouraging that 

sBeam discharge measured by Abdul [I9851 can be simulated with reasonable accuracy using 

measured or literature-derived parameters and minim.l calibration. 

63 Coupled Sudace-Subsurface Tracer Transport Shuladoos 

Simulations of the transport of a conservative tolcer introduced with Eainfall in Abdul's 

119851 laboratory experiment indicate that processes affecting solute concentmtions in the d a c e  

water are restricted to a relatidy thin region adjacent to the knd surface. Concentrations in d a c e  

water are very sensitive to which equations the rainfall boundary condition @e. specified flux) is 

applied For rainfall applied to the porous medium equations, the spatial and temporal distribution 

of solute exchange is affected by the movement of excess rainfall &om the porous medium to the 

d c e  continuum. A dual rainfall condition, in which applied r a i d  to both the porous medium 

and surface equation as a function of d a c e  water depth, limits mixing due to idlaation excess. 



For rainfall applied to the surface equations, mixing between the d a c e  and subsutface continua is 

more heavily influenced by the magnitude of diffusive/dispersive exchange coefficient The 

magnitude of advectme exchange is controlled by hydrodynamics within the porous medium and not 

by the movement of excess rainfdl &om the porous medium to the sueface condnuum. The spatial 

and temporal dismiution of solute exchange therefore reflects both concentration discontinuiy and 

hydrodynamics. While having little affect on the flow solution, these subtleties in rainfall boundary 

condition assignment impact predictions of txacer concentrations in discharge water and, therefore, 

also affect interpretations of water o w .  

The laboratory-scale simulations also indicate that the sensitivity of tracer concentrations in 

d a c e  water to rainfall boundary condition assignment is reduced as the storage volume assodated 

with the porous medium equations at the h d  surface is decreased However, concentrations during 

hydrograph recession are replicated well only by assuming concentmtion continuiq, suggesting that 

mLdng between continua is related to more than the interacdon of ra iddl  with the porous medium. 

Applying rainfall to the surface water equations results in tracer concenttations in discharge water 

nearly identical to those produced with the comer discredzation. Concentrations at eady time and 

Iate times are over- and under-estimated, however. Inclusion of an empirical exchange dispersrvly, 

which enhances difhsive exchange in regions where water exchange is also occuniog, is shown to 

provide better tracer concentration predictions in discharge water. The empirical exchange 

dispersiviy, therefore, may provide a useful d'bration parameter to match simulated and observed 

concentrations. The value of such empirical coeEaents is undoubtedly related to spatial 

disaetization, however. 

Application of the coupled surface-subsurfice model to the transport of conservahe tracer 

in the field-scale experiment of A6d.L [I9851 re-enforces the condusion that mixkg processes 

occurdng at the land surface interface dominate pacer concent~tions in stteam discharge. Simukted 

hydxograph separations be. relative concentration multiplied by stream discharge) replicate 

separations based on 

surface equations and 

measured values with reasonable accuracy only if tainfall is applied to the 

both advectme @e. infiltration/seepage) and diffusive exchange processes are 



considered Simulated flux-weighted concentrations, however, exceed measured concentrations 

during hydrograph rise. Consideration of enhanced mixing using the empirical exchange dispersivity 

does not improve predictions. Application of r a .  exdusively to the porous medium equations or 

to both the surface and porous medium equations underestimates rainfall Pacer concentrations at 

peak discharge by about fXiy percent Simulation of field-scale transport processes is considerably 

more complicated than at the laboratory-scale, where topography is better defined and ewemely 

h e  spatial discretization can be udlized Successful simulation of coupled surface-subsurface 

transport depends on the accurate representation of the spatial and temporal variability of water 

=change processes @e. advection) and diflkiive-we processes associated with c o n c e n ~ a ~ o n  

differences between continua. 

6 4  S t r e d o w  Generation and t&e Burden FiddFxpmihmt 

The set of sirnuladons based upon the field expefiment performed by Ab&l [I3851 dadfies 

the role of the capilkry fbge  on s t r d o w  generation in the reladvely homogeneous sand 

underlying CFB Borden. The coupled surface-subsurface flow model is able to reproduce the 

observed rapid water table response and resulting overland and stream flow. Observed surface 

discharge volumes and timing were simulated with reasonable accuracy using published or measured 

parameter values and minimal calibration. The simulated response of the cap* hinge to Dinfall is 

consistent with both theory [Gdhaam, 19851 and observations Fbak4 1985; A d d  mrd Gillham, 19891. 

The simuIations suggest &a& while the low s t o w  capaaty of the capihxy fbnge is d e d y  

responsible for the rapid hydrologic response observed by Abdd [I 9851, haeased subsurface head 

gradients do not cause significant groundwater seepage. Rather, iu£iltration rates along the stream 

axis are reduced, with runoff formed ktgely by excess raidall over a dynamic contributing area [egg 

Hewkt and Hibbert, 1967; Dzinne and Bbck IWO]. 

These results conmdict the essential conclusion of Abdul [1985] and AbdrJ mrd GiZ/bam 

[1989], who provide support for large groundwater contriutions by routing seepage &om avo- 

dimensional hillslopes into a one-dimensional kinematic streadlow model Abdul [I9853 and Abdwl 



and Gifl'ham [I9891 provide further suppoa for large groundwater contributions by separadng stream 

discharge using relatme concentradons of a conservative tracer (bromide) induded in the d c i a l  

rainfall (ie. hydrograph separation). The coupled surface-subsurfice hansport simulations 

performed in this work suggest tha~ despite the rapid, large-scale response of the capilkry fimge, 

raidill tracer dilution occurs largely by cliffirsive processes as water flows over the land sutface to 

the sBeam, over reIadveIy short flow paths, and subsequently down the stream c h e L  Tracer 

oliginadng above the initial water table enters the surface water by similar processes, augmenting the 

s m d  volumes of seepage (advecdve transport) caused by increased subsurface hydraulic gradients. 

Finally, the simulations perfonred in this work suggest that groundwater seepage rates are 

overestimated if surface water ponding in the stream channel is neglected, m a h g  conclusions based 

on AbduI'~ flow simulations suspect 

The sensitmity of simulated discharge tracer concentrations to d i f k i v e  exchange illustrates 

the ambiguity in the use of tracers to diffezentiate stream water origin, as tracer concentdons in the 

stream discharge may not reflect water sources [e.g. ELrenbeer e t  al, 19951. Indeed, hydrograph 

separation theory is fundamentally £hawed if diMrsive mod.ification of tracer concenrations in 

surface water is prevalent in name. Mixing at the land surface i n t d c e  may provide significant 

&actions of pre-event mcer observed in non-incised streams leg. Kennedy et d, 1986; Rode, 1987; 

Bzrnlle and Sami, 1992]. Further, evaporation at the land surface may increase concenttations of 

dissolved species, with the isotopic signature of the remainiag water becoming increasingly heavy 

(ie. ' * 0 /~~0  and 2 ~ / ' ~  increasin@ p. Kouwen, pn: comm, 19991. Additional field and laboratory 

studies, and additional simulations, are requLed to evaluate the generaliy of the previous 

conclusions. One can hypothesize, for example, that diffusive exchange between continua may be 

less important if most r d d  in£iltrates, as the surface area of the stream itself is considerably 

smaller than the total area contributing overland flow. Diffusive exchange between surface water and 

the underlying porous medium would then be restticted to the stream channel itself [e-g. Bmcahy 

1983, 19843. Advective achange processes resulting fiom streambed topographic variations may 

then become more dominant [e-g. Elhot and Bmokr, 1997 a,b]- 



65 Future Woxk 

The simulations of coupled surface-subsurfice flow and transport illustrate both the 

complexiy of runoff generation mechanisms and ability of the numerical model to capture these 

complexities. A wide range of observed d c e  and subsurface hydro10gic behavior can be simulated 

with minimal assumptions regarding the spatial and temporal v*Lidability of s p e d c  runoff or 

i n f i l eon  processes. Spedficdy, three-dimensional flow processes in the unsaturated zone are 

rigozously included, naturally regulating the partitioniag of r a i d  between the surface and 

subsurface systems and resolving the complex, Pansient flow fields resulting from infiltration into 

regions underkia by shallow water tables. Groundwater discharge to the Iand d a c e  evolves in h e  

and space while in5Itration proceeds at the appropriate rate and location with excess water ponding 

or moving as overlaod or stream flow. Groundwater discharged to the sucface and forming ovedand 

flow can re-inhltcate as conditions allow, and stream water interaction with the underlying and 

adjacent porous medium is dynamic and impIicir. Bypass flow in macropores and the associated 

transport processes are intimately linked to the dynamics of the surface and porous medium 

continua. The interaction of surface and subsurface flow and -sport processes is imbedded in the 

tight, implicit coupling. 

The applicaaon of the integrated numerical model to real and idealized watersheds 

establishes a structured fkamework for the development and testing of hydr010gic response 

conceptual models. The validity of assumptions utilized in less complex numerical models can be 

evaluated and dominant or controkng mechanisms and parameten can be identified. The intimate 

linkage of simulated hydrologic response and Pacer transport will dlow the fuxther evaluation of 

hydrograph separation methodologies, p a r t i d y  the relationship between rapid flow in 

macropores and the chemical signature of groundwater discharge. The numerical model is intended 

to be an integral component of and evolve with field studies of hydrologic response and solute 

transport in coupled surface-subsurface systems. The modular form of the numerical model allows 

the reiinement of processes descriptions or the evaluation of alternative process c o n c e p ~ a t i o n s .  



Similarly, addidonal processes identified or hypothesized to influence hydr010gic response or tracer . 

pansport can be considered. 

Spec& enhancements to the numerical model, and the intended objectives, include: (1) the 

inclusion of hysteresis in subsurface charact&tic curves to evaluate hydrologic response during 

sequential rainfall-evaporation events; (2) the development and testing of reactive chemistry and 

cation exchange modules to e v h t e  the influence of rock-water interaction on stream water 

chemistry; and (3) the development and testing of sediment transport and slope stabiliv modules to 

invesdgate the relationship bemeen hydrology and landscape evolution. These enhancements are 

part of ongoing research programs at two well-documented field sites. 

The &st field site, RS, is a prairie rangehid c a t b e n t  with shallow slopes located in 

Oklahoma [USDA-ART, 1983; &ape and F ~ e z e ,  19851 while the second site, DW-1, located near 

Coos Bay, Oregon p ~ d w ~ o n  ef aL, 1997a,b; Mongomefy et uL, 1997; Toms et aL, 19981, is a steep, 

macroporous hillslop e underlain by hctured bedrock. Detailed measurements of hydrologic 

response to multiple raiafall events are available, as are rainfall Pacer dismbudons, tracer and 

sediment concentrations in discharge water, permeabilitp and topographic distributions, and 

evaporative demand. The spatial scale of these field sites is an order of magnitude larger than the 

Borden rainm-=of. u r p h e n t  performed by Ab& [I 9851. Records of observed hydrologic 

response extend to days and months and indude multiple precipitation events. Application of the 

numerical model to these field sites d continue the validation and verification process and provide 

comparisons with simpler, s d a c e  water oriented, rainfd-runoff models and analytical models of 

processes affecting slope stability. A g e n d  impIementation of the anticipated reactive chemisq 

module, fuaheftnore, will allow the investigation of ni~ogen and phosphorus loadings to both 

groundwater and surface water. 



Appendix A Spatial Discretiption Ismes 

Negative influence coefficients can cause oscillatory behavior during the Newton iterations because 

discrete fluxes with incorrect orientations can be generated, lea* to h e  step reductions and k+ge 

numbers of Newton iteradons to achieve convergeace [Lefmbzuski andFonytb, 19911. The simulation 

of dynamic coupling using large, inegular, three-dimensional grids with spatially variable properties 

effectively guarantees the existence of such negative terms. One possible solution is to set negatme 

iduence coefficients to zero, thus ensuring that discrete water and advectme transport fluxes are 

oriented in the conect physical direction. 

The relevance of this zeroing practice became readily apparent in a grid rehement study 

presented below which initiated to isolate the effects of gradient resolution on calculated Mtration 

and seepage rates. The permeabilicg field was homogenous and isotropic for all simulations in thL 

study and the gdds were generated with either prisms or tetrahedra. Examination cf simuktion 

results predicted that spatially variable infiltration or seepage fluxes near the land surkce did 

conelate with changing gradient resolution. Furthermore, solutions &om grids with simitaE nodal 

spacings were considerably different 

The source of the unexpected resuIts originates in the practice of setting negative iafluence 

coefficients to zero to ensure convergence of the Newton iteration loop. As meshes were refined, or 

diffixent element ypes  were implemented, the location and orientation of these negative terms 

changed Zeroing negative iduence coefficients, in effeq introduced spatial heterogeneity in the 

nodal comedviy, emulating spacial variation of pmeability- This heterogeneity, which was 

difficult to detect if the percentage of zeroed-terms was small, became quite noticeable as the 

percentage increased Simulations conducted without zeroing negahe influence coefficients 

converged to nearly identical solutions as the grid was retined Exceedingly small timesteps were 



requled, however, for convergence of the Newton iterations, resulting in very costly sirnularions. 

The following sections investigate the origin of negative influence coefficients arising horn linear 

prism, isoparameaic prism md tetrahedral finite elements (Figure A-1). A hnite difference 

approximation for prism dements is then introduced and simulations based on the three- 

dimensional discretizations are compared 

Subdivision into Tetrahedra A& 

Modified Prism 

Figure A-1. Illustration of prLm finite element geometry, node numbexing, and nodal connectiviq, 

along with subdivision of prism hnite element into three tetrahedra, and nodal c o n n e d v i ~  

of finite difference approximation. 



Assuming an isotropic and homogeneous permeabiliy tensor, one can d e k e  the geomety- 

derived influence coefficients, It!:?' = I: t I; t I:, adsing  from a single linear mimguh prism 

element (Figure A-1) as [Hzyakom rt al., 29861: 

where Q and b are the standard linear niangdar basis functions in the local x-p plane, A is the 

area of the triangular faces, dz equals the nodal separation distance in the local z dimension, and 

V = dzA is the elemend volume. Average dimensions or numexical integration is required for 

deformed prisms or, alternatively, the pdsm elements may be subdivided into tetrahedra ( F e e  

A-1). 



Calculation of the pdsm coefficients for the local x-y plane involves the reciprocal of the z- 

dimension, yielding a Iarge positive value for elements with krge aspect ratios. The fo1loWi.g 

reladonship musr be true for influence coefficients lying in the local x-y to be aon-negative: 

which is deafly impossible if the triangle innuences are nonzero, unless the vertical permeability is 

zero. Setdng negative innuence coefficients to zero, therefore, inhibits flow in the local x-y p h e  

for prism elements. 

Figure A-2. Example prism bite element with large aspect ratio. 

As a simple numerical example, consides a single p&n  formed from nodes as located in 

Figure A-2 where dz is the prism element thickness. Consider a vertical node spacing of one-tenth 

the &gle element area (A = 0 5 )  as is typical in the near-sutface region of the grids utilized in this 

study. The influence coefficient tensor for this prism is, assuming a .  isotropic and homogeneous 

permeability field: 



One can obseme that disaete fluxes calculated between nodes lying in the local x-y plane will have 

incorrect orientations (e-g. water will £low up-gradient), which is troublesome as the onginal 

W l e s  are well formed (ie. follow the Delaunay criteria). Note that adjacent dements will also 

conmbute to the total innuence coefficient tensor for a particuiar node pair. 

Figure A-3. Example deformed prism £kite element with large aspect ratio. 

For a deformed prism (Figure A-3), the influence coeffiaent tensor generated using an 

isoparameaic pdsm element with Gauss integration [ Z i e n k i ~ ~ i  19711 is: 

which again generates negative iduence coefficients in the 1ocd x-y p h e .  

A2 Tetrahedral Finite El'ents 

Consider a single tenahedron, TI, formed by nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the previously defined 

pdsm shown in Figure A-1- One can calculate elemental iduence contributions as [ Z i e n k , ~  

1971; Hityakom undPinhq 19831: 

I& = vyqa2 + 44 + C,CJT = 12, 



Two additional tetrahedra, and T,, may be generated from the remaining elemental volume with 

influences determined in an identical manner. This order of subdivision is rather arbitrary, but is 

restricted unless nodes are added to the grid [e-g. Letniow~ki and For&, 19911. The sum of these 

sub-dements now determines the influences associated with the original six nodes: 

I,=2 = = I t l  
I; = I.& + I& = I.-& 

1;' = + + 12~ = 113 

r;, = = 1t4 

I& = I& -+ = I& 

I& = q2 = q5 

I ; ~  = 1& = I& 

I& = I& = '3.6 

Subdividing the prism into tetrahedra in this manner eliminates connections between nodes one 

and h e ,  one and six, and two and six. 

The influence coeficient tensor generated via subdivision of the undeformed prism element 

is: 



This subdivision preserves a physical basis for flow between a l l  nodes. Note that the vertical 

coeffidents are numencdy equivalent to ~ / 3 d ~ ,  the equivalent of a bite difference analogue. 

Subdivision of the deformed pdsm volume into tetrahedra generates the foilowing influence 

coefficient tensor: 

This subdivision generates negative coeffiaents for two connections. This simple analysis indicates 

that tetrahedra with large aspect ratios way also generate negative influence coefficients. Zeroing 

these negative terms d inhibit flow along co~ections corresponding to diagonal of the original 

prism element. A physical basis for Bow in the local x-y plane is preserved, however. 

Large elemental aspect ratios will fiequendy occur adjacent to the land surface if one is 

restricted to large lateral node spacings relative to those utilized vertically- Significantly, this region, 

lying at che interface between the subsurface and surface C O ~ M U ~ ,  is of most interest in this work 

An alterna&e discredzation method based on prisms is utilized in this work whereby cross- 



derivative terms are lumped onto the dcpnai  of the elemental influence matrices, thus emuladng 

bite-difference conoections in the local z-coordinate (Figure -4-4)- This discretization method 

follows P a n 4  e l  a/. [I9931 and Themen and SKdiky [199q, who utilized a similar approach for block 

f i t e  elements. Similatities also exist with the integrated 6nite M e r e n c e  method of Nm-mban and 

Withexpoon [I9761 and P1ue11 and Naraninhan [198q. Prism deformation is incorporated in aa 

approximate manner by calculating separate areas and basis hnctions for the upper and lower 

aiangles. 

1 
(area,, + area,, ) / 6 

Figure A-4. Definition of vaeiables utilized to calculate the modified prism inauence coefficients. 

The elemental contributions are defined for each node paL as 

dz, + d~~~ I f ,  = 
4 (~4.5 = 



Cross derivatives are retained in the local x-y plane: 

.. _ dz,, + dz, 
4.i - 4 

(4 + a , 4 ) ~ , ,  = 1; 

1: = 4 4  + dz36 
4 

(a@, + a 3 4 ) 4 ,  = 1; 

ry; = d z ~  + dz36 (a2b3 + a 3 b , ) ~ , ,  = 1;; 
4 

1" - dz,, + dz, 
4.5 - 4 + a5b4)A456 = '2; 

- dz14 + dz36 
'4.6 - 4 (a466 + a6b4)a456 = '2; 

I- - dz, + dz,, 
5.6 - 4 + a6bS)A~56 = 

The influence coefficient tensor for the hst example plism (Figure A-2) is: 

The positive numerical properties of well-formed Piangular faces are retained and coefficients 

corresponding to vertical water flux are identical to those generated using the tetrahedral 

subdivision. The influence coefficient tensor for the second prism example (Figure A-3) is: 



Vertical coeffiaents are virrually identical to those originating in the tetrahedral subdivision and, 

while a single negaave coefficient is generated, the numerical value is three orders of magnitude 

less than hose generated using tetrahedra. The tetrahedra and hnite diffkrence examples are in 

general agreemen5 allowing £Low both verdcdy and in the local x-y plane. 

An example of the type presented above for £low is unsatisfactory fm dqersive ~ a n s p o q  

as the mechanical dispersion tensor d vary in magnitude and orientation as the flow field evolves. 

Discrete diffusive solute fluxes, however, are govemed by the geometric coefficients introduced 

above for flow. For simplidy, consider a constant dispeesion coeffiden~ D , in a saturated medium 

of constant porosity. For a non-deformed prism elemenq the dispersive transport tensor is: 

for the tetrahedral subdivision it is: 



and for the hnite-difference approximation it is: 

Both the prism and tetrahedral discretizations genetate negative dispersive transport coeEcients, 

indicating chat solute mass will be -sported against the concentration gradient. Similar 

coeffitients are generated with the deformed prisms. 

A series of simulations mas performed to evaluate the sensitivity of discharge volume and 

m c u  concentrations to spadal discretization, because the fine nodal spacing utilized in the 

laboratory-scale simulations (see Section 4.7) is impractical at the field scale (see Chapter 5). The 

geometry utilized in the discretization sensitivity analysis Figure A-5) represents a genetic cross 

section extracted &om Abd& [I9851 field experiment Flow and transport parameta and initial 

conditions are ideatical to those utilized in the field-scale simulations. While middl rates and 

durations are also identical, the stream is repkced with a critical depth boundarg condition. These 

two dimensional simulations, summadzed in Figure A-6, indicate that discharge predictions are 

sensitive to hydraulic gradient resolution adjacent to the land surface. Predictions are less sensi&e to 



horizontal spacing for the ~ektiveiy shallow slopes considered Coarse discretization at depth, in 

combination with fine spacing at the land d a c e ,  maintains reasonable accuracg while m i n h k i q  

computational effort 

The problem was made quasi-three dimensional by connecting two identical cross setions, 

spaced by one meter, to compare solutions based upon three-dimensional dements. Three element 

types are compared: tettahedra, isoparamenic prisms, and modified prisms. Element thicknesses 

vary along the x-axis, doming a comparison of influence coefiicients generated with deformed 

dements. Tetrahedra are generated by subdividtng the prisms [e-g. LtniowrkiandForyth, 19911 while 

the modified prisms emulate finite differences along the vertical axis [e.g. P a n e  et  aL, 19931. Table 

A-2 presents a summary of iduence coefficient and solution statisdcs for the three-dimensional 

elements. The mod5ed prisms generate the least number of negative idhence coefficients, the 

magnitude of which approach roundoff enor. Tetrahedra and isoparameaic prisms generated about 

the same number of negative influence coefficients, but the magnitude of the tetrahedra-derived 

values is about an order of magnitude less than the isoparamettic-prism derived values. The 

modified prisms required approximately 72 % and 60% of the memory and computation time of 

tetrahedra, respectively- Retaining negative coefficients in the isop~amemc prisms caused 

considerable convergence dSEulties. S e w  the coefficients to zero allowed convergence, but the 

solution was inconsistent with results obtained witb other discretizatioas. 

A cornpacison of discharge versus time and hydraulic head at 50 minutes is presented in 

Figure A-6 for the wo-dimensional elements. Figure A-7 presents the corresponding re& for 

sirnuladons conducted using tetrahedra and isopatamemc prisms, performed with and without 

retaining negative iduence coefficients, and wih modified prisms. The modified plisms are shown 

to generate flow solutions nearly identical to the coxresponding two-dimensional results, although 

recharge tracer concentrations are slightly under-predicted at peak discharge, and slightly over- 

predicted duriag hydrograph recession. Both tetrahedra-based solutiom agree well with the two- 

dimensional results, as negative influence coefficients * kom tetrahedra tend to correspond to 

edges interior to the o r i g d  prisms (see Section A.2 ): the two-dimensional £low field in this 



example reduces the effect of these tenns. The two solutions based upon isoparamemc prisms 

differ s@wtLy, as negative influence coefficients correspond to the main pdsm edges (see 

Section A-1 ). 

A subset of the field-scale simulations (Chapter 5) were repeated using tetrahedra and 

isoparamemc prisms to evaluate the enor introduced by the modified pdsms. Fully implidt dme 

weigh+ is utilized for flow and adap&e implicit-esplidt time weighling is utilized for transport. A 

summaq of the flow iduence coefficient and of the solution stadstics is presented in Table A-3. As 

indicated by the cross section example, both tepahedra and isopamnemc pdsms generate large 

numbers of negative influence coefficients while the modified p&ms generate significantly less. The 

simulation conducted with the modified prisms, fuahermore, required considerably less 

computational effort than u t h z q  tetxahedra or isoparametric prisms, largely due to the reduced 

effort required to assemble and solve the flow and transport Jacobians. 

The £low solutions generated by tetrahedra and isoparametdc prisms are summarized in 

Figure A-8, which presents water table locations and total head contours at 6fky minutes. Removing 

negative influence coefficients 6.e. setting them to zero) affeca both solutions in and adjacent to the 

sueam, although the effect is much more noticeable with 

negative terms generates total head contours very similar to 

greater computational effort. 

the isoparameaic prisms. Retaining the 

the modified prlms, but at considerably 

Figure A-9 presents the corresponding surface water discharge volumes and tracer 

concentrations versus h e  for rainfall applied using the dual algorithm and for raintzll applied 

exdusively to the surface equations. Removing negative influence coefficients is shown to cause 

decreased surface water discharge: this reduction is most significant for the isoparamettic prisms. 

Retaining nega&e influence coefficients, however, results in discharges that wee weIl with the 

modified p&m solution. Hydrograph separations are relatively unaffected by the choice of spatial 

discretization as interactions at the land d a c e  dominate tracer concentmtions in s h c e  water. 



Discretization Grid Statistics Solution Statistics 
Equations1 Elements1 Time Solution Newton Iterations 

steps2 Time3 Flow Transport 
Fine 3131/101 6000/100 3 / 6 7  2.8 255 414 
Coarse Horizontal 651 / 21 1200 / 20 0 /63 0.34 209 390 
Coarse Horizontal and 147/21 2 4 / 2 0  2 / 6 5  0.08 222 388 

Verdcal 
Refined at Land Surface 294 / 21 520 / 20 0 / 63 0.14 210 394 

' porous medium / surface; failed / total; ' minutes (300 MHz Pentiurn TI), flow and 

transport of three solutes 

Table A-1. S u m m a y  of grid and solution statistics for sensitivity analysis of mo-dimensional 

spatial discretization. Fully implicit &e weighting is utilized for both flow and transport. 



Discretization Flow Influence Coefficients Solution Sfatistics 
Negative / Total hlfinimum Time SoIution Newton Iterations - 

Steps1 ~ime '  Flow Tmnspoa 
Isoparamemc Prisms lO5G / 3933 -4.6 

retained 1 / 65 0.78 227 486 
removed 2 / 65 0.66 217 427 

T e d e d r a  833 / 2874 -3.3 lo4 
retained 0 / 63 0.53 217 400 

removed 2 / 65 0.52 227 4-06 
 modified Prisms 186 / 1827 -2.5 s lo-" 0 / 63 0.32 209 394 

I failed / tot& 'minutes (300 blHz Pentium II), flow and mspor t  of three solutes 

Table A-2. Summary of flow influence coefficient and solution statistics for sensitiviy analysis of 

three-dimensional spadal discretization of the example cross section. Fullv implicit time 

weighdng is utilized for both flow and transpor~ 

Discretization Flow Influence Coefficients Solution Statistics 
Negative / Non-Zero Time Solution Newton Iterations 

Steps1 T& Row Transport 
Isoparametric Prisms 42,335/ 157,234 

retained 4 / 67 60.0 422 758 
removed 7/77 53.8 464 670 

Tetrahedra 43,000 / 134,838 
retained 4 / 71 50.3 4 5  790 

removed 3 / 6 9  422 394 7 m  
Modified P&ms 160 / 68,750 3 / 69 2 5 8  420 699 

' failed / total; 'minutes (300 MHz Pentium IT), flow and transport of three solutes 

Table A-3- Summary of flow influence coefficient and solution statistics for field-scale three- 

dimensional spatial discretizations based upon isoparametric pprism, tetrahedra, and 

modZed prism influence coefficients. Solutions for porous medium hydraulic conductivity 

equal to 1 x l o 5  m s-', initial hydraulic head of 278 cm, and adaptive transport time 

weigh*. 



Rainfall Rate: 2 cm h i 1  (5.55 m s-') 
C = I  
c; = 0 
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Figure A-5. Geometrg, initial and boundary conditions for example cross section. 
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F&e A-6. Total head (cm) at 50 rriinutes and discharge volume and rainfall tracer concentrations 

versus time for coupled surface-subsurface flow and transport on a cross secdon. 

Cornpadson of solutions given by: (a) fine spadal discretization, @) coarse vertid and h e  

horizontal spacing, (c) come horizontal and vertical spacing, and (d) coarse horitontal and 

vertical spacing reiined adjacent to the land surface. Solution for dual rainfall boundary 

condition and porous medium hydraulic conductivity equal to 5 x 10'~ rn s-'. 



(c) tetrahedm negative caeffiaents m-ned  ' ; I  J o  

I - 

(d) isopmetric prisms. negative coefficients removed 

(e) isoparametric prisms, negative coefficier.1~ retained 

0 2 4 6 8 10 0 20 40 60 
Distance (m) Time (minutes) 

Figure A-7. Total head (an) at 50 minutes and discharge volume and rainfall tracer concentrations 

v m s  time for coupled surface-subsurface flow and transport on a quasi-three 

dimensional cross section. Comparison of solutions &en by: (a) modified prisms, @) 

tetrahedra with negadve coefficients removed, (c) tetrahedra with negative coefficients 

retained, (d) isoparametdc prisms with negative coefficients removed, and (e) 

isopararnetric prisms with negative co&cients retained. Solution for dual rainfall 

boundary condition and porous medium hydraulic conductiviy equal to 5 x lo-' m s". 



Figure A-8. Water table location and contours of total head in porous medium at 50 minutes for: 

(a) te~ahedra, negative coefficients removed @) tettahedra, negative coeEaents retained 

(c) isoparamemc prisms, negative coefficients retained, and (a isoparameuic prisms, 

negative coefficients removed Sohtion for initial hydraulic head of 278 cm, dual rainfall 

boundarg condition, and porous medium hydraulic conduccmiq equal to 1 x 18' rn s". 



- - - - - - - tetrahedra. negative coeffiaents removed 
------- tetrahedra. negative coefficients retained - -- - - isoparametric prisms. negative coefficients removed 
---- isoparametric prisms. negative coefficients W-ned 

- - -- -- - tetrahedra. negative coeffiaents removed 
------- tetmhedra. negative coefficients retained - - - - isoparametric prisms. negative coefficients removed 
---- isoparametric prisms. negative coefficients retained 

modified prisms - measured 

25 50 75 100 

Time (minutes) 

Figure A-9. Illustration of the sensitive of field-scale coupled dace-subsurface flow and 

transport solutions to subsurface discretization. Comparison of (a) measured and 

simulated saeam discharges and @) comparison of measured and simulated hydrograph 

separations. Solutions for initial hydraulic head of 278 c m  and porous medium hydraulic 

conductivity equal to 1 x 1 o-' m s-' . 
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